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Remarks on North American Ethnology: Introductory to the Report on the
Indians of British Columbia. By HORTIO HALE.-

THE Province of British Columbia offers probably the best field of ethno-
logical research now to be found in North America. This distinction is
due to two circumlstances, each of much importance. The one is the fact
that the tribes of this Province have'thus far suffered less displacement
and change from foreign influences than those of any other region. They
still for the most part occupy their original seats, and they retain to a
large extent their primitive customs and beliefs. The other circumstance,
and one of special scientific interest, is the great number of linguistic
stocks, or families of languages, which are found in the Province. There
are, as will appear from the report and. map, no less than eight of these
stocks, being twice as many as now exist in the wIv>le of Europe.

The importance of this fact will be appreciated if we bear in mind
that in America the linguistic stock is the universally accepted unhit of
ethnological classification. It is not that the physical distinctions which
lave elsewhere been proposed as the basis of classifications are lacking on
this continent. On the contrary, they are markedly apparent. In colour
he difference is great between the fair-skinned Haidas and Tsimshians
f the northern coasts and islands, and the swarthy, almost black, natives
f Southern California. Even more notable is the difference between the
hort, squat, broad-faced, and coarse-featured members of the coast tribes
f Oregon and British Columbia, and the tall, slender, oval-visaged
dians of the interior. The. striking differences of cranial measurement

re shown in Sir Daniel Wilson's work on 'Prehistoric Man.' Hair vary.
g.from coarse, straight, and black to fine, brown, and curly; eyes with

orizontal and eyes with oblique openings ; noses-in some tribes aquiline,
d in others depressed, show varieties as great as those'of colour, stature,
d cranial outlines. These and other physical dist'nctions, however,
ve not been accepted by any scientific inquirer in America of late
rs as grounds of classification of the native tribes, for the simple
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reason that they are manifestly due to climatie or other local or casual
influences, and cannot be held to indicate any differrence of race.

But the distitction of linguistic stocks is radical and profound. The
differences which it indicates extend far beyond lar.guage, and are
displayed in the whole nature and character of the speakers of each
language. This fact became apparent to me many years ag,o, in making
for the U.S. Government an ethnographical survey of Oregon and of a
part of British Columbia.1 Its existence perplexed me at the time, as it
has since perplexed other investigators; and the question of the origin
of so many linguistie stocks, or languages radically and totally distinct,
found ip so limited à district, has appeared to present a problem of the
highest scientific interest.2

In an address delivered before the American Association for the
Advancement of Science in 1886, and published in their volume of
' Proceedings' for that year, I ventured to propose an explanation of the
origin, not only of these American languages, but of all stock languages
whatsoever, except, of course, the primitive language (whatever it may
have been) which was spoken by the first community of the human
species. A succinct but clear outline of this theory was given by Pro-
fessor Sayce in bis Presidential Address at the Manchester meeting in
1887. While pointing out what he condered the merits of the theory,
Mr. Sayce asked, very reasonably, for more evidence to sustain it than I
had been able to include in my brief essay. This evidence I have en-
deavoured to give in a paper read last year before the Canadian Institute
of Toronto, and published ini the 'Proceedings ' of that society for
1888-89.

With Professor Sayce's address in the bands of the members of the
Association, I need only say, briefly, thatthe theory supposes these isolated
idioms to have had their origin in the natural language-making faculty
of young childreu. Many instances of languages thus spontaneously
created by children were given; and in my Toronto paper evidence was
produced to show that the words and grammar of such languages might,
and probably would in many cases, be totally different from those of the
parental speech. The fact was pointed out that in the first peopling of
every country, when, fromn various causes, families must often be scattered
at very wide distances from one another, many cases must have occurred

'In the long and narrow section of this continent, included-between the Rocky
Mountains and the Pacific, and extending from the country of t.he Eskimo on the
north to the Californian insula on the south, there are found perhaps a greater
number of tribes speaking 'stinct languages than in any other territory of the same
size in the world. Not only o these tribes differ in their idiome, but also in personal
appearance, character, an usages.'-United &ates Eploring Fcpedition under
Charles Wlkes,vol. vii. 'Ethnography and PkilologyJ:' by Horatio Hale; 1846; p. 197.

2 'It [the map] brings out in a most striking way the singular linguistic diversity
which obtains along the west line of this part of America-a fact for which it is
indeed difficult to offer a reasonable explanation, knowing as we do how essentially
maritime the coast tribes are in their habits, and how silled and fearless they are in
the management of their excellent canoes. The anomaly appears still greater when
we contrast the several clearly defined colonies of the coast with the wide sweep of
the languages of the interior of the Province, where from the generally rugged and
often densely wooded character of the country, and the turbulent nature of the
rivers, intercommunication must have been by comparison extremely difficult.'-Dr.
George M. Dawson: Preface to I Comparative Vocabularies of the Indian Tribes of
Britisk Columbia; with a Map iUustrating istribution;' by Drs. Tolmie and Darso,
1884, p. 7.
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where two- or more young thildren of different exes, left by the death of
their parents to grow up secluded from all oth soiiety, were thus com.
pelled to frame a language of their own,ýwhich would become the mother-
tongue of a new linguistie stock. This resIt, it is clear, would only
follow in those regions where, froin the mildness of the climate and the
spontaneous fruitfulness of tlie soi, yonng childrenwould be able to find
subsistence for themselves through all seasons.of the year.

It is evident that, along with their new language, these children and
their descendants would have to frame a new religion, a new social policy,
and, in general, new customs and arts, except so far as reminiscences of
the parental example and teachings might direct or modify the latter.
All these conclusions accord precisely with the results of ethnological
investigations in America.

It should, however, be borne in mind that, whether the theory which
I thus proposed is accepted or not, the fact will still remain that the
existence of a linguistic stock involves the absolate certainty that the
tribe speaking such a form of language, differing entirely from all other
tongues, must have lived for a very long period wholly isolated from all
other communities; otherwise this idiom would not have had time to be
formed and to become the speech of a tribe sufficiently numerous and
strong to maintain its. independence. In this long isolation (however
it might arise) the tribe would necessarily acquire by continual inter.
marriage a peculiar mental- character, common to the whole tribe, and

q with it the modes of thought and the social institutions which are the
r necessary outcome of such a character. Thus the linguistic stock, what-

ever its origin, must naturally and necessarily be, as bas been said, the
proper ethnological unit of classification.

The experience of the able philologists of the American Bureau of
y Ethnology entirely confirms these viewsA Special attention, of course,
y bas been given by them to the investigation of the stocks in North
s America. Mr. J. C. Pilling, of the Bureau, the author of the valuable
t, series of bibliographies of American linguistic stocks now in course of
le publication, informs me that the number of these stocks in North America
of (north of Mexico), so far as at present determined, is fifty-eight-a greater
xd number, perhaps, than can be found in the whole eastern hemisphere,id apart from Central Africa. Of this number no less than thirty-nine are

comprised in the narrow strip of territory west of the Rocky Mountains,
ky which extends from Alaska to Lower California. Why a great number
ie of stocks might naturally be looked for along this coast, with its mild andter equable climate, and its shores and valleys abounding in shell-fish, berries,

mal and edible roots, is fully explained in my essays already referred to.or From what has been said it follows that in our studies of communities
97. in the earliest stage, we must look, not for sameness, but for almost end-
ty less diversity, alike in languages and in social organisations. Instead of
ljy one 'primitive human horde' we must think of some two or three hun-

3 in dred primitive societies, each beginning in a single household, and ex-
len panding gradually to a people distinct from every other, alike in speech,

of in character, in mythology, in form of government, and in social usages.
the The language may be monosyllabic, like the Khasi and the Othomi; or

agglatinative in various methods, Jike the Mantshu, the Nahuatl, the
Of Eskimo, and the Iroquoian; or inflected, like the Semitic and the Sahaptin.

Its forms may be simple, as in the Maya and the Haida, or complex, as
in the Aryan, the Basque, the Algonkin, and the Tinneh. The old theo-
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yetical notion, that the more complex and inflected idioms have grown
out of the simpler agglutinative or monosyllabie forms, must be given up
as inconsistent with the results of modern researches.

In like 'nanner, we find among primitive communities every form of
government and of social institutions-monarchy among the Mayas and
the Natchez, aristocracy among the Iroquois and the Kwakiutl, demo-
cracy among the Algonkins and the Shoshonees, descending almost to pure,
though perhaps peaceful, anarchy among the Tinneh, the Eskimo, and
various other families. In some stocks we find patriarchal (or 'paternal')
institutions, as among the Salish and the Algonkin; in others, matriarchal
(or 'maternal '), as among the Iroquoian and the Haida. In some the
clatsystem exists; in others it is unknown. In some exogamy prevails,
in others en.dogamy. In some, women are honoured and have great in-
fluence and privileges; in others, they are despised and ill-treated. In
some, wives are obtained by capture, in others by courtship, in others by
the agreement of the parents. All these various institutions and usages
exist among tribes in the same stage of culture, and all of them appear to
be equally primitive. Jhey are simply the forms in which each com-
munity, by force of the character of its people,.tends to crystallise.

1** I We frequently, Irowever, find evidence,if not of internal development,
at least of derivation. Institutions, creeds, and customs are in many
cases adopted by one stock from another. As there. are now 'loan-words'
in all languages, so there are borrowed beliefs, borrowed laws, and bor-
rowed arts and usages. Then, also, there are many mixed communities,
in which, through the effect of conquest or of intermarriages, the physical
traits, languages, and institutions of two or more stocks have become
variously combined and intermingled. In short, the study of human
societies in the light of the classification by linguistic stocks is like the
study of matèrial substances in the light of their classification by the
chemical elements. In each case we filnd an almost infinite variety of
phenomena, some primitive and others secondary and composite, but all
referable to a limited number of primary constituents: in chemistry, the
material elements; in ethnology, the linguistic stocks. Such is the result
of the latest investigations, as pursued on the Western Continent, where
for the first time a great number of distinct communities, in the earliest
social stages, have been exposed to scientific observation, with all their
organisation an'd workings as clearly discernible as those of bees in a
glass hive.
ouThe researches of Dr. Boas, while pursued, as will be apparent, with-
out any bias of preconceived theory, will throw much v&luable light on
the subjects now referred to, as well as on others of equal importance.
It should be added that some of the facts which he has gathered, par-
ticularly in regard to the tenure of land among the tribes of British
Columbia, have a great practical value. This is a point which deserves
special mention, as the Canadian Government is now sharing with the

- ~Association the expense of these inquiries. Many of the most costly wars
which the Colonial Governments have had to wage with the aboriginal
tribes in America, New Zealand, and elsewheré have arisen, as is well
known, from misunderstandings growing out of the acquisition of land
from the natives. The great benefit which accrued to New Zealand, in
the improved relations between the natives and the colonists, from the
researches of Sir George-Grey into the laws, usages, and traditions of the
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Columbia is ln some respetts-remarkably similar to tliat which prevailed
in New Zealand. If the inquiries which have been instituted by the•
Association shall have 'the effect of averting a very possible conflict of
races, their utility will be very great-one might almost say incalculable.
It may be well, therefore, to draw particular attention to some noteworthy
facts set forth in Dr. Boas's report. We learn that the land occupied by
certain tribes is held, not by the tribe, nor by individuals, but by the clan,
or gens, which is consequently the only authority able -to dispose of it;
and, further, that when the land is sold the original owners are still con-
sidered by the native law to retain 'the right of fishing, hiunting, and
gathering berries in their old home.' It is easy to see how, when these
native laws and usages are not understood, collisions might at any time
arise, in which each party would naturally claim to be in the right. It
should, fnrther, be borne in mind that as there are eight distinct stocks in
the Province there may possibly be as many distinct systems of land
tenure. At all events, it is certain that the tenure among the tribes- in
which the clan system exists must differ in one important respect from
that of the tribes in which it is unknown.

It is evident that, as Dr. Boas suggests, this branch of inquiry is one
which deserves to be carefully prosecqted, both for its scientific interes
and for the great practical benefit which may-result from it.

First General Report on the Indians of British Cûlumbia.
By Dr. FRiXNz BoAs.

INTRODUCTORY INOTE.

The following report on the Indians of British Columbia embodies
i e general results of a reconnaissance made by the writer in the summer
of 188; under the auspices of' the Committee of the British Association
appointed for the purpose of collecting information respecting the North.
Western Tribes of the Dominion of Canada, supplemented by observations
made by the author on a previous trip in the winter of 1886-87. A
preliminary report was published in the Fourth Report of the Committee.
The present report contains the principal results of the author's investi-
gations on the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, and Kutonaqa (Kootanie).
His limited time and the preparations for a new journey to British
Columbia, undertaken under the auspices of the Committee, did not
permit him to study, exhaustively the extensive osteological material
collected on the previous journeys. For the same reason the linguistie
material collected among the Nootka and Kwakiutl is kept back. Besides
this it seemed desirable to await the publication of the grammar of the
latte language by the Rev. A. J. Hall in the 'Transactions of the Royal
Society of Canada' before publishing the linguistie notes on the same
stock, which are necessarily fragmentary when compared to a grammar
drawn up by a student who has lived many years among the Indians
speaking that language. The chapters on social organisation, customs,
art, and knowledge are also necessarily incomplete. The difficulty of
observing or even acquiring information on such points during a flying
visit of a fortnight-the maximum time spent among any single tribe-
is so overwhelming that no thorough report is possible, and it is almost
impossible to guard against serions errors. On account of this
difficulty the author has paid great attention to the collection of reporta .
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on historiéal events and of traditions. In these the peculiar custome
and character of a people always appear very clearly, and the facts
mentioned in these tales form a valuable starting-point for the observa-
tion of customs which would else remain innoticed. Among tribes who
have partly yielded to the influence of the* contact with whites they
afforda valuble clue to their former cnstoms.

The chapter on 'Art.s and Knowledge ' has not been treated fully, as
Ehe general character of North-West American art is well known, and, in
order to-give a complete account of the conventionalism of the works of
art of these tribes, an exhaustive study is necessary, which the writer bas
beenso far unable to undertake.

The author's researches do not include the Tinneh tribes, some of
which are comparatively well known. The Salish languages are merely

... enumerated, as investigations on this interesting stock are being carried
on, and the material in its present shape would require an early revision.

The present report is supplemented by the following papers by the
author:

'Zur Ethnologie von Britisch-Columbien.' Petermann's Mittheilungen,
1887. No 5, with map.

'Mittheilungen über die Bilqûla Indianer.' Original Mittheilungen
ans dem Museum für Völkerkunde, Berlin, pp. 177-182, with two plates.

'Die Sprache der Bilqûla.' Verh, anthrop. Ges. Berlin' 1886, pp.
202-206.

'Census and Reservations of the Kwakiutl.' Bull. Am. Geogr. Soc.
Sept. 1887.

'On Certain Songs and Dances of the Kwakiutl.' Journ. Am. Folk-
Lore, 1888, pp. 49-64.

'Chinook Songs.' Journ. Am. Folk-Lore, 1888, pp. 220-226.
'Die Tsimschian.' Ztschr. für Ethnologie, Berlin, 1888, pp. 231-247.-
'The Houses of the Kwakiutl Indians.' Proc. U.S. National Museum,1888, pp. 197-213.
'Notes on the Snanaimuq.' Am.-Anthropologist, Washington, 1889,

pp. 32.1-328.
'The Indians of British Columbia.' Trans. Roy. Soc. of Canada,

1888, Sec. II. pp. 47-57.
'Die Mythologie der nordwestamerikanischen Küistenstämme.' Globus,

Braunschweig, 1887-88.
The following alphabet has been used in the report:
The vowels have their continental sounds, namely: a, as in father;

e, like a in mate; i, as in machine; o, as in note; u, as in rule.
In addition the following are used: ä, ô, as in German; d=aw in

law; E=e inflower (Lepsius's e).
Among the consonants the following additional letters have been

used : g-, a very guttural g, similar to gr; k, a very guttural k, similar
to kr; g, the German ch in bach; u, the German ch in ichQ; , be-
twen q and u; c=sh in. shore; ç, as th in thin; il, an explosive 1;
dl, a palatal 1, pronounced with the back of the tongue (dorso-apical).

CHARACTER OF THE COUNTRY.

The north-wesçoast of America, from Juan de Fuca Strait to Cross
Sound in Alaska, * Oaracterised by îts fiords, sounds, and islands, which
make it very favourable for navigation in canoes and other small craft.
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Among the most important of. these fiords is Porland Inlet, in the
extreme north of the territory. Near its mouth Nass .River empties
itself, which is navigable for canoes for about 80 miles. Betwéen the
55th and 54th degrees of latitude the coast is -comparatively open. Here
the Skeena River has its mouth. Farther-south we find an extremely
intricate network of fiords and channels, some of which penetrate far
into the interior. Among these we may mention Gardner and Douglas
Channels, Dean Inlet, and Bentinck Arm, and the straits and sounds
separating Vancouver Island from the mainland. This region has a very
temperate climate, the éat of sumurer and the cold of winter being
moderated by the influence of the sea winds. This influence, however,
does not extend far inland, and a few miles from the sea-coast low tem-
peratures prevail in winter. While intercourse all along the coast is
greatly facilitated by its character, it is almost impossible to penetrate
into the interior, the high peaks Mf the coast. ranges rising abruptly
from the sea.· There are only a -few passes by means of which intercourse
is possible. The most important of these are on Siçeena River, and on
Salmon and Bella Coola Rivers of Dean Inlet and Bentinck Arm.

As the precipitation all along the coast is very great, its lower parts
are covered with dense forests, which furnish wood for building houses
and canoes. Among these, the pine, laemlock, and the red and yellow
cedar are the most prominent; wbile the hard wood of the màple is used
for implements of various kinds, principally for paddles. The woods
abound with numerous kinds of berries, which are eagerly sought for by
the Indians. They also make use of the kelp and seaweed with which
the sea abounds.

In the woods the deer, the elk, the cariboo, the black and the grizzly
bears, the wolf, and numerous other animals, are found. The moun-
tain goat lives on the high mountain ranges. The beaver, the otter, and
the fur-seal furnish valuable skins. The Indians keep a great number
of dogs in their villages, which look almost exactly like the coyote. In
the northern villages they are much like the Eskimo dog. .

Of prime importance to the natives is the abundance of fish and other
animals living in the sea. Seals, sea-lions, and whales are found in
considerable numbers, but the Indian depends almost ,entirely upon the
various species of salmon and the olachen (Thaleichthys pacificus, Gir.),
which are caught in enormous quantities in the rivers. Various species
of cod an4 halibut are caught throughout the year; herrings visit the
cast early in spring; in short, there is such an abundance of animal life
in the-sea that the Indians live almost solely upon it. Besides fish, they
gather several kinds of shell-fish, sea-eggs, and cuttle-fish.

The interior of the Province is throughout mountainous, with the ex-
ception of a portion of the territory occupied by the Tinneh. The country
east of the coast ranges is comparatively dry, bot in summier and cold in
winter. The southern parts of this region are desolate, the rivers cutting
deep gorges through the valleys, which are filled with drift. Agriculture
can be carried on onily by means of irrigation, but the country is well
adapted to stock-raising. Salmon ascend the rivers, and the lakes are
well stocked with fish, which forms the staple food of the tribes west of the
Selkirk Range.- Between this range and the Rocky Mountains the wide
valley of · the Columbia and Kootenay Rivers extends from the Inter-
national Boundary to near the great bend of the Columbia. The Indians
of this valley have access to the great plains over a number of passes.
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INHIBITANTS.

The country is inhabited by a great number of tribes belonging to
seven or eight linguistic stocks. Certain similarities of form and
phonetic elements between the Tlingit and Haida languages have given
rise to the opinion that further researches may show them to be remote
branches of the same stock. This presamption might appear to be
strengthened by their divergence from all other stocks inhabiting the
territory. Nevertheless tlie dissimilarity of vocabularies and of gram-
matical elements is so great that the coincidences referred to cannot yet

- be considered sufficient proof of their common origin, although the two
languages must be classed together in one group when compared with the

E éoker languages of the North Pacifie coast. Counting them for the
present as separate stocks, we distinguish the following families:-

. Tlingit.-Inhabiting Southern Alaska.
2. Haida.-Inhabiting Queen Charlotte Islands and part of Prince of

Wales Archipelago.
3. Tsimshian.-Inhabiting Nass gad-Skeena Rivers and the adjacent

islands.
4. Kwakiutl.-Inhabiting the coast from Gardiner Channel to Cape

Mudge, with the sole exceptions of the country around Dean Inlet and
U the west coast of Vancouver Island.

5. The Nootka.-Inhabiting the west coast of Vancouver Island.'
6. The Salish.-Inhabiting the coast and the eastern part of Van-

couver Island south of Cape Mudge, the southern part of the interior as
far as the crest of the Selkirk Range and the nortliern parts of Washing-
ton, Idaho, and Montana.

7. The Kutonãqa.-Inhabiting the valley of the Upper Columbia
River, Kootenay Lake and River, and the adjoining parts of the United
States.

The Tlingit, although not belonging properly to British Columbia,
have been included in this report, as they must be considered in a stady
of the Haida and Tsimshian.

I do not enumerate the tribes composing the Tlingit and Haida
peoples, as the former have been treated by Dr. A. Kranse in his
excellent work, 'Die Tlinkit Indianer,' while I am not acquainted with
the subdivisions of the latter. Dr. G. M. Dawson in his 'Report on the
Qaeen Charlotte Islands' gives a list of villages. It seems that the
Haida divide their people into several groups, each group comprising a
number of villages. The Haida call themselves Qà'eda, i.e. people.
They are called by the Tlingit Dêkyinô', i.e. people of 'the sea. The
Tsimshian call them Haida, which is evidently derived from Qâ'eda.

.The following list óf Tsimshian tribes was obtained by inquiries at
the mouth of Skeena Ri'ver.

The language is spoken in two principal dialects, the Nasqa' and the
4 Tsimshian proper.

I. Tribes speaking the Nasqa' dialect:

1. Nasqa', on Nass River.
2. Gyitksa'n, on the upper Skeena Rivor=people of the Ksia'n.

' New observations made in 1889 seein to indicate that there exists an affinity
j j between the fourth and fifth groups.
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II. Tribes speakingthe Tsimshian proper:
1. Ts'Emsia'n, on the mouth of Skeena River=on the Ksia'n.
2. Gyits'umräi'lon, below the cafion of Skeena River=people on

'd the upper part of the river.
3. Gyits'ala'ser, at the cañon of Skeena River=cañon people.
4. Gyitqà'tla, on the islands off the mouth of Skeena River=

ýe people of the sea.
Le 5. Gyitg-à'ata, on the shores of Grenville Channel=people of the

poles, so called on account of their salmon weirs.
6. Gyidesdzo', north-west of Milbank Sound.

7o
Some of these tribes are subdivided into septs, each of which inhabits

one village (see 'Ztschr. für Ethnologie,' 1888, p. 232).
The Tsimshian are called by the Tlingit Ts'ôtsQE'n; by the Hiltsuk-

Kwë'tEla; by the Bilqula, Elqi'miii; while the Haida designate e-ach
tribe by its proper name.

The whole people is divided into four clans: the raven, called-K-an.
ha'da; the eagle, called Laqski'yek; the wolf, called Laqkyebô'; and the
bear, called GyispôtuwE'da. Details on this subject will be found in the
chapter on social organisation.

d 4. The Kwakiutl.-So far as I am aware, the language is spoken in
three dialects, the people speaking them not being wholly unintelligible
to cach other: the Qãisla', the Hêiltsuk-, and the Kwakiutl proper. The
Qàisla' is spoken north of Grenville Channel; the Héiltsuk- embraces the
tribes from Grenville Channel to Rivers Inlet; the Kwakiutl proper is
spoken from Rivers Inlet to the central part of Vancouver Island. I do
not enter into an enumeration of the many tribes of this group, one list
having been published by Dr. George M. Dawson in the 'Transactions of

d the Royal Society of Canada,' 1887, another, accompanied by a detailed
map by the writer, in Petermann's 'Mittheilungen,' 1887.

The most northern tribe of this group, the Qàisla', are called Gyit'amà't
by the Tsimshian; the Gyimanoitq of Gardner Channel are called
Gyitlô'p by the same people. The Hëiltsuk- proper are called Wutsta'

by the Tsimshian, Elk-la'sumHl bythe Bilqula.
a. 5. Nootka.-Regarding their tribal d ivisions I would refer to Sproat's

'Scenes and Studies of Savage Life.' The PE'ntlate call the Nootka
Çülë'ite, but as a rule this name is used for the tribes of Alberni Channel
only. The Çatlô'ltq call these tribes O'menê, the Sk-qô'mic call them
Tc'Eca'atq. (Detailed information on the tribes of this stock will bea given in the report for 1890.)

6. The Salish.-This important stock, which inhabits a large part of
e British Columbia and the adjacent territories of the United States, is

epresented by two groups of tribes on the coast of the province:-
A. The Bilqula of Dean Inlet and Bentinck Arm, comprising four

ribes.
B. The Coast Salish.-I comprise in this group the numerous dialects

f the Salish stock that are spoken on the coasts of the Gulf of Georgia
d of Puget Sound. The difference between these tribes and those of

*e interior, in regard to their mode of life and language, is so marked
at we may be allowed to class them in one large group. H. Hale and
Gallatin first pointed out their affinities to the Salish proper. A num-

r of tribes of Puget Sound are included under the name of Niskwalli
ore properly, Nsk-oa'li), but it seems to me that the subdivisions of the
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latter are not perfectly known. The Niskwalli would properly form one
of the larger divisions of the Coast Salish. The latter is spoken in the
following dialects in British Columbia:-

1. Çatlô'ltq, in Discovery Passage, Valdes Island, Bate and Malas-
pina Inlets. The Çatlô'ltq are called K-ö'moks by the Lë'kwiltok·.

2. Si'ciatl, in Jervis Inlet. Called Si'cätl by the -Snanaimuq, Ni'ciatl
by the Çatlô'ltq.

3. P-E'ntlatc, from Comox to Qualekum.
4. Sk-qô'mic, on Howe Sound and Burrard Inlet. Called Sk-qoã'mic

by the Çatlô'ltq.
5. K-au'itein, from Nonoos Bay to Sanitch Inlet, and on Fraser River

as far as Spnzzum.
6. Lku'ngEn, on the south-eastern part of Vancouver Island. Called

LküÏ'mEn by the K-au'itcin.
Similar to their language is the TIa'lEm of the south coast of Juan de

Fuca Strait; the S'â'mic, which is spoken east of San Juan Island; the
Semi-'mô of Semiamo Bay, and the Qtlumi (Lumini).

C. Ntlakya'pamuQ, from Spuzzum to Asièroft.
D. Stla'tliumn, on Douglas and Lilloet Lakes.
E. SQua'pamuQ, from Kamloops and Shushwap Lakes to Quesnelle.

Called Tlitk-atEwû'mtlat by the Kutona'qa (= without shirts
and tronsers).

F. Okinà'k-én, on Okanagan and Arrow Lakes. Called TcitQu'ut by
the Ntlakya'pamuQ; Kànk-'utlWatlam (= flatheads) by the Kutona'qa.

7. The Kutona'qa (Kootenay), inhabiting the valley of the Kootenay
and Columbia Rivers. The language is spoken in two slightly differing
dialects, the upper and lower Kootenay.

I. Upper Kootenay, on the Columbia Lakes and upper Kootenay
'River.

(1) Aqkisk-anù'kEnik, = tribes of the (Columbia) lakes.
(2)' Aqk'a'mnik, at Fort Steele.
(3) Aqk'anequ'nik (= river Indians), Tobacco Plains.
(4) Aqkiye'nik, Lake Pend d'Oreille.

II. Lower Kootenay.
Aquqtl'tlqô, Aquqenu'kqô; Kootenay Lake.

The Kutona'qa call the Blackfeet Sahà'ntla = bad Indians ; the Cree,
Gutskian'm = liars; the Sioux, Katsk-agi'tlsäk = charcoal legs.

The census returns of the Indian Pepartment give the following num-
bers for the various peoples. The Tlingit are not ineluded in this list, as
they do not live in British territory.

1883 1884 1885 1886 1887 18;8

Haida, Kaigani excepted (estimated)-- - -- 2,500
Tsimshian (estimated) . . - 5,000
Bilqula and Héiltsuk- (estimated) .-- - - - - 2,500
Nootka. . . ... 3,612 3,437 3,445 3,415 3,361 3,160
Kwakiutl and Lékwiltok- 2,264 1,889 1.969 1,969 1,936 1,898
Coast Salish.. .... . . - 6,605 6,874 7,080 6,724 6,838
Ntlakyapamuq,Stla'tliumH, and Squa'- 5,791 5,470 4,740 4,649 4,655 4,497

pamuq
Okinà'k- -.. .1. .1,188 1,188 1,020 1,004 956 942
Kutona'qa . . . . . . - - - - 568 587

These figures show that the census is approximate only. The inland
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ne tribes appear to be decreasing in number, while the coast tribes appear
,he to be almost stationary. The above list gives a total of about 27,900.

To these must be added 1,500 Tinneh and 8,522 'bands not visited,'
as- whoever these may be.

The Indians of the interior bave almost entirely given up their ancient
atl customs. They are mostly Roman Catholics, but there are a few Pro.

testants. Of course a considerable amount of paganism is still lurking
under the Christianism of these natives. They are good stock-raisers, and

nie endeavour to irrigate their lands; but it seems that the majority are poor.
The lower Kutona'qa still adhere, to a great extent, to their ancient cus-

ver toms. They are principally fishermen. All the Salish tribes catch a
considerable amount of fish, while the upper Kutona'qa were originally

led hunters.
The coast Indians are well off up to this day. While the efforts of

de missionaries among the Haida have so far not been very successful, the
the Tsimshian proper have become Christianised. They have given up all

their old customs except those referring to their social organisation. The
gentes are still acknowledged, and the laws referring to the mutual sup-
port among members of one gens and to the work to be done by the

lle. father's gens at certain occasions (see p. 41) are still in force. The final
irts giving up of customs seems to be done by the council, not by the indi-

viduals. The Héiltsuk- have been Protestants for many years, while
by the Bilqula are still uninflueiñeed by contact with missionaries. The

same is true, to a large extent, among the Kwakiutl, only a few individuals
*iay of the Nimkie tribe adhering to the Episcopalian Church. The Coast
.g Salish belong in part to the Roman Catholie Church ; but notwithstanding

their allegations paganism still prevails to a great extent. In the report
ýnay of the Department of Indian Affairs almost all of them are enumerated

as Roman Catholics, even the pagan tribes of Comox, Victoria, and Na-
naimo, where their old customs are still rigidly adhered to. Among the
Nootka the Roman Catholics have gained considerable influence.

In my preliminary report I have dwelt upon the present state of these
Indians, the causes of their discontent, and the incapacity of white
settlers to understand the peculiar culture of the Indian. The establish-
ment of industrial schools, which is now taken up energetically, is a

ree, great step forward, and will help the Indians to reach independence and
to retain or regain self-esteem, one of the foundations of progress. I will

um. not repeat the statements made and the views expressed last year. It is
J, as to be hoped that by a considerate land policy, by the encouragement of

industries rather than of agriculture, and by an attempt to develop existing
institutions instead of destroying them the Indians will in course of time
become useful men and good citizens.

500
)0o ParsIcAL CHARACTER.

160 The physical characteristics of the coast tribes are very uniform. This
:98 undoubtedly due to the frequent intermarriages between the varions
:38 tribes, which have had also a distinct effect upon the varions languages,
937 some of which have borrowed great numbers of words from the languages

spoken by neighbouring tribes. I shall refer to this fact later on.
7 The habitus of the northern tribes of this region is similar to that of

East Asiatic tribes-a fact which was observed by R. Virchow, who
land examined a number of Bilqula who visited Berlin in the winter of
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Po1885-86. This similarity is very marked among the Tlingit, Raida,

Tsimshian, Kwakiutl and Bilqula, to a less extent among the Nootka, while
the Coast Salish and the Salish of the interior show a different type. As
the Bilqula speak a language belonging to the Salish family, it must be
assumed that they acquired their distinct physical character through
intermixture with the neighbouring tribes.

Many tribes of this region are in the habit of deforming the heads of
their children. I noticed three different methods of deformation. The
tribes of the northern part of Vancouver Island use circular bandages
by means of which the occiput acquires an extraordinary length. Ex-
cessively deformed heads of this kind are found on the northern part of
the west doast of Vancouver Island among the K-oski'mô. Farther South
a strong pressure is exerted upon the occiput, a bandage is laid around
the head immediately behind the coronal suture, and a soft cushion is
used for pressing down the forehead. The Flatheads proper compre:s
forehead and occiput by means of boards or bard cushions. It seems
that the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian never practised the custom of
head-flattening. It is unfortunate that -no observations on the Tsimshiau
of the upper Skeena River exist. Those at the mouth of the river have
frequently intermarried with the Tlingit, Haida, and Hêiltsuk·.

Among the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian and Hëiltsuk- the custom pre-
vails of perforating the lower lips of the females. In these perforations,
which are enlarged with increasing age, labrets are worn, which are in
some instances as long as 40mm. and as wide as 20mm. The men of all
the coast tribes have the septum perforated, the operation being per-
formed in early childhood. Earrings are worp either in a series of per-
forations of the helix or in the lobe of the ear.

Chiefs' daughters, among the Tsimshian, have the incisors ground
down to the gums by chewing a pebble of jade, the row of teeth thus
assuming an arched form.

Among the Nootka scars may frequently be seen running at regular
intervals from the shoulder down the breast te the belly, and in the same
way down the legs and arms. Tattooings are found on arms, breast, back,
legs, and feet among the Haida; on arms and feet among the Tsimshian,
Kwakiutl, and Bilqula; on breast and arms among the Nootka; on the
jaw among the Coast Salish women.

Members of tribes practising the Hamats'a ceremonies (see p. 5-5)
show remarkable scars produced by biting. At certain festivals it is the
duty of the Hamats'a to bite a piece of flesh out of the arms, leg, or
breast of a man.

The women of the Kwakiutl tribes wear very tight anrklets, which
prevent free circulation between feet and legs. These anklets leave
lasting impressions.

Before describing the general features of these tribes I give a table.of
measurements. Unfortunately I was not in possession of a glissière, and
therefore no great weight,is attributed to the measures, which ought to
be made with that instrument. A T-square, to which a movable arm was
attached, was used as a substitute. The seven individuals, all male, were
measured ïn the jail at Victoria, kind permission having been given by
Major Grant. I did not consider it advisable to make anthropometrical
measurements in the villages of the natives, as I feared to rouse their
distrust, and had nowhere time to become well acquainted with them. It
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is almost impossible to use profitably a very short, time for both anthro.
pometrical and ethnological collections.

The following individuals were measured:-

Haida: 1. GétgaIgã'o (Samuel), 25 years old;- raven gens;
native of Coal Harbour.

2. Johnny Dixie, cire. 50 years old ; native of Skide-
gate.

Tsimshian: 3. Johnny, circ. 32 years old- native of Fort Simpson.
4. William Seba'sa, circ. 28 years old; raven gens ;

native of Meqtlakqatla.
5. Peter Vann, Kesuwý'tk, circ. 25 years old; wolf gens ;

native of Meqtlakqatla.
Kwakiutl: 6. Nalakyutsa, cire. 50 years old; native of Fort Rupert.
Nootka: 7. Wispu, circ. 25 years; Nitinath.

Haida Tsimshian Kwa- otkakiutl ota

s~.- I-nus~8 o ~ * - z~ c~16.

00~

Maximum length
Maximum width
I Heigtli of ear .
Chin to hair .
Chin to root of nose.
Root of nose to mouth
Widthof face betweenzyg.arch.

angles of jaw
of sup. max. bone

-Distance of edges of orbits
inner corners of eyes
outer corners of eyes

Chin to tragus .
Tragus to root of nose
Nose, height

,, width .
Mouth, length .
Ear, height .
Horizontal circumference.
Vertical circumference from ear

to ear

Length-width index.
Height of ear index
Facial index .
Nasal index .

1. HEAD.
mm. mm.

192 203
149 159
149 -
196 213
130 118

76 86
154 142
114 - i
105 108
107 120
38 37
95Q 96

146 -150
112 112i
58 -
38 41!
56 57;
76 761

581 -
358 -

mm.
201
154
127
203
128

90
151
102
121
108
38
98

156
124

57
38
56
73

11. INDICES.

77-6 78-3 76-6
77-6 - 63-2
84-4 83-1 84-1
65-5 - 66-6

mm.
206
175
130
200
121

81
138

105
121
38
92.

152
107
54
35
57
71

mm.
189
162
135
190
127

78
152
122
117
121
40
99

156
129
60
41
59
67

MM.

192
160
127
201
126
81

146
104
112
108
35
95

152
119
62
33
56
70

578
365

83-3
66-1
86-3
53-2

mm.
199
159
126
188
122

74
151
114
112
113
38
98

144
114
54
38
54
67

603
341

79-9
63-3
80-8
70-4

85-0 85-7
63-1 71-4
87-7 83-6
64-8 68-3

13
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i

Total height . . . .l1689 1,603 1,637 1,649 19589 1,575 1.711
Distance between finger-tipsthe 1,705 1,692 1,727 - 1,676 1,664 1,829

arms extended horizontally
Height of chin . . . .1,441 353 19413 1,405 1,356 1,343 1,470

,, top of sternum. . 1,365 1,287 1,306 1,317 1,278 1,273 19391
,, shoulder (right) . 1,382 1,311 1,313 1,329 11321 1,292 1,403
,, ,, (left). . - 1,286
,, elbow (right) . . 1,071 968 1,007 1,025 995 965 1,065
,, wrist. . . . 825 752 768 826 776 760 814
,, second finger . . 612 570 571 614 597 571 618

nipples . . .11,210 105143 1,205 - 1,133 1,230
,, navel . . . 970 913 933 946 876 897 985

crista ilii . . . 940 90 930 943 905 933
,, symphysis. 835 851- 832
,, pernæum. . 711 721 - - 714 -

ant. sup. iliac spine . - 873 870 892 857 851 -
trochanter . . 861 841 829 825 -
patella . . 444 444 400 427 438 429
malleolus internus . - 86 83 - 89 -
seventh vertebra . - 1,362 - 1,400 1,353 1,299 1,475
vertex in sitting . 873 876 - 873 914

Width between iliac spines . 267 267 -
iliac crests . 292 298 - - 283 -
trochanters . 314 314 - 289 -

Circumference of chest . 910 930 960 940 950 925 945
,, waist . . 800 815 822 822 825 860 727
,, thigh . . 508 24480
,, calf of leg . - 311 355 - 310 -

Length of thumb . . . 67 65 60 63 57 63 65
,, second finger . . 98 101 97 97 97 98 98

Width of hand at fingers . . 84 82 82 84 85 84 78
Length of foot. . 243.245 241 236 - - 2456 1251

appears from, these tables that the size' of these Indians varies con-
aberably; including measurements of' nine Bilqula, made by R. Virchow

/-_(see,' Verli. Ges. f. Anthr., Ethu. u. Urg.' 1886, p. 215), the average height
is 1,655 mm., the extremes beino8 1,743 mm. and 1,542 m.1 arnunder
the impression that, as regards size, the Coast Salisli are mueli sialler
than'the other tribes. The distance between the tips of the finger, the
arms being extended, is in ail cases greater than the total heiglit. The
skin is very liglit, resembling that of Europeans. Only No. 6 of the
above table lias a somewliat reddisli hue. This, however, is <due to the
fact that lie is the only one among the indlividuals ineasured who does
not wear trousers and shirt, but atml adheres to the ancient customn cf
wearing-a blanket. In most-cases the hair ia black, smooth, coéarse, and
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abundant. In a few cases it has a brownish tinge: In all tribes there
are a few individ<6als who have slightly wavy bair. In the village of
S'rmenos, in Cowitchin Valley, I observed wavy or even curly hair
comparatively frequently. It is worth remarking that the Indians have
a tradition referring to this fact, which shows that this peculiarityhas
obtained for several generations. The eyebrows are thick, and remark.
ably wide on the outer side. This peculiarity may also be observed in
the carvings of these tribes. The eyebrows are carefully trimmed. The
beard is sparse, but it must be remembered that the hair is generally
pulled out as it appears, particularly on the cheeks, while the moustache
and the chin-tuft are allowed to grow. The iris is dark brown. Virchow
first pointed out the frequent occurrence of the plica interna. I found it
to occur very generally, particularly among the Haida and Tsimshian.
The face is wide, the cheek-bones prominent, the index cbamæ.
prosopic, averaging (including Virchow's measures) 83-1. The nose is
narrow, the root narrow and depressed. The ridge of the nose is fre.
quently depressed, particularly among the Haida and Tsimshian; while
among the Nootka, Kwakiutl, and Salish I obser"ved very generally
straight or slightly hooked noses. It seems that the heads of the
southern tribes are decidedly more brachycephalic than those of the
northern tribes ; but it is difficult to decide how far that is due to arti-
ficial defoi-mation.

From the limited material at my disposal, I do not venture to describe
any physical features as characteristic of one tribe or the other. The
frequent intermarriages between the various tribes make it probable that
noue of them shows pe uliar somatological characteristics which do not
occur also among the neighbouring tribes. Notwithstanding this fact, it
is quite possible to distinguish individuals belonging to various tribes,
but this is principally due to the variety of artificial deformations. The
Kwakiutl have a remarkably deep sinus in the hair at its anterior margin.
Their heads are very long and wide, particularly when compared with
the width of the face.

I am unable in the present report to give a full description of the
crania and skeletons I collected ; the latter belong principally to tribes of
the Salish stock. I have only a single Tsimshian cranium, which, how-
ever, is of some interest. Plates I. to VI. are orthogonal tracings of four
Tsimshian crania. No. 2 to 4 are from the Morton Collection in the
Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadephia. The
measurements of this series of crania are given in the table on the follow-
ing page.

Notes.-No. 1 was a syphilitic individual. Marks of the disease are
seen particularly around the bregma and on the right parietal bone.
The cranium is asymmetrical, more particularly the occiput. The sagittal

t suture in its hind part is depressed, while slight indications of a ridge
r may be seen in the part imrmediately behind the bregma. The face is

narrow as compared to the other specimens. The grooves of the lachrymal
duct are comparatively small. The most peculiar feature of the present
skull is its dental and alveolar prognathism of the upper row of teetb,
which project considerably over the lower one.

Nos. 2, 3, and 4 show very marked sagittal ridges. There is no indi-
cation of premature synostosis, and I conclude that this must be con-
sidered a characteristic feature of these skulls. No. 3 has a flattened
occiput, but without any compensatory flattening of the forehead. This
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shows that the flattening is not intentional, but merely the result of the
hardness of the cradle board on which the child was kept. The occi-
pital spine and protuberance of No. 3 are very strongly developed, but
E hey are very marked in all the crania. The vertical plate of the ethmoid
bone and the nasal process of the maxillary bones are in Nos. 2 and 3
much distorted.

Tsimshian.

11. III. 'IV.
Philadel- Philadel- Philadelphia,

-o85 phia, phia, No. 987.
No. 213. -,eo.214. Youth, iboutMale Malde -Female 118 years of age

CRANIA.
1. Horizontal length . . 176 188 176 177
2. Maximum length. . . 176 190 176 178 AVE
3. ,, ividth . . . - 135 147 135 147 Im
4. Minimum width of forchead 89 91 87 95
5. Total height. . . . 130 134 127 129 .
6. Height of ear . . . 110 112 112 1r2
7. Length of basis . . . 95 109 100 95 sess
8. Width of basis . . . 99 119 106 102
9. Length of pars basilaris . 29 32 31 25

10..Max. width of For. Magn. . 32 33 28 30
11. Max. length of For. Magn. . 43 38 35 36
12. Horizontal circumference . 500 - - 520
13. Sagittal circumference . 363 - - 366
14. Vertical circumference. . 301 - - 330 I.
15. Width of face . . . 97 106 105 90 2.
16. Width between zygm. arches 126 149 139 124 3.
17. Height of upper face . . 691 81 69 65 4.
18. Height of nose . . . 49 57 52 49 5.
19. Max. width of nose . . 26 24 25 22 6.
20. Width of orbit . . . 38 41 40 41 7.
21. Height of orbit . . . 32 36 35 36 8.
22. Length of palate . . . 50 .59 54 (45) 9.
23. Width of palate at second 35 38 38 35 10.

molar .Oa.
24. Width of palate at posterior 40 - 47 42 11.

end12
25. Length of face . . . 96 102 98 95 f !13. 1
26. Angle of profile . . . 830 88° 860 - 14. F

INDICES. 16.
-7 78- 17

Length-width . . . '. 76 ' 82 767 83018
Length-height. . . . 73-9 71-3 72-1 72·9

19.

I do not intend, in the present report, to treat of the deformed crania of
the sthehertbes. Suffice it to say that three methods of deformation 22.
are practised in British Columbia: (i) the conical one, which results in the 23. 2
long heads of the Kwakiutl, and which is also used by the Çatlôltq; (ii) the
flattening by means of cushions and bandages, resulting iné asymmetrical 2 y
hyperbrachycephalic heads; and (iii) flattening by means of boards. It 27. L
may be of interest to show the effect of these methods upon the length and
width of the crania. The second group comprises- only crania flattened
by means of cushions. I add W-short column of crania with little or no 30. L
deformations.

i ' Heigbt of face, 116.



The following are measurements of a few Songish crania in the pos-
session of Dr. Milne, of Victoria, British Columbia.

Songish Crania.

1. Horizontal length . . 183 - 181
2. Maximum length . . 183-5 153 181
3. Intertuberal length . . 182-5 146 180
4. Mximum width 139-8 1546 154
5. Minimum width of forehead 98 98 97
6. Total height. . . .. 143-2 123-2 138-5
7. Height of bregma . . 141 122-3 137.
8. Height of ear. ...... 114 106 117
9. Height from ears to vertex 114 114, 123

10. Length of basis . . 103 89 101
10a. Width of basis . . 111-2 106 118
11. Length of pars basilaris . - 23-5 29
12. Max. width of foramen magnum 33 34 37-5
13. Max. length of foramen magnum 34-5 29 34.
14. Horizontal circumference 523 485 535
15. Sagittal circumference . . . 375 3212 382
16. Vertical circumference 320 328 335
17. Width of face. . . .. 105 91-5 103
18. Width between zygom. arch 146 130 148-5
19. Height of face . . - 101-5
20. Height of upper part of face . . 72-5 61 76
21. Height of nose . . 50 47.54
22. Max. width of nose . 22-7 22 26-5
23. Max. width of orbit . 42 38-5 44
24. Horizontal width of orbit 41-5 38 41
25. Maximum height of orbit .- 36-5 35
26. Vertical height of orbit . 37 . 35 36
27. Length of palate . . 49 45 51-5
28. Width cf.palate at second molar 34 35 41
29. Width of palate at posterior end 46 39 47
30. Length of face.. . ... 102 88 100

B.

1 Vertex 25 mm. bebind bregma.
2 124 Sut. nas. front. to bregma, 222 Lambda, 248 interparieal sut.

ON THE NORTEf-WESTERN TRIES OF CANADA. 17

1. èormox 2. San'teh J 8. Songish

Length Width Length Width Length Width

171 150 158 158 192 -144
181 149 160 147 186 141
173 138 17 . 153 183 142
162 131 1 158 176 139
179 145 141 152 178 144
177 135 161 156 190 147
178 143 156 155 189 143
186 147 147 138 180 140
171 138 156 137 180 140
174 139 169 164 187 146
175 142 * 164 163 195 157

Average . . 175 , 142 159 153 185 .144
Indices . . 811 96-2 77-8

1

1-
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No. No. No. No. No. No. No.
- 368 369 370 371 372 373 374

-t-

1. Maximum length . . 174 185 167 173 1821 175 173
2. Horizontallength . . 173 - 167 172 181 175 169
3. Maximum width . . 139 140 138 139 131 141 132
4. Minimum width of forehead 94 96 91 86 94 96 93
5. Total height . . . 127 - 132 131 135 134 134
6. Height of ear . . . 111 - 92 110 121 123 120
7. Legth of basis . . . 99 - 97 96 99 103 102
8. Horizontal circumference . 497 516 485 497 506 516 494
9. Sagittal circumference . 346 375 346 358 386 349 346

10. Vertical circumference . . 314 321 305 307 307, 324 311
11. Width of face . . . 107 - 112 115 111 122 -
12. Width between zyg. arch . - - - 127 135 -
13. Height of face- . . . 62 - 68 72 64j69 64
14. Height of nose . . . 51 - 52 55 49 40 47
15. Width of nose ,. . . 21 - 23 25 23 26 .2
16. Angle of profile . . . 880 - 790 800 880 5° 820

Length-width-index . 80-4 75.-7 826 80-4 72-4 823 781

SENSES AND MENTAL CHARACTERS.

pIt is only with aconsiderable degree of diffidence that I venture to
express an opinion on the senses, mental capacity, and' character of the
natives of British Columbia. Observations made in the course of a few
days hardly entitle an observer to judge of the mental faculties or of the
virtues and vices of a people. The only tribes with whom I came into
closer contact are the Tlatlasik-oala of Hope Island and the Çatloltq
of Coinox, among both of whom I lived for a few weeks in 1886.

The Indians of the whole coast are able-bodied and muscular, the
upper limbs being very generally better developed than the lower ones,
as the constant use of the paddle strengthens arms and chest. They
have a keen sight, but in old age become frequently blear-eyed, presum.
ably an effect of the smoke which always fills the houses. I have not
made any experiments regarding, their acuteness of sight, hearing, and
smell. Their mental capacity is undoubtedly a high one. The state of
their culture is ample proof of this. I have expressed my opinion regard-
ing the possibility of educating them at another place.

The best material for judging their character is contained in their
stories, in which appears what is considered good and what bad, what
commendable and what objectionable, what beautiful and what otherwise.
Regarding the last point, whiteness of skin and slenderness of limbs is
considered one of the principal beauties of men and women. Another
beauty of the latter is long, black hair. In some tales red hair is de.
scribed as a peculiar. beauty of women. Red paint on the face, tight-
litting bracelets and anklets of copper, nose- and ear-ornaments of
variegated haliotis shelis, and hair strewn with eagle-downs add to the

I
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Finally, I give a series of measurements'of seven crania frorn Lytton,
prôbably of the Ntlakyapamuq, collected a number of years -ago by
Dr. G. M. Dawson, who kindly had the measurements made at my requ est.

Skulls from Lytton B. 0. inb the Museum of the Geological and Natural
History Survey of Canada.
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natural charms. The fact that in honour of the arrival of friends the
house is swept and strewn with sand, and that the people bathe at sucb
occasions, shows that cleanliness is appreciated. The carrent expression
is that the house is so cleaned that no bad smell remains to offend the
guest. For-the same reason the-Indian takes repeated baths before
praying, 'that he may be of agreeable smell to the Deity.'

The Indian is grave and self-composed in all his actions. This is
shown by the fact that playing is not only considered undignified, but
actually as bad. In the Tsimshian language the term for 'to p!ay'
means to talk to no purpose-; and doing anything 'to no purpose' is con-
temptible to the Indian.

He is rash in his anger, but does not easily lose control ovrr his
actions. He sits down or lies down sullenly for days without partaking
of food, and when he rises his first thought is, not how to take revenge,
but to show that h'e is superior to his adversary. A great pride and
vanity, combined with the most susceptible jealousy, characterise all
actions of the Indian. He watches that he may receive bis proper share
of honour at festivals; he cannot endure to be ridiculed for even the
slightest mistake; he carefully guards all his actions, and looks for due
honour to be. paid to him by friends, strangers, and subordinates. This
peculiarity appears most clearly in great festivals, whicli are themselves
an outcome of the vanity of the natives, and of their love of displaying
their power and wealth. To be strong, and able to sustain the pangs of
hunger, is evidently considered worthy of praise by the Indian; but fore-
most of all is wealth.

It is considered the duty of every man to have pity npon the poc r
and hungry. Women are honoured for their chastity an.d for being trce
to their husbands; children, for taking care of their parents; men, for
skill and daring in hunting, and for bravery in war.

Closely connected with their vanity is their inclination to flatter the
atranger or friend, but particularly anyone who is expected to be- of
service to the Indian. Vanity and servility are the most unamiable
traits of bis character. Wit and humour are littie appreciated, altliugh
they are not wanting. The character of the Indian, on the whole, is
sombre, and he is not given to gentle emotions. Even bis festivals have
this character, as he retains his dignity througbout.

FooD-HUNTING AND FIsHING-CLOTHING-IMPLEMENTS.

It is not the object of this report to give a full description of the
various kinds of food and of the methods of hunting and fislhing. It
seems, bowever, desirable to mention the most important points in
connection with this subject.

The principal part of the food of the natives is derived from the sea.
It seems that whales are pursued only exceptionally, though the W'est
Vancouver tribes are great whalers., Sea-lions and seals are I arpo med,
the barbed harpoon-point being either attached to a bladder or tied to
the stem of the boat. The harpoon lines are made of cedar-bark and
sinews. The meat of these sea-animals is eaten, while their intestines are
used for the manufacture of ·bowstrings and bags. The bristles of the sea-
lion are used by the Tïimshian and the neighbouring tribes for adirning
dancing ornaments. Codfish and halibut are caught by means of h >oks.
These are attached to fish-lines made of cedar-twigs, or, what is more

19.
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frequently used, of kelp. The hook, the form of which is well known, so
is provided with -a sinker, while the upper part is kept afloat by a bladder w
or by a piece of wood. The hooks are set, and after a while taken up. pr
Cuttle-fish is extensively used for bait. The fish are either roasted near ur
or over the fire, or boiled in baskets or wooden kettles by neans of red- in
hot stones. Those intended for use in winter are split in strips and dried ce
in the sun, or on frames that areyplaced over the fire. I did not observe w'
such frames among the tribes south of the Snanaimuq. The most im- a
portant fish, however, is the salmon, which is caught in weirs when TI
ascending the rivers, in fish-traps, or by means of nets dragged between
two boats. Later in the season salmon are harpooned. For fishing in str
deep water a very long double-pointed harpoon is used. Herring and Tl

'lachen are caughtby means of a long rake. The latter are tried in
canoes filled with water, which is heated by means of red-hot stones. sor
The oil is kept in bottles made of dried and cleaned kelp. In winter cec
dried halibut dipped in oil is one of the principal dishes of the tribes thE
living on the outer coast. Fish, when caught, are carried in open-work par
wooden baskets. Clams and mussels are collected in a similar kind. of tig
basket. They are eaten roasted, or dried for winter use. Cuttle-fish are wa
caught by means of long sticks; sea-eggs, in nets which are fastened to grE
a round frame. -Fish-roe, particularly that of herrings, is collected in for
great quantities, dried, and eaten with oil.

Sea-grass is eut in pieces and dried so as to form square cakes, which n
are also eaten with oil, as are al] kinds of dried berries and roots. The eit

Kwakiutl and their neighbours keep their provisions in large att
boxes. These are bent out of thin planks of cedar. At those sha
places where the edgeg of the box are.to be, a triangular strip of
is cut out of the plank, which is thus reduced in thick ess. ord

'M Then it is bent so that the sides of the triangle touch ch flrtSother.the;
After three edges have been made, the sides of the fourth are sewe wh*

together. The bottom is either sewed or nailed to the box. The i anc
Fig 2 either overlaps the sides of the box (fitting on it as the anc

cover on a pill-box) or moves on a kind of hinges. In mix
the latter case it bas always the following form. wer.The Coast Salish keep their stock of provisions on
a loft, with which every house is provided. fellc

In winter deer are hunted. Formerly bows and arrows were used the
for this purpose, but they have now been replaced by guns. The bow and
was made of yew-wood. The arrows had stone, bone, and iron points. the
The bow was held horizontally, the shaft of the arrow resting between fille
the first and second fingers of the left hand, that grasps the rounded woc
central part of thq bow, while the arrow is held between the thumb and gun
the side of the first flinger. Deer are also captured by being driven into use
large nets made of cedar-bark, deer-sinews, or nettles. Elk are huntpd ster
in the same way. For smaller animals traps are used. Birds are shot pro
with arrows provided with a thick wooden plug instead of a point. type

Deer-skins are worked into leather and used for various purposes, prof
principally for ropes, and formerlv for clothing. The natives of this man
i egion go barelegged. The principal part of their clothing is the blanket. It sE
This is made of tanned skins, or more frequently woven of mountain- The
sheep wool, dog's hait-, or of a mixture of both. The thread is spun on havi
the bare leg, and by means of a stone spindle. The blanket is woven on a used
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solid frame. Another kind of blanket is woven of'soft cedar-bark, the
warp being tied across the, weft. They are trimmed with fur. At the
present time woollen blankets are extensively used. Men wear a shirt
under the latter, wbila women wear a petticoat in addition. Before the
introduction of woollen blankets, women used to wear an apron made of
cedar-bark and a belt made of the same material. The head is covered
with a water-tight hat made of roots. In rainy weather and in the canoe
a water-tight cape or a poncho, both made ob& cedar-bark, is used.
The women dress their hair in two plaits, while the men wear it com-
paratively short. The latter keep it back from the face by means of a
strap of fur or cloth. Ear and nose ornaments are extensively used.
They are made of bone and haliotis-shell.

Besides ttie baskets mentioned above, a variety of others are used,
some made of dried seaweed, for keeping sewing-utensils; others made of
cedar-bark, for storing away blankets. Still others are.used for carrying
the travelling outfit. They have two straps attached to them, one
passing over the brow, the other over the breast, of the carrier. Water-
tight baskets made of roots are used for cooking purposes and for holding
water. Mats made of cedar-bark, of reed,and of rushes are used to a
great extent, for covering the walls of the house, for bedding, for packing,
for travelling in·canoes, &c.

In olden times work in wood-was extensively done by means of stone
inplements. Of these, only stone hammers are still used. They &re
èither carved stones, flat on one side, and having a notch in the middle,
attached to a handle by means of a leather strap, or they are similar in
shape to a pestle. Trees were felled with stone axes, and split by means
of wooden or horn- wedges. The latter are still extensively used. In
order to prevent the wooden wedge from splitting, a cedar-bark rope is
firmly tied around its top. Boards are split ont of trees by means of
these wedges. They were planed with adzes, a considerable number of
which were made of jade that was evidently found in the basin of Fraser
and Lewis Rivers. Carvings were made with stone linives. Stone mortars
and pesties were used for mashing berries and bark, the latter for being
mixed with tobacco. Paint-pots of stone, with two or more excavations,
were extensively used. Pipes were made of slate or wood.

Canoes are principally made of cedar-wood. After the tree has been
felled, about one-third of its thickness is removed by means of wédges,
the outer side worked according to the proposed dimensions of the boat,
and then the tree is hollowed by means of axes, fire, and adzes. When
the sides of the canoe have almost reached the desired thickness, it is
filled with water, which is heated by means of red-hot stones. Thus the
wood becomes pliable, and is gradually shaped. In large canoes the
gunwale is made higher by fastening a board to it. The northern tribes
use the so-called 'Taimshian canoe,' which h.s a high prow and a high
stern. The southern tribes use the 'Chinook canoe,' which has a smaller
prow, and the stern of which is straight up and down. Some other
types of boats are used for the purposes of war and fishing. The boat is
propelled and steered by means of paddles. In hunting there is a steers-
man in the stern of the canoe, while the harponeer stands in the stem.
It seems that sails have been used only since the advent of the whites.
They are sometimes made of mats of cedar-bark. Most of the large boats
have names of their own. For fishing on rivers very narrow canoes are
used, which differ somewhat in shape among the various tribes.
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The Salish of the interior and the Lower Kootenay also live to a great
extent upon fish. They use dug-out canoes, in which they navigate the
lakes and rapid rivers. Fish are caughtby means of hooks, but principally
in bagrets. Deer, elk, mountain goat, big-horn sheep, and bears are bunted
extensively. At the present time these tribes raise considerable numbers
of horst s, wbich aie tused in hunting and travelling. The upper Kootenay
are principally hunters. They used to cross the mountains and hunt
buffalo on the plains. The Salish dress in the blanket, in the same way'
as the coast tribes do; while the clothing of the Kootenay reseinbles that
-worn by the Indians of the plains. They wear moccasins, leggings,
breeches, and a buckskin jacket, trimmed with metal and leather fringes.
Men and women wear braids wound with brass spirals and trimmed with
beads.

The art of pottery is unknown in British Columbia, and in the eastern
parts of the province little carving in wood is done. Large baskets serve
for cooking purposes. Stone hammers and pestles and mortars are still
used throughout the Province.

I cannot give a satisfactory account of the arts and industries of the
tribes of the interior, as these have been supplanted by the use of Euro-
pean manufactures, and old implements are scarce and difficult to obtain.

HOUSES.

The ccast tribes live in large wooden bouses. The plan of the bouse of
the no.rthern tribes differs somewhat from that of the Coast Salish, although
the ~mode of construction is the same. The framework of the bouse con-
sists of heavy posts, which support long beams. The walls and the roof
are constructed of heavy planks. Those forming the walls rest upon strong
ropes of cedar-bark connecting two poles, one of which stands inside the
wall, while the other is outside. The boards overlap each other in order
to prevent the rain from penetrating the bouse. The boards forming the
roof are arranged'like Chinese tiles. The rain flows off on the lower
boards, as througb a gutter.a

The 'bouse of the northern tribes is square. It faces -the. sea. A
platform of about two feet high and four feet wide rans all around it
-iiiside. It has a gable roof, which is supported by one or two beams
resting on two pairs of heavy posts which stand in the centre of the front
and of the rear of the bouse. The door is between the pair of posts
standing near the front of the bouse. Three or four steps lead up to the
door, which is on the platform. Very large bouses bave two or three plat-
forms, and thus attain, to some extent, the shape of an amphitheatre.
The houses are generally occupied by four families, each living in one
corner. Srmall sheds are built on the platforms, all along the walls of the
houses. They serve for bedrooms. Each family has its own fireplace,
near which the.enorrnous family settee, capable of holding the whole
family, stands. Some of the bouses of the Hëiltsuk- and Bilqula are built
ou posts, the floor being about eight feet above the ground. In these
bouses the fireplaces are made of earth and of stones. The Tsimshian,
Haida, and Tlingit make a hole in the centre of the roof for a smoke-
escape, while the Kwakiutl merely push aside one or two boards of the roof.

The bouses of the Coast Salish'and Nootka are very long, being
occupied by a great many families, each of wham'owns one section. The
roofs are highest in the rear part of the house, and slope downward
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towards the front. There is also a platform running along the walls of
the bouses; but whilein the bouses of the Kwakiutl it is made of earth,
here it is carefully built of wood. All along the rear wall of the bouse,
which is somewhat higher than the opposite, runs a loft, which is about
five feet wide. It is used as a storeroom. There are no sheds serving
for bedrooms, but the beds are arranged on the platforms.1

The houses here described are found in stationary villages. In
travelling small sheds made of bark, of wood, or of branches are used.

The Salish of the interior used to live in subterranean houses, access
to which was obtained from above. These were used in winter, and afforded
a good shelter from the severe cold. lu summer tents were used.

The Kootenay live in large lodges, the framework of which consists of
converging poles. They used to be covered with buffalo hides, but now
canvas is mostly used.

SOCTÂL ORGANISATION.

J. G. Frazer, in his comprehensive review of totemism, defines the
totem as 'a class of material objects which a savage regards with supersti-
tious respect, believing that there exists between himself and every mem-
ber of tlpclass 'an intimate and altogether special relation. As dis-
tinguished from a fetish, a totem is never an isolated individual, but
always a class of objects.' Accepting this definition, I will try to outline
the peculiar kind of totemism as observed in British Columbia. Among
the Kootenay and Salish of the interior I did not find the slightest trace
of the existence of totems.

The Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, and flëiltsuk- have animal totems.
The first of these have two phratries-the raven and eagle (or wolf);
the Tsimsbian have four totems-raven, eagle, wolf, and bear; tbe
IHêiltsuk- three-raven, eagle, and killer (Deiphinus orca). Animal
totems in the proper sense of this term are confined to these four peoples.,
They are not found among the Kwäkiutl, altbough they belong to the
same linguistie stock to. which the Hëiltsnk- belong. The clans of the
four peoples mentioned above bear the names of their respective totems.
These phratries or clans are exogamons. It must -be clearly understood
that the natives do not consider tbemselves descendants of the totem.
The Tlingit, for instance, who believe in a transmigration 4f souls, state
clearly and plainly that a man will be born again as a man, a wolf as a
wolf, a raven as a raven, notwithsta'ding the fact that the animal and a
member of its clan are considered relations. Thus the wolf gens will pray
to the wolves, 'We are your relations; pray don't hurt us!' But not-
withstanding this fact they will hunt wolves without hesitation. So
far as I am aware, this is true of all tribes, although the opposite view
bas frequently been expressed. All my endeavours to obtain information
regarding the supposed origin of this relation between man and animal
have invariably led to the telling of a myth, in which it is stated how a cer-
tain ancestor of the clan in question obtained bis totem. The character
of these legends is uniform among all the peoples of this region; even
further south, among the Kwàkiutl and the' northern tribes of the Coast
Salish, who have no animal totem in the restricted sense of this term. As
these legends reveal the fundamental views the natives hold in regard to

See ' The Houses of the KwAkiut1 Indians, British Columbia,' Proc. US. Nationalneumn, 1888, pp. 197 213. •
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their totems, I shall give abstracts of some of them. The following are des
from the Tsimshian. ferr

The Bear Gens.-An Indian went mountain-goat .unting. When he Ti
had reached a remote mountain range ho met a black bear, who took on
him to bis home, taught him how to catch salmon and how to build boats. the
Two years the man stayed with the bear; then ho returned to bis village. ger

I Al people were afraid of him, for ho looked just like a bear. One man, pre.
however, caught him and took him home. He could not speak, and
could not eat anything but raw food. Then they rubbed him with magie ba
herbs, and ho was retransformed into the shape of a man. Thenceforth,
when he was in want, ho went into the woods, and bis friend the bear of t
helped him. In winter, when the rivers were frozen, he caught plenty of
salmon. He. built a house, and painted the bear on the front of it. His
sister made a dancing-blanket, the design of which represented a bear.
Therefore the descendants of his sister use the bear for their crest.

The Whale Gens.-TsErEmsà'aks went out fishing. After he had been
ont three days without having caught-a single fish, ho cast anchor at the
base of a steep bill. His anchor fell upon the house of the whale, who drew
the boat to the bottom of the sea. Two years he remained with the whale, cinC
w ho tanght him his dance, and gave him the ornaments of bis bouse. gror
Whon TsErEmsà'aks returned he was grown all over with seaweed. The .
time which he had staid at the bottom of the sea had seemed to him two
days, but he had been there two years. He built a bouse, and painted
the whale upon its front. He also used the mask and the blanket of
the whale when dancing. Since that time the descendants of his sisters
use this design.

There is another tale belonging to the Raven Gens of the Tsimshian:
Yaqagwonô'osk was the descendant of a man who had been taken to the
bottom of the ocean like TSErEmsà'aks. He was a great chief, and once
invited all chiefs of the whole earth to a great feast, which was to be cele-
brated at Nass River. Al the monsters of the whole coast came, using
whales (Delphinus orca) for their boats. They were so numerous that the
river was full of them. They landed and entered Yaqagwonô'osk's house.
Whenever one of them opened the door water flowed into the house.
Each wore bis peculiar clothing. The first to enter was Kuwâ'k A
(this and the following names are those of dangerous points and form:
of rapids). He was followed by Tlkwats'a'q, KntEpwë'n, Ktlkuo'l,
Spaed'ana'kt, Kspaha'watlk. These last were very dangerous, and
nsed to kill everyone passing their bouses. The most dangerous monsters
were seated in the «rear of the bouse, the others around the platform
iaearer the door. The next to enter was Lak-anpEtsé'qtl. He wore a

-head-ring, which was made of twigs that passers-by used to give him in T
order to secure bis good-will. Then came WulnEbhlg' Tso'ks andT
WudE'ano'n (=great hands). Yaqagwonô'osk gave everyone what he their
liked best: fat, tobacco, red paint, and eagle-down. Alipresent promised nlectic
to abstain henceforth from killing people, and after their return removed alway
from the track of the canoes plying between the villages. Yaqagwonô'osk Siki
imitated the dresses of all bis guests, and since that time ho used them.
His descendants, therefore, bave all the sea-monsters on their heraldie
columns.

These legends, of which I have given a few examples, do not belong
to the whole gens, but to a subdivision of the same. Only the descendants
in the female lino of the ancestor who bad an adventure of the kind
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described-tbat is, bis nephews and nieces, and their descendants in the
female line-use the emblems he obtained in consequence of bis adventure.
This accounts for the diversity of emblems and the variety.of their grouping

- on the carvings, paintings, and tattooings of the Indians". In these cases
the whole group would therefore more properly be styled phratry than
gens. The raven and wolf (eagle) groups of the Tlingit and Haida are
pre-eminently phratries. Each gens, which fornis a subdivision of the

\,phratries, derives its origin from one of these mnythical ancestors who
had an encounter with one of the animals of the phratry.

The following is a partial list of the totems of each of the two phratries
of the Tlirigit:

I. Raven: Raven, frog, goose, sea-lion, owl, salmon, beaver, codfish
(wëq), skate.

IL. Wolf (eagle): Wolf, bear, eagle, Delphinus orca, shark, auk, gull,
sparrow.havwk (g'anô'k), thunder-bird.

Among this and all other tribes of the coast the crest of a group in-
cludes those animals which serve as 4he food of the animal from which the
group takes its name.

As an example I enumerate the gentes of the Stikin tribe of the
Tlingit, the only one with members of whom I came intojcloser contact.
I give also the chief emblems of each gens:

I. Wolf: Nanaà'ri or siknaq'a'dê, bear (corresponds to the Kagontã'n
of other Tlingit tribes).

Qôk-ë'dë, Delphinus orca.

II. Raven: K-asq'aguë'dé, raven.
Kyiks'a'dé, frog.
K-ate'a'dé, raven.
Tir bit tän (=bark house gens), beaeer.
DëtIk-oè'dê (=people of the point), raven.
K-agan hit tan (=sun house gens) ,:raven.
Qêtlk-oan, beaver.

Among these the gens Nanaà'ri has six houses, the people of each
forming a sub.gens:

1. Harà'c hit tan, porch house gens.
2. Tos hit tan, shark house gens.
3. K-'êtgô bit tan,
4. Qüts hit tan, bear ko use: gens.

The names of the remaining two bouses l did not learn.
The proper names of members of the various gentes are derived from

their respective totems, each gens having its peculiar names. The con-
nection between name and totem is sowetimes not very clear, but it
always exists. Here are a few examples taken from gentes of the
Stikin tribe:

Nanaà'ri nânes •

Male: Tl'uck'E', ugly (dangeriface), referring to the bear.
G-aqê', crying man (referring to the howling wolf).
Sëktutlqêtl, scared of:his voice (to wit, the wolf's).
Ank-aqu'ts, bear in sgiow.

iLJ
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Femnale: Qute gya's, standing bear.
Uaj Hè lEng djat, thunder-woman.

Kan djat, whale-woman.

Qök-'dè nanes:

Cak-'ts, head-stick (reference doubtful).
Gôuq narü', slave's dead body (reference doubtful).

Dètlk-oied nanes:
Yëtl rEdée, little raven. ca
Tië'neqk, one alone (the raven on the beach).
niqtc tlé'n, great frog. at
Yétl k-u djat, raven's -wife. prna,

The social organisation of the Haida is very much like that of the of
Tlingit. They have also two phratries, raven and eagle. Their totems tak
are also similar to those of the Tlingit, but they are differently arranged. Lo
The most important difference is that the raven is an emblem of the eagle of

- gens.

I. Eagle phratry (Gyitena'): Eagle, raven, frog, beaver, shark, th
moon, duck, codfish (l'à'ma), waski (fabalous
whale with five dorsal fins), whale, owl.

II. Raven phratry (K-'oa'la): Wolf, bear, Delphinus orca, skate,
mountain-goat, sea-lion, ts'E'maôs (a seaànon-
ster), moon, sun, rainbow, thunder-bird.

From some indications I conclude that the division of emblems be- ing
tween the two pbratries is not the same among the Kaigani and the one
tribes of Queen Charlotte Islands, but the subject requires farther study. frog

The phratries of the Haida are divided into gentes in the same way
as those of the Tlingit. They also take their names, in the majority of the
cases, from their bouses. The people of Skidegate village (Tlk-agitl), for
instance, are divided into the following gentes: a T

I. Eagle phratry: Na yu'ans qà'etqa, large house people. reek
Na s'a'yas qà'etqa, old bouse people.
Dj'âaquig'it 'ena'i, that
Gyitingits 'ats, raver

II. Raven phratry: Naéku'n k-êraun'i,'those born in Naëku'n. woIî
Djãaqui'sk-uatl'adagài (extinct). folI
Tlqain l'nas,
K-àstak-ê'rauã'i, those born in Skidegate Street.

The following gentes are said to exist in one of the Kaigani villages.
I did not learn the gentes of the eagle phratry.

I. Ts'àtl lã'nas, eagle.
IL. Yak' lh'nas=middle town. Raven. TIYatl nas :bad'à'i =raven bouse people. class

k'at nas :had''i=shark house people. initiat
gutgunê'st nas :had'à'i=owl house people. midd!

:A of the Kaigani dialect stands for g of the other dialects. It is an h preceded distin
by a slight intonation, for ch
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qô'tc nas :bad'ä'i=bear house people.
na k-'àl nas :bad'ä'i=empty house people.
t'â'rô nas :bad'à'i=copper bouse people.
kun nas :bad'ã'i=whale house people.
g-Egihë't nas :badà'i=land-otter house people.
k-'êt nas :bad- 'i=sea-lion house people.
:hôt nas :had'à'i=box bouse people.
k'ôk' nas :bad'à'i=snow-owl bouse people.

From the first of these lists it will be seen that two of these gentes are
called from the locality which they formerly inhabited. Wemiaminow and
Krause noted a few Tlingit gentes which were also named from the places
at which their houses stood, and one name of this kind is found on the
preceding list on p. 25. The majority of gentes are called from the
names and emblems of their houses. If a new bouse is built by the chief
of the gens it receives the name of the old one, the place of which it
takes. These facts show that the houses must be considered communal
houses of the gentes. The members of the gens are connected by ties
of consanguinity, not by an imaginary relationship through the totem.
The latter exists only inside the phratry. It must be borne in mind that
the emblems of the gens are only emblems commemorative of certain
events, that they do not indicate any relationship between man and
enblem. This becomes particularly clear in the case of the Haida
phratries, where the raven is the emblem of the eagle phratry and is not
used by the r'aven phratry. Gentes of great numerical strength are sub-
divided. The bouses of each gens always stand grouped together.

The single gentes do not possess the whole series of emblems pertain-
ing to the phratry. Among the Skidegate gentes enumerated above, the
one called Nà s'â'yas bas the following emblems: raven, shark, eagle,
frog. Their chief bas, in addition to these, the fabulous five-finned whale
wuk-and the fish l'd'ma (codfish ?). Before giving a festival the child of
the eagle gens must use no other emblem but the eagle.

Any Haida who has the raven among his emblems, when marrying
a Tlingit, is considered a member of the raven phratry, µnd vice versa, the
enblems always deciding to which phratry an individual is to be
reckoned.

The social organisation of the Tsimshian is somewhat different from
that of the preceding group of peoples. They have four gentes: the
raven, called K-anha'da ; the eagle, Laqski'vek (=on the eagle) ; the
wolf, Laqkyebô' (=on the wolf); and thc bear, GyispötuwE'da. The
following is a partial list of their emblems. j

1. K'anha'da : Raven, codfish, starfish.
2. Laqski'yek: Eagle, halibat, beaver, whale.
3. Laqkyebô': Wolf, crane, grizzly bear.
4. GyîspôtuwE'da: Delphinus orca, sun, moon, stars, rainbow,

grouse, tsEm'aks (a sea-monster).

The Tsimshian are divided itito three classes: common people, middle-
ciass people, and chiefs. Common people are those who have not been
initiated into a secret society (v. p. Z2); by the initiation they become
rniddle-class people; but they can never become chiefs, who form a
distinct class. Each gens bas its own proper names, which are different
for chiefs and mniddle-class people. It seems that, as a rule, the names
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are common to -all tribes, with the exception of a few chiefs' nasmes,
which will be noted later on. These names are different, according to
the gens to whieh the father belongs, and bave always a reference to the

- father's crest. Here are a few instances:a

Kanha'da names.
* h

1. A K-anba'da woman marries a Laqski'yek man.

Middle-class names:- er
Male : Nëesyülâ'ops=grandfather carrying stones. A

Female: Laqtlpô'n=on a whale. fi
Chiefs' names:- lic

Male : Néeswoksenã't1k=grandfather of the not-breathing one. A
Female: Ndsë'edsd'a'loks=grandmother of? pa

Ndsê'ets lê'itlks= watching's grandmother.
Lid'amloqdà'u=(eagle) sitting on the ice.

2. A K-anha'da woman marries a GyispotuwE'da man. c
- as

Name of female : NEbÔ'ht=making' noise to each other (killers).
Names of male: Wud'adà'u=large icebergs (floating at Kuwâ'k).

Wiha'= great wind. hor

Laqski'yek names. dhe

1. A Laqski'yek woman marries a Kanha'da man. the
Male: Wonlô'otk (raven)=having no nest. hou

2. A Laqski'yek woman marries a Laqkyebôö man. fror

The
3. A Laqski'yek woman marries a Gyi'spôtuwE'da man.

Names of females: Wibô'=great noise (of killers).
Winê'eq=great fin (of killer).

Namcs of males: Qpi'yélek=balf-hairy sea-monster (abbreviated cedF
from Qpi litl hag'nlô'oq).

Hats'Eksné'eq=dreadful fin (of killer).

beca

Lagkyebô' naines. Ank
pars

1. A Laqkyebô woman marries a Laqski'yek man. into
Chief's daughter's name: Saraitqag-à'i=eagie having one colour of life,

wings. his p
They

GyiSpotuwE'da'names. t
1. A GyispotawE'da Woman marries a K-anha'da man. - ale

red e
Female : Bà'yuk (raven)=flying in front of the house early in the

morning ; abbreviated from Seô'pgyibà'yuk. The eldest daughter is heare
always given this name. Then

In each village the houses of members of each gens are grouped
together. The phratries of the Haida correspond to the Tsimshian
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gentes in such a way that raven and eagle on one side, wolf and bear on
the other, are amalgamated.

The Héiltsuk- of Milbank Sound are also in the maternal stage, and
are divided into clans having animal totems. There arethree of them:

1. K'ôiutënoq (=raven people), raven, starfish, sun, g-og·ami'tsë
(box in which the sun was kept before the raven liberated it). Their
house is painted ail black.

2. Wik'oak-ntënoq (=eagle people). Thunder-bird (K-ani'sltsua), an
enormous dancing-hat.

3. Ha'lq'aintënoq (=killer people). Delphinus orca, K-omô'k-oa.
A huge mouth is painted on the house-front, the posts are killers, two
fish named MElHani'gun are painted at both sides of the door. Sea-
lions (which are considered the dog of K-ômô'k-oa) are the crossbeams.

The mosit southern tribe which belongs to this group are the
Awiky'ë'noq of Rivers Inlet. Further south, and among the Bilqula,
patriarchate prevails. The social organisation of these tribes ditfers
fundamentally from that of the northern group. We do not find a single
clan that bas, properly speaking, an animal fer its totem; neither do the
clans take their names from their crest, nor are there phratries. It seems
as though the members of each gens were really kindred. The 'firsto' of
each gens is said to have been sent by the deity, or to have risen from
the depth of the ocean or the earth to a certain place which became bis
home.

I shall give abstracts of a few of these legends, which will explain the
character of the clans of the Kwäkiutl.

Hé'likilikila and Ltlemk-a.-Hë'likilikila descended from heaven in
the shape of a bird carrying a neck-ring of red cedar-bark.' He built a
bouse and made a large fire. Then a woman called Lötlemtk-a rose
from under the earth. *He spoke to her: 'You shall stay with me and
he mv sister.' Thenceforth they lived in opposite corners of the bouse.
The Kwats'ê'nok- had beard of Hé'likilikila's neck-ring, and made a
futile attempt to steal it. When one of theni entered the house where
Hè'likilikila was sleeping, lie was stricken with madness. Hë'likilikila,
however, cured him, gave him the ring, and the Kwats'ê'nok• returned
home. Since that day they dance the Tsëts'êk-a, in which rings of red
cedar-bark are nsed.

Lë'lagta.--Two eagles and their young descended froin heaven and
alighted at Qu'mqatë (Cape Scott). They took off their eagle-skins and
became men. The father's name was Na'aq&tau; that of the mother
Ank-â'layuk-oa; and the young was called Lë'laqa. One day the latter
pursued a seal, whicb, when far away from the coast, was transformed
into a cuttle-fish, and drowned Lë'laqa. After a while he awoke to new
life, and flew to beaven in the shape of an eagle. Then he returned to
his parents, who had mourned for him, for they believed him to be dead.
They saw an eagle descending from heaven. In his talons he carried a
little box, in which he had many whistles imitating the voice of the
eagle. He wore the double mask Naqnakyak-amtl and a neck-ring of
red cedar bark. He became the ancestor of the gens NEe'ntsa.

SE'ntla.-SE'nitlaê, the sun, descended in the shape of a bird from
heaven, assumed the shape of a man, and built a house in Yik-'à'men.
Thlen he wandered to K-ô'moks, visited the Tlau'itsis, the NBmk-ie, and

It conveys the secrets cf the winter dance (see p. 53).
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Nã'k-oartok-, and finally reached Tli'ksi'uae (=the plain at the mouth of o
the river, where clover-root is found), in the country of the Kwàkiutl, g
where he settled at K-'aioq. He took a wife among each tribe whom he 
visited, and his f mily has the name Sisintl. He resolved to stay ind
Tliks'uaë, and tok a Kwkintl woman for his wife. They had a son, of

whom they called Tsqtsqâ'lis. On each side of the door of their huse of
they painted a larze sun. The posts -are men, each carrying a sun.
They are called Lkla'qt 4otpes, and were SE'ntlaê's slaves. The crossbars me
resting noon the posts also represent men, while the beams are sea-lions.
The steps leading to the bouse-door are three men called Tlë'nonis. Va
During the winter dances the Sisintlé use the mask of the Sun, an

Tlé'selak-nmtl ; in the dance Yâ'wiqa, that of the dog Kn'loqsâ (=the
sun shining red through tbe clouds), who descended with SE'ntlaë from
hieaven. Their heraldic column is called SEaktlé'gêm. It represents a.9f whicha man called Làqt'otp)cs
series of copper plates, on the top o hc a aldLq'te

(singular of Léla'qt'otpes=he who gives presents to strangers only) is
standing. Above all is the mask of the sun emitting rays.

Of special importance is the connection of the ancestors of tiiese
gentes with K-'nikilak. (meaning doubtful), the sqµ of the dcitv.

He -is the ancestor of a gens of the Nako'mkilisila,, who, upon the

strength of this legend, cla'ii a superiority to all others. This point
seems of sufficient importance to be given in greater detail. I was told
that in the far west there lived a chief called Ha'nitsum (the possessor
of arrows), who had a daughter called Aintsuma'letlilok- (with many
earrings of haliotis shells). K-ã'nikilak- went into his boat K-ok-ô'malis.
and after long wandering he reached Hà'nitsum's house. lie married
the latter's daughter, and took her home to Koã'ne (near Cape Scott). 2

They had a son, who received the name of Hä'neus. He lived to be a
great chief.

Kanikilak- wandered all over the world. In his wanderings be 3.
encountered the ancestors of all gentes of the various Kwàkiutl tribes,
made friends with them, and filled the rivers of their countries with
salmon. I give an example of this kind of tradition. K·anikilak- met 4.

Nômas, the ancestor of the Tlauitsis. He was the first to make fish-lines
of kelp to catch halibut; therefore the Tlauitsis were the first tribe to
use these. K-anikilak- made friends with Nômas, and filled the rivers (ofI

his country with salmon. He met O'meäti, who was sitting on an tales
island. When the latter saw K-anikilak- approaching, he pointed Iris shall

first finger towards him, which perforated K-anikilak-'s head. Then the Fort I
latter perforated 0meatl's head in the same way. Now they knew that .
they were equally stroig, and parted. sun.

In some cases it is very difficult to decide whether a group of mon 2.
deriving their origin from one of thlese ancestors is really a gens or a tribe, of crar

particularly in those cases in which the tribal name agrees with that of 3.
the ancestor of one of the gentes; for instance, Ma'malélèk·ala (col- 4.

lective oe Milêkala), or Wë'wèk-aê (collective of Wë'k-aé). A con-5.
siderable number of tribal names and the majority of names of gentes are 6.

simply the collective forin of the name of the ancestor. Others are taken Hlerald
from the regions inhabited by the tribe. Crane, r

It appears that a tribe of the Kwäkiutl must be defined as a series of 7. r

gentes, whose ancestors first made their appearance in a certain well- beaver
defined region. Thus the ancestors of the Nak-o'mkilisila gentes appeared 8. E
on or near Cape Scott; those of the Tlatlasik·oala on or near Hop- Island, fear, th

ý% ̂ ri t%
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of the Kwâkiutl in Hardy Bay. No other conneetion between the several
gentes seems to exist. We shall see later on that the Coast Salish have
the same organisation, with the exception that the gentes are named on a
different principle. The latter, however, have only very slight indications
of crests, while the crests play an exceedingly important part in the life
of the Kwäkiutl.

In order to make clear the -organisation of these tribes, I will enu-
merate the divisions and gentes of one group of tribes.

The following four tribes which inhabit the north-eastern part of
Vancouver Island form one group I enumerate the tribes, subdivisions,
and gentes of this group according to their rank.

1. Kwä'kintl, called by the Bilqula and Coast Salish, Kwakô'otl; Fort
Rupert.

Subdivisions: 1. KuëtEla, so called by the tribes north of Van-
couver Island.

Gentes: 1, MÔa'mtakyila. 2, Kwôkwiä'kum. 3,
Gyé'qsEm. 4, Li'alaqsEnt'aiô. 5, Si'sintlaè.

2. K-'ô'môyue (=rich people). War name:
Kuê'qa (=murderers).

Gentes: 1, KwôkwA'kuni. 2, Hà'anatlinô. 3,
Yaai'Hak-Emë (=crab). 4, Hàailakyawë or
Lâ'gsë. 5, Gyi'gyilk-am.

3. Walaskwakintl=the great Kwäkiutl.
Gentes: 1, Ts'Ents'Ennk-aiô. 2, Gyê'qsEm. 3,

.Wa'ulipôê. 4, K-'ômkyütis (=the rich ride).

2. Manmalëlek-a'1a. East of Alert Bay.
Gentes: 1, TE'mtEmtlEts. 2, Wë'ômask-am. 3, Wä'Ias.

4, Mã'malëlek-am.
3. NE'mkic, K-a'matsin Lake and Nimkish River.

Gentes : 1, Tsëýtsëtloa'Iak'amnaë. 2, TlâtEl'iã-'min. 3, Gyi'gfvit-
k·an. 4, Si'sintlaë. 5, Né'nelky'ënoq.

4. Tlauitsis, Cracroft and Turner Islands.
Gentes: 1, Si'sintlaé. 2, NünEmasEk-âlis. 3, Tlétlk-ét. 4,

Gyi'gyilk-am.
It remains to describe briefly their crests. Every gens has certain

tales in which the reason for their using these crests is explained. I
shall confine myself in this place to a list of crests of the tribes of
Fort Rupert.

1. Nãa'mtakyila: Carvings: Thunder-bird, crane, grizzly bear, raven,
sun. Mask: Mã'takyila, sun.

2. Kwôkwà'kum : Ancestor, Tlh'k-oaki'la. Posts: Grizzly bear on top
of crane, thunder-bird, crane, sun.

3. Gyë'qsEm: Crane on top of a man's head.
4. Lä'alaqsEnt'aiÔ: Delphinus orca with man's body.
5. SE'ntlaê: San.
6. Hàailikyawé: Large head-ring with raven head attached to it.

Heraldic côlumns: Tsônô'k-oa, grizzly bear, thunder-bird; Si'siutl,
crane, raven.

7. Kwôkwä'kam. Ancestor, Nô'lis. Dancing utensil: Bear with
beaver tail. Post: Sea-lion. Heraldic columu: Pole, man on top of it.

8. Hä'anatlinô. Mask: Man, on top of whom moon and eagle. Posts:
Bear, thunder-bird.

?r

t,
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9. TsEnnk''aiô. Post: TsEnHk''aiô (a species of eagle). Beams: Sea. r
lion. Post : Ts'E'nHk''aiÔ. Heraldic columnu: A little man with a thick
belly. st

10. Gyê'qsEm. Heraldic column: Long pole, the base of which rests
on a man, on top of which stands a crane, its beak turned downward, u
and a double-headed snake (Sisintl).

- This very fragmentary list shows that each gens uses certain carvings nc
î for certain purposes. The details of the carvings of their bouses are gE

prescribed by the legendary cteseription of the house of the ancestor, and of
so are their masks and their heraldic columns. I would call attention to hi
the important fact that the d ncing implements and the dances themselves to
belong to the crest of the tribe, or, mo-e properly speaking, to the customs in
and carvings to which the gens is entitled. bc

The distinction of what constitutes a gens and what a tribe is still wl
more difficult among the Coast Salish. Their legends are very much like pa:
those of the Kwâkiutl. They tell of fabulous ancestors who descended Ar
from heaven and bailt bouses. From these a certain group of families, mc
who always inhabit one village, derive their origin. They call them- mc
selves from the place at which their village stands, or which they claim
as their original home. Whenever they leave their home, they take dia
the name of their old village to the new place, although the name is soc-
generally a geographical one, taken from certain peculiarities of the of
locality. For instance, the name Tsimë'nes means ' where the landing the
is close by the house,' an epithet that was well adapted to their former had
village at the mouth of Cowitchin River, but not to their new home at Kw
Chimenes. Many such instances might be enumerated. Some of these amc
gentes have certain prerogatives and certain carvings, but these are of mar
very little importance, when compared to those of the Kwäkiutl, among mer.
whom they exert a ruling influence over their whole life. The Snanai- chil
muq, for instance, have the following gentes: Të'wEtqEn, Yé'cEqEn, adof
K-oltsi'owotl, Qsâ'loqul, Anuê'nes. Among these only the first and the in tl
second are allowed to use masks, which have the shape of beavers, ducks, Stil
or salmon. Each gens bas its own proper names. is tF

I have so far stated only in a very general way that the northern wife.
tribes have a maternal, the southern a paternal organisation. It remains marr
to give some more details on this important subject. One of the main his c
facts is, that the phratries, viz. gentes of the Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, howe
and léiltsak-, are exogamons, not only among each tribe, 'but throughout freqr
the whole region. A member of the eagle gens of the Hiltsak-, for in- of ti

stance, cannot marry a memiber of the eagle phratry of the Tlingit. this
Those gentes are considered identical which have the same crest. I do vatioý
not know whether any such law prevails in the case of marriages between
the Kwäkiutl and Héiltsuk-, which, however, seem to be of very rare bas t
occurrence. Neither was I able to arrive at a fully satisfactory conclu- is c
sion regarding the question 'whether marriages inside a gens of the raven
Kwakiutl are absolutely prohibited, but I believe that such is the case. Tlau'
This difficulty arises from the fact that the Kwäkintl considers dangi
himself as belonging half to his motber's, half to his father's gens, -while husba
he uses the cr'st of his wife. I do not know of a single instance of a son or
Kwäkiutl marrying a member of his own gens. The Salish gentes, for, chief
instance those of the Sk-qô'mic, are not exogamous, but Iam not quite Ar
positive .whether this is true in all cases. childi

1 do not intend in the present ch Lpter to discuss the customs refer- name.
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ring to birth, marriage, and death, all of which have reference te the
social organisation of these tribes, and which help to gain a better under-
standing of this organisation. It will be sufficient to mention a few facts
gleaned from these customs which have special reference to the questions
under discussion.

The members of a gens are obliged to assist each other on every
occasion, but particularly when heavy payments are to be made to other
gentes. Instances of this kind will be found later on in the description
of the proceedings at the occasion,.of the building of new bouses and at
burials. It is a very remarkable fact that the gens of the male line bas
to do certain services at such opportunities which are not lid by the
individual but by the gens. Thus a gens is not permitted to touch the
body of one of its members; the burial is to be arranged by the gens to
which the deceased's father belongs. This solidarity of the gens is princi-
pally found among the northern tribes, which are in the maternal stage.
Among the same tribes. mothers' sisters are considered and called
mothers, fathers' brothers, fathers, while there exist separate terms for
inothers' brothers and fathers' sisters.

It is a noteworthy fact that the Hëiltsuk' and the Kwäkintl, who speak
dialects of the same language, differ fundamentally in regard to their
social organisation. I am inclined to believe that the n atriarchate
of the Hëiltsuk- is due to the influence of the Tsimshian, with whom
they have frequently intermarried, and upon whom the Héiltsu.k- have
had a considerable influence. But the marriage ceremonies of the
Kwäkiutl seem to show that originally matriarchate prevailed also
among them. - The busband always assumes, a short time after
marriage, his father-in-law's name and crest, and thus becomes a
member of his wife's clan. From hira this crest descends upon his
children; the daughters retain it, but his sons, on marrying, lose it,
adopting that of their wives. Thus the descent of the crest is practically
in the female line, every unmarried man having bis mother's crest; but
still we cannot cal this state matriarchate proper, as the father
is the bead of the family, as he gives up bis own crest for that of bis
wife. This law is carried so far that a chief who bas no danghters
marries onç of bis sons to another chief's son, the latter thus acquiring
bis crest. By this means the extinction of gentes is prevented. It seems,
however, that the father's gens is not entirely given up, for the natives
freqnently use carvings of both gentes promiscuously, but certain parts
of the father's gens, to which I shall refer presently, are excluded from
this use. The following instance, which came under my personal obser-
vation, will show the customs of the Kwäkintl regardinz this point.
K'ômena'kula, chief of the gens Gyi'gyilk-am, of the tribe Tlatlasik·oala,
bas the heraldic column of that gens, and the double-beaded snake for
bis crest. In dances he uses the latter, but chiefly the attributes of the
raven gens. His mother belonged to the gens NünEmasEk-âlis, of the
Tlau'itsis; hence he wears the mask of that gens. He had an only
danghter, who, with ber husband, lived with him. She died, and lier
husband is the present owner of the heraldic column of the gens. The
son of this daughter, at present a boy seven years of age, is the future
chief of the gens.

Among the Salish there is no trace of matriarchal institutions. The
child belongs to the father's gens, the eldest son inheriting bis rank and
name.

C

i
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Closely connected with the gentes of the Kwäkintl are their secret
societies, each of which has certain characteristic dancing implements.
They are obtained by marriage in the same way in which ·the crest
is obtained. There is, however, one restriction to the acquiring of
the right to become a member of the secret society. The person who
is to acquire it must be declared worthy by the tribe assembled in
council. Not until this is done is the man allowed to marry the girl
from whose father the right of being initiated is to be acquired. This is
even true regarding the 'medicine men.' The emblems of these secret
societies are rings of red cedar-bark, of varions designs. The connection

II of the gentes and these institutions may be seen from the legend 'Hëli-
kilikila and Lôtlemak-a,' which was told on p. 29.1

Although a few of the tribes inhabiting the country adjoining that of
the Kwàkiutl have secret societies of the same character among then
they are in no way connected with the gens. This fact, as well as the
difference in the character of the legends of the gentes, proves that the
social organisation of these groups of tribes is of entirely different
origin. The southern groups dorive their origin from a fabulons an-
cestor who is either himself the totem or to whose adventures the
totem refers. The first is the case in the gens Si'sintlaê, which derives its S

originfrom the sun,Ts'E'nts'EnHk''aiô of the Walaskwakintl, which derives er
its origin from the eagle, and others. In the majority of cases the crest t
refers to adventures of the ancestor. In the northern groups we observe ar
a pure animal totem, but the animal is not considered the ancestor of ca s,
the gens bearing its name. The crest always refers to adventures of one as
of the ancestors.

GOVERNMENT AND LAW. ba

The people of this country are divided into three' classes: common 'se-
people, middle class, and chiefs. While the last form a group by them- is c
selves, the members of the class forming the highest nobility, children of
middle-class people are born common people, and remain so until they at .
become members of a secret society, or give a great feast and take a name. Met
Al along the coast the giving away of presents is considered a means corr
of attaining social distinction. The chief has numerous prerogatives,
although bis influence upon the members of the tribe is comparatively Gyi
small. I am best acquainted with his claims among the Tsimshian, but evel
it seems probable that these institutions are much alike among the
varions peoples. He bas to carry out the decisions of the council; more ther
particularly, he las to declare peace and war. His opinion must be asked chie
by the tribe in all important events. He decides ien the winter village is th
is to be left, when the fishing begins, &c. The firsrfish, the first berries, a ch*
&c. are given to him. It is bis duty to begin all dances. He iust be by ti
invited to all festivities, and when the first whistles are blown in winter, A wC
indicating the beginning of the dancing season, he receives a certain T
tribute. People of low rank must not step up directly to a chief, whose child
seat is in the rear of the house, but must approach hlm gomg along the thus
walls of the house. highe

The bighest in rank among all Tsimshiian chiefs is the one of the becor
Gyispaql ots tribe. His name is invariably LEgi'eq. He is considered 'natu

i 12).
' See the author's paper on ' The use of masks on the North-West Coast of cof6

America,' in Internationales A rehir für Ethnographie, 1888.w
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the noblest, because a number of secret societies are only permitted to his
family and tribe. This is accounted for by the fact that these secret
societies were acquired by marriage from the Gyit'ama't. Tradition says-
-and it is undoubtedly correct-that a woman of the Gyispaqlâ'ots tribe
eloped with a Gyit'amã't chief, to whose gens these dances belonged. After
ber return the woman was given the name G-'amdema'qtl (= only in
eloping ascending mountain). The name LEgi'eq is a Gyit'amã't name.
It is a privilege of the Gyispaqlâots to trade with the Gyitksa'n; and they
kept up this privilege successfully even against the lfudson Bay Company
until the latter purchased it from them in 1886. The Gyit'Endâ chiefs
are relatives of those of the GyispaqlTâots. They share their privileges,
and bear the same names, the one LEgi'eq excepted.

The Gyitqâ'tla are considered higher in rank than any other of the
tribes of the Tsimshian proper. They have the same secret societies
wbich the Gyispaqlâ'ots and Git'Endâ' have. They acquired them through
inter-marriage from the Gyitlô'p and Bêiltsuk·. Only quite recently the
Haida acquired them from the·Gyitqâ'tla.

The Gyits'umrä'lon are not of Tsimsbian origin. Six generations (that
is, about 150 years) ago a number of Tongas (Tlingit), men and women,
emigrated from Alaska in consequence of continued wars, and settled on
the brook of Gyits'umrä'lon. They married a number of Tsimshian women
and men, among whom the names Rataqä'q and Astoë'në are mentioned.
For a considerable time they continued to speak Tlingit, but finally were
assimilated by the Tsimshian. Their descendants are still called Gunhô'ot
(runaways).

It is becoming to a chief to be proud and to leave bis memory to his
descendants. Therefore the LEgi'eq, who ruled 1.50 years ago (the sixth
back), had his figure painted on a vertical precipice on Nass River. A
series of coppers is standing under his figure. Since that time the place
is called WulgyilEgstqald'amptk (where self on written).

Seven generations .ago Néswiba'sk (grandfather great wind), a chief
at Meqtlak·qà'tla, had bis figure carved on a rock on an island near
Mqetlak-qâ'tla. He lay down, had his outline marked, and the carving
completed in a single night.

The Gyitg·ã'ata of Grenville Channel are subjects of the chief of the
Gyitwulgyâ'ts. They bave to pay a tribute of fish, oil, berries, and skins
every year. The &yitlâ'op are subjects of the chief of the Gyitqà'tla.

When a chief dies the chieftaincy devolves upon his younger brother,
then upon his nephew, and, if there is none, upon his niece. Only, if a
chief's family dies out the head man of his crest can become chief. -This
is the only case in which a middle-class man can advance to the rank of
a chief. The chief's property, as well as that of others, is inherited first
by the nephews; if there are none, then by the deceased's mother or aunt.
A woman's property is inherited by her children.

There are very few common people, for whoever can afford it lets his
child enter a secret society immediately after birth, by proxy. The cbild
thus becomes a middle-class man. The more feasts are given by him the
higher becomes lis rank, but no member of the .middle class can ever
become a member of the chief class. The chief's danghter on reaching
maturity must grind down her teeth by chewing a pebble of jade (see p.
12). So far as I know, this is the only deformation of the body which is
confined te one class only.

When a family is liable te die out the father is allowed to adopt one
C 2
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of his daughters, who then receives a name belonging to his crest. On
this occasion a great festival is given. A man cannot adopt more than
one child at a time.

The council is composed of middle-class men. Nobody -who has not
taken a name, or who is not a member of a secret society, is allowed to

-- take part in it. The mother's brother represents his nephews. A woman
is only admitted if she is the head of a family.

The council decides all important questions concerning the tribe, and
is the court which judges criminals. Those who are found guilty of sor-
cery are tied up and placed at the edge of low water, and are left there
to be drowned. According to legends, such people were frequently left
alone in the winter village to starve to death. If a man does not observe
the prescribed rules during dances he is tied and brought before the
council. If nobody speaks in his favour he is killed, else he is punislied r
by being made a slave, or by heavy payments. All crimes can be atoned ti
for by sufficient payments. If such are not made it is the duty of the w

Ja nearest relatives to take revenge.
The coast tribes have always been great traders, and they had a cer-

tain currency. Dentalia, skins, and slaves were standards 'of value. For
less valuable property marmot-skins sewed together served as currency.
The Tsimshian used to exchange olachen oil and carvings of mountain-
goat horn for canoes. The Chitlk-at sold their beautiful blankets; the
Heiltsuk, canoes; while the southern tribes furnished principally slaves. ar

The latter were in every respect the property of their masters, wbo S,
were allowed to kill then, to sell them, or to give them their liberty. frc
Children of slaves were also slaves. by

Strangers are always received kindly and with much ceremony.
Among the tribes who still adhere to their old customs they are offered r
the host's daughter while they remain. ch

So far as I am aware, the institutions of the Haida, Tlingit, and Hêilt-
suk- are much the same as those described here. I did not learn any ch
details, as I did not visit these tribes in their homes. If

The following observations hold good for the Kwäkintl and Coast th
Salish, as well as for the northern group of tribes. Polygamy is not
of rare occurrence, although generally each man has only one 'wife. The wi
first wife is of bigher rank than tbose married at a later date. Women up.
must not take.part in the councils and feasts, except when they are heads
of families (or, among the Kwakiutl, chief's daughters); but the husband dis
takes home from the feast a dish of all the various kinds of food that Tsi
were served. The dish must be returned the same night. . m

The principal work of the women is gathering berries and clams, pic
drying fish, and preparing the meals. They weave mats, blankets, and Fu
bats. The men, on the other hand, hunt and fish, they fetch fuel-if do
large logs are wanted-and build houses and canoes. They also make the fou
carvings and paintings. tior

The property of the whole gens is vested in the chief, who considers tha'
the salmon rivers, berry patches, and coast strips, in which the gens has reg;
the sole right, as his property. Houses belong to the man who erected the
the framework. They are always inhabited by membe;s of one gen - and
Canoes, fishing-gear, &c. are personal property. Women own 'boxes; the
dishes, and other household goods. clai

The Kwàkiutl.-As among these tribes paternal institutions take the ancE
place of maternal institutions, many laws are found that are not known theï
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to the northern group of tribes. If such is possible,-the rank of each
man is here still more exactly fixed than among their neiglibours. The
rank is determined by the gens to which a man belongs, by the feasts he
lias given, and by the secret societies to which he belongs. In the list
of gentes on page 31 I have enumerated the Kwàkintl gentes according
to their social standing. In great festivals celebrated for the purpose of
acquiring rank by giving away property, the noblest guests sit in the
rear part of the bouse, nearest the fire, and the lower in rank the farther
back they sit. When only one row is formed those lowest in rank sit
nearest the door.

The affairs of the whole tribe are discussed in council, in which only
men participate. Before the opening of the discussion four songs are
sung and four courses are served. Then the public affairs are discussed
in long and elaboratè speeches, delivered principally by the chiefs. In
time of peace there is no chief who has acknowledged authority over the
whole tribe, but each gens has its own chief. A certain superiority of
social standing is acknowledged in those who have given a great donation
feast. In times of war a war chief is elected.

The chief represents his gens, and carries out the decision of the
ouncil. Except on delivering speeches, he does not speak to people of
w rank, but converses with them through messengers.

If a single person is offiended, the gentes of both his father and mother
are obliged to come to bis help. Thus the long war between the Coast
Salish and Lekwiltok originated. Formerly these wars were of so
frequent occurrence that the villages all along the coast were protected
by stockades.

The institutions of the Coast Salish and of the Kwäkiutl are pretty
much the same, except that the former have a pure patriarchate, and the
child inherits his father's rank and property.

Among the Sk-qô'mic, for instance, the chieftaincy devolves upon the
chief's son. If there is only a daughter his grandson is the successor.
if there are no children a new chief is elected from among his gens. If
the successor is a young boy a representative is elected who acts as chief
until the boy is grown up and has assumed a name. If a man dies his
wife inherits all the property and keeps it until her children are grown
up. After the death of the husband she gives a potlatch to his memory.

Among ail the tribes heretofore dgscribed each gens owns a certain
district and certain fishing privileges. Among the Tlingit, Haida, and
Tsimshian each gens in each village bas its own fishing-ground; its
mountains and valleys, on which it has the sole right of hunting and
picking berries; its rivers in which to fish salmon, and its honse-sites.
For this reason the bouses of one gens are always grouped together. I
do not know of any tradition which accounts for this fact, or of any other
foundation of their clairm. The Kwàkiutl, who have the same distribu-
tion of land among the various gentes, account for this fact by saying
that the ancestor of each gens descended from heaven to the particular
region now owned by bis descendants. Later on K-anikilak-, the son of
the deity (see p. 30), in his wanderings encountered these ancestors,
and-gave them the country they inhabited as their property, filling at
the same time their rivers with salmon. The Coast Salish derive their
claims to certain tracts of land in the same way from the'fact that the
ancestor of each gens came down to a certain place, or that he'settled
there after the great flood. Tlie right of a gens to the place whiere it~
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originated cannot be destroyed. It may acquire by war or by other fr
events territory originally belonging to foreign tribes, and leave its home ge
to be taken up by others; the right of fishing, hunting, and gathering
berries in their old home is rigidly aintained. A careful study shows
that nowhere the tribe as a body poli ic owns a district, but that each th
gens has its proper hunting and fishi grounds, upon which neither
members of other tribes nor of other- gentes must intrude except by gi
special permission. It would be an interesting and important object of
study to inquire into the territorial rights of each gens, for such a study

il would undoubtedly throw much light upon the ancient history of these pu
peoples. These i d laws in regard to the holding of ]and by the gentes nai
are very important in e past history of the Indians of British Columbia, wh
and are of prime imptance in their present relations to the white dis
settlers. in

One of the most complicated and interesting institutions of these of ,
tribes is the so-called potlatch-the custom of paying debts and of to

-3 . acquiring distinction by means of giving a great feast and making fest
presents to. all guests. It is somewhat difficult to understand the
meaning of the potlatch. I should compare its most simple form to our wer
custom of invitation or making presents and the obligations arising pat
from the offering, not from the acceptance, of such invitations and red.
presents. Indeed, the system is almost exactly analogous, with the sole one

À exception that the Indian is more anxious to outdo the first giver than in t
the civilised European, who, however, bas the same tendency, and that villa
what is custom with us is law to the Indian. Thus by continued pot- carr
latches each man becomes necessarily the debtor of the other. According plan

jw to Indian ideas any moral or material harm done. to a man can be made
good by an adequate potlatch. Thus if a man was ridiculed by another rage
he gives away a number of blankets to his friends, and thus regains his of tL
former standing. I remember, for instance, that the grandson of a chief was
in Hope Island by unskilful management of his little canoe was upset tribe
near the beach and lad to wade ashore. The grandfather felt ashamed Ther
on account of the boy's accident, and gave away blankets to take away for I
the occasion of remarks on this subject In the same way a man who (Salr
feels injured by another will destroy a certain amount of property; then w'ere
his adversary is compelled to do the same, else a stain of dishonour home
would rest upon him. This custom may be compared to a case when a ever
member of civilised society gives away to no good purpose a considerable and t
amount of money ostentatiously in order to show bis superiority over a Yeqo
detested neighbour. I adduce these comparisons to show that the custom gathe
is not so difficult to understand, and is founded on psychical causes as at Qu
active in our civilised society as among the barbarous natives of British many
Columbia. A remarkable feature of the potlatch is the custom of giving north
feasts going beyond the host's means. The procedure at such occasion.. of the
is also exactly regulated. The foundation of this custom is the solidarity take r
of the individual and the gens, or even the tribe, to which he belongs. who h
If an individual gains social distinction his gens participates in it. If he war w
loses in respect the stain rests also on the gens. Therefore the gens couver

Mcontributes to the payments to be made at a festival. If the feast is
given to foreign tribes the whole tribe contributes to these payments. mnaintE
The method by which this is done has been well set forth by Dr. and th
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from both his friends and from those whom be is going to invite to th
feast. Everyone lends him as many as he can afford, i.e.. according to
bis rank. Ai the feast these are given away, each man receiving the
more the bigher fris rank is. All those who have received anything at
the potlatch have to repay the double amount at a later day, and this is
used to repay those who lent blankets. At each-such feast the man who
gives it acquires a new and more honourable name.

Among die Snanaimuq I observed the following customs : The chief's
son adopts, some time after his father's death, the latter's name. For this
purpose he invites all the neighbouring tribes to a potlatch. The Sna-
naimuq haîe a permanent scaffold erected in front of their bouses, on
which the chief stands during the potlatch, assisted by two slaves, who
distribute ihe presents be gives away among his guests, who stand and sit
in the street. As it is necessary to give a great festival at the assumption
of the chief's name, the new chief continues sometimes for years and years
to accumulate wealth for the parpose of celebrating this event. At the
festival his father's name is given him by four chiefs of foreign tribes.

I will give here some details on the wars of this tribe. The warriors
were thorùughly trained. -They were not allowed to eat while on the war-
path. B *fore setting ont on snch au expedition they painted their faces
red. When near the village theyintended tovi attack, the party divided
one. alf hidein the woods behind the villake, while ot hers watched
in their tanoes. Wben the latter gave a sign both parties attacked the
village. 'When successful, the men were killed, the women and children
carried iff as slaves. The heads of the slain were cut off, taken home, and
planted on poles in front of the houses.

It niay be of interest to hear the history of one of these wars that
raged four many years about the middle of this century as told by a chief
of the Shnanaimuq. K'oä'Elite, a chief of the Si'ciatl, had a daughter, who
was tbe'wife of a chief of the Snanaimuq. Once upon a time the former
tribe was attacked by the Lë'kwiltok-, and many men had been killed.
Then Koä'Elitc sent to the chief of the Snanaimuq and called upon him
for help. They set out jointly and met the Lê'kwiltok· at Qu'sam
(Salnon River). In the ensuing struggle the Si'ciatl and Snanaimuq
were victorions, but many of their warriors were killed. They brought
home many heads of their enemies. The friends of the Snanaimuq, how.
ever, were sad when they heard of the death of so many of their friends,
and they resolved to take revenge. They all, the Pénà'leqats, T'ä'tEkE,
Yeqo'lãos, Qelältq, ÇEk'Emë'n, Snônô'os, Snanaimuq, and Si'ciatl,
gathered and made war upon the Lë'kwiltok·. Anotber battle was fought
at Qu'sam, in which the Lë'kwiltok· were utterly defeated, and in which
many Élaves were captured. Now the Lë'kwiltok- called upon their
northern neighbours for belp. They were greatly reduced in numbers;
of the« Tlaa'Iuis only three were left. Then these tribes went south to
take revenge, and in a number of battles fought with the southern tribes,
who had meanwhile been joined by the tribes of Puget Sound. While the
war was thus raging with alternating success, part of the tribes on Van-
couver' Island had removed to the upper part of Cowitchin River, others
to Nan:aimo River, still others to the mainland. Posts were continually
maintained to keep the tribes informed of movements of the Lé'kwiltok
and thêir allies. Once they had unexpectedly made an expedition south-
ward before the tribes were able to gather. They had gone past Fraser
River to Puget -Sound and had mnassacred the tribes of that region. -
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Meanwhile those assembled on Cowitchin River bad sent word to the tribes wc
of Fraser River and summoned them to come to the island. They told them ov
to pass through Cowitchin Gap and to look on the shallow beach on the be
north side of that channel for a signal. They obeyed. Meanwhile all the aA
tribes on the island had asseubled and determined to await the return of ola
the Lé'kwiltok' in Maple Bay. To indicate this they erected a pole, alv
sprinkled with the blood of a blne jay, at the beach in Cowitchin Gap, and mr
made it point towards Maple Bay. Thus they all assembled. Early one He
morning they heard the Lë'kwiltok- coming. They sang songs of victory. cla
Unexpectedly they were attacked. Almost all of them were slaughtered, me
their canoes sunk, and women and children enslaved. A few reached the pet
shore, but were starved near Comox. This was the last great battle of the the
war. The narrator's father made peace with the northern tribes. He kil
was the first to settle again on Gabriola Island. He emancipated bis
slaves. When peace was made the chiefs made their peoples inter- tim
marry. in

I have no observations to offer on the government or laws of the of t
Kntona'qa, except that usually the chief is succeeded by his son. If the mac
latter is not considered worthy the new chief is elected from among his
family. bai,

rag
,Ar! moiCUSTOMS REGARDING BIRTH, MARRIAGE, AND DEATH.

ans
Krause gives the following reports of the customs of the Tlingit obs'erved cha

at the birth of a child. He says that, according to Kemiarninow, the women litti
are assisted by midwives. After the child is llorn the yonng mother bas belo
to remain for ten days in a small hut, which is erected for this purpose, dece
and in which the child was born. The new-born infant is washed with keeç
cold .fresh water and kept in a cradle filled with moss. It is not given belo
the breast until all the contents of its stomach (which are considered It is
the cause of disease) are removed by vomiting, which is promoted by the
pressing the stomach. A month after birth the mother is said to leave wea
her hut for the first time ; then she wasbes her child and puts on new' is tic
clothing. For five days after birth the mother does not partake of any of ti
food, but drinks a little lukewarm water. exce

Among tbe Tsimshian I observed the following customs: A woman pile,
who is with child is not allowed to eat tails of salmon, as else the confine- lole
ment would be bard. She must rise early in the morning and leave the is bu
house before any of the other inhabitants leave it. Before the child is that
born the fatber must stay outside bis house, and must wear ragged cloth- gens,
ing. After the child is born he must abstain from eating any fat food, The
particularly porcupine, seal, and whale. The mother is confined in a buria
smail bouse or in a separate room. mnany

Numerous ceremonies must be observed when girls reach maturity. their
When about thirteen or fourteen years old they begin to practise fasting, and
eating in the afternoon only, as a very severe fasting is prescribed at the bodie.
time when they reach mat urity. It is believed that if they had any food are cc
in their stomachs at this timne they would have bad lack in all future. -B
They must remain alone and unseen in their room or in a porch for ten hv

day S; and abstain from food and drink. For four days they are not even smnall
allowed a drop of water. For a fortnight the girl is not permitted to chew The n
her own food. If she desires to have two or three boys when married, are n<
two or three men chew her food for her; in the other case, two or three take c
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women. At the end of this fasting they are covered with mats and held
over a fire. It is believed that by this ceremony her children are made to
be healthy; if it were omitted they would die, even if they grow up to be
a few y ears old. The girl is not allowed to look at fresh salmon and
olachen for a whole year, and bas to abstain from eating it. Her head is
always covered with a small mat, and she must not look at men. She
must not lie down, but always sit, propped up between boxes and mats.
Her mother's clan give a great feast and many presents to her father's
clan. At this feast her ears are perforated, and she is given ear-orna-
ments. When a chief's daughter reaches maturity she is given a jade
pebble, which she must bite until her teeth are completely worn down in
the middle. When the festival was held slaves were often given away or
killed.

I will'mention in this place that women when drinking for the first
time after marriage must turn their cup four times in the same direction
in which the sun is moving, and drink very little only. The perforation
of the ears is repeated at later occasions, and every time a new hole is
made a new festival is celebrated.

After a deathb has occurred, the relatives of the deceased have their
hair cut short and their faces blackened. They cover their heads with
ragged and soiled mats, and go four times around the body singing
mourning songs. They must speak but little, confining themselves to
answering questions, as it is believed that they would else become
chatterboxes. Until the body is buried they must fast, eating only a very
little at night. Women of the gentes to which the deceased did not
belong act as wailers, and are paid for their work, the whole gens of the
deceased contributing to the payment. In wailing the women must
keep their eyes closed. The gens to which the deceased person's father
belongs must bury him. The body lies in state for a number of days.
It is washed immediately after death, placed upright and painted with
the crest of the gens of the dead person. His dancing ornaments and
weapons are placed by bis side. Then the body is put into a box which
is tied up with linfs made of elk-skins. These are furnished by the gens
of the deceased, and kept as a payment by the other gens. The bodies,
except those of shamans, are burnt. The box is placed on the funeral
pile, the lines of elk-skin are taken off and kept by the father's gens. A
liole is cut into the bottom of the box and the pile is lighted. Before all
is burnt the heart is taken out of the body and buried. It is believed
that if it were burnt, all relations of the deceased would die. The father's
gens, besides receiving the lines, is paid with marmot-skins and blankets.
The nearest relations mourn for a whole year. Some time after the
burial a memorial post is erected and a memorial festival celebrated. If
many members of one family.die in quick succession, the survivors lay
their fourth fingers on the edge of the box in which the corpse is deposited
and cut off the first joint 'to cut off the deaths ' (gyidig-'ots). The
bodies of shamans are buried in caves or in the woods. These customs
are common to the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian.

- Bilqula.-Among the Bilqula I noted the following customs: They
have professional midwives to assist the woman, who is delivered in a
small bouse built for this purpose. The child is washed in warm water.
The mother must remain for ten days in her room. Father and mother
are not allowed to go near the river for a year, else the salmon would
take offence.
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Girls when reaching maturity must stay in their bedroom, where they told
have a fireplace of their own. They are not allowed to descend to the know
floor, and do not sit by the fire of the family. After a while they may A
leave their room, but only through a hole cut in the floor (the houses go ou
standing on piles), through which they must also enter. They are Fig.
allowed to pick berries, but for a whole year they must not come near
the river or the sea. They must not drink more than is absolutely
necessary. They must not eat salmon of the season, else they would
lose their senses, or their mouths would be transformed into long beaks.
They must not eat snow, which is much liked by the Indians, nor must
they chew gum.0C

Kwâkiutl.-There are the same restrictions regarding the place in
which women are confined'and regarding the food of girls reaching-
maturity. The marriage customs are of peculiar interest on .account of
the transition from maternal to paternal institutions that may be observed groun
bere. If a young man wishes to marry a girl, he must send messengers the nc
to the girl's father and ask bis permission. If the father accepts the chiefs
suitor, he may demand fifty or more blankets, according to his rank, to body i
be paid at once. He demands double that number to be paid after three The bc
months. After this second payment bas been made, the young man is Poles c
allowed to live with bis wife in bis father-in-law's bouse. When he goes Memo
to live there the young man gives a feast to the whole tribe, without graves.
giving away any blankets, and receives from his father-in-law fifty blankets food w
or more. At the same time bis father-in-law states when he intends to beach.
refund the rest. During the feast, in which the young wife takes part, remove
she tells ber father that her husband wishes to have his carvings and The K<
dances. Her father is obliged to give them to him, and promises to do so are ger
at a future occasion. After three months more the young man pays bis are onE
father-in-law 100 blankets to gain permission to take lis wife to bis great d
own home. The blankets which he bas given to bis father-in-law are The
repaid by the latter with interest. At the appointed time the woman 's In case
father gives a great feast to the whole tribe. fHe steps forward carrying followir
bis copper, the emblem of richness and power, and bands it to bis son-in- motioni
law, thus giving him bis name, carvings, and dances. The young man the inb
bas to give blankets to every guest attending the feast; the nobler the the foui
guest is, the more blankets he receives. or wido

The dowry of the bride consists of bracelets made of beaver-toes and notioni
copper; so-called 'button-blankets,' copper-plates, and the gyi'serstâl. Slowly 1
The last is a heavy board shaped like one of the lids of Indian boxes. Durig
Its front is set with sea-otter teetb. It is said to represent the human lie may
lower jaw, and I was told that iL indicates the right of the husband to hands.
command bis wife.to speak or to be silent as he may desire. vill be r

The bride receives ber boxes and other household goods from ber he takes
parents. After the marriage she makes presents of dishes, spoons, trays, loW watc

and similar objects to the whole tribe in behalf of ber husband, in order to i the di
show bis liberality. If the woman should intend to separate from ber wauaerir
husband, and to return to ber parents, ber father must repay twofold all far away
he bas received fron his son-in-law. If there sbould be a child, he bas die at nc
to repay him threefold. This third part becomes the property of the live long
child. Frequently this is only a sham divorce, entered into to give an stretch o,
opportunity to the father-in-law to show bis liberality and wealth. As ionth hE
soon as he lias paid the husband, tlie latter repurchases bis wife. I was After an
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told tlat the qyl'serstâl is not used by the Lé'kwiltok-. It is certainly not
known to the Coast Salish.

Amorig the Tlatlasik-oala and Awiky'é'nok· the gens of the young man
go out to meet his bride. They connect four boats by long boards and per-

form a dance on this platform. The dance is called Ia'tiati by
Fig. .the Tlatlasik-oala. Among the Awiky'ê'nok another dance is per-

° formed, in which a woman bas the.chief part. She carries a
e carved piece of wood about a foot and a balf long, of the shape
° shown by the figure, and set with haliotis shells. Besides her,

four masked dancers take part in the dance. They are called
Winoqué'lak-, Yaiauâ'lak'amê, Aiquni'lakila, and Yaiawinô'akila.

,,f Unfortunately I was unable to understand the meaning of their
dance.

The dead are put into boxes and buried either in a separate burial
ground or deposited in the higher branches of trees. The tribes living at
the northern end of Vancouver Island have separate- burial grounds for
chiefs and for cornmon or middle-class people. The box containing the
body is placed in a small house similar to those of tbe Tlingit and Haida.
The bouse is covered with blankets, and strips of blanket are fastened to
poles erected near the grave or to lines drawn from one tree to the other.
Memorial columns, showing the crest of the tribe, are erected near the
graves. Large spoons are placed alongside the bouses, and are filled with
food when the body is buried. At the same time food is burnt on the
beach. If the body is hung up in a tree, the lower branches are carefully
removed to make it inaccessible. Sometimes chiefs are buried in canoes.
The Koskimo fréquently bury their dead in a cave. The graveyards
are generally situated on small islands or grounds near the village, and
are one of the most remarkable sights on the coast, on account of the
great display of colours and carvings.

The 'regulations referring to the mourning period are very severe.
In case of the death of husband or wife, the survivor bas to observe the
following rules: For four days after the death the survivor must sit
motionless, the knees drawn up toward the chin. On the third day all
the inhabitants of the village, including children, must take a bath. On
the fourth day some water is heated in a wooden kettle, and the widow
or widower drips it upon his head. When he becomes tired of sitting
motionless, and must move, he thinks of bis enemy, stretches bis legs
slowly four times, and draws4hem up again. Then bis enemy must die.
During the following sixteen days be must remain on the same spot, but
lie may stretch out his legs. He is not allowed, however, to move bis
hands. Nobody must speak to him, and whosoever disobeys this command
will be punished by the death of one of his relatives. Every fourth day
he takes a bath. He is fed twice a day by an old woman at the time of
low water, with salmon canght in the preceding year, and given to him
in the dishes and spoons of the deceased. While sitting so his mind is
wandering to and fro. He sees bis bouse and bis friends as though far,
far away. If in bis visions he sees a man near by, the latter is sure to
die at no distant day; if he sees him very far away, he will continue to
live long. After the sixteen days have passed, he may lie down, but not
stretch ont. 'He takes a bath every cighth day. At the end of the first
mnonth he takes off bis clothing, and dresses the stump of a tree with it.
After another month has passed he may sit in a corner of the house, but
for four months be must not mingle with others. He must not use the
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bouse door, but a separate door is eut for bis use. Before he leaves the
bouse for the first time he must three times approach the door and return,
then he may leave the bouse. After ten months his hair is eut short,
and after a year the mourning is at an end. At present tl Indians
abstain, during the mourning, from the use of European implements.

Food is burned for the dead on the beach,.sometimes in great quanti-
ties, which is intended to serve for their food. The mourners wail every
morning on the beach, facing the grave. The women scratch their faces
with their nails, and eut them with knives and shells.

After the chief's death a great feast is celebrated, in which the son
adopts bis father's name. At first mouring songs are sung, in which
stones are used instead of sticks for beating time. Then the whistle
Ts'ê'koityala is beard, which ends their mourning and restores happiness
to their minds. After a while the chief's son enters, carrying bis copper
plate, and, assuming his father's name, becomes the new chief.

Coast Salish.

I am best acquainted with the customs of the Snanaimuq, which are
probably almost identical with those of the other tribes of this group, the
Çatlô'ltq- excepted, whose customs are more alike to those of the Kwàkiutl
than to those of the other Coast Salish.

It is the custom of the Snanaimuq that, if a woman *is to be
delivered, all the women are invited to come, and to rab cedar-bark,
which is used for washing and bedding the babe. Two women, the
wives of chiefs, wash the new-born babe. All those who do any work on
behalf of the mother or child are paid with pieces of a mountain-goat
blanket. The mother must not eat anything but dried salmon, and is
not allowed to go down to the river. The children are not named until
they are several years old. Then all the gentes of the tribe are invited,
and at the ensuing festival the child receives the name of bis grandfather
or that of another old member of the gens. Names once given are not
changed, except when that of a chief is assumed by bis son.

The man who wants to marry a girl goes into the bouse of ber
parents, and sits down, without speaking a word, close by the door.
There he sits four days, without eating any food. For three days the
girl's parents abuse him in every way, but on the fourth day they feign
to be moved by his perseverance, and the girl's mother gives him a mat
to sit on. In the evening of the fourth day the girl's parents call on the
chief of the gens, and request bis wife to invite the young man to sit
down near the fire. Then he knows that the parents will give their
consent to the marriage. A meal is cooked ; some food is served to the
young man, and some is sent to his parents in order to advise them of
the consent of the girl's family. The latter, on receiving the food, accept
it, and turn at once to cooking a meal. They fill the empty dishes in
which the food was sent, and return them to the girl's parents. Then
both families give jointly a great feast. The young man's parents load
their boat with mountain-goat blankets and other valuable presents, and
leave the landing-place of their bouse and land at that of the bride's
house. They are accompanied by the members of their gens. Mean-
while the bride's gens has assembled in ber bouse. The chiefs of the
groom's gens deliver the presents to the bride's parents, making a long
and elaborate speech. In return, the bride's parents present these chiefs
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with a few blankets, which are handed to therm by the chiefs of their
gens. Then the groom's gens is invited to partake in a great feast.
After these ceremonies are ended, the young man and his gens return to
the boat, and stay for a fow hours on the water. Meanwhile the bride is
intrusted to the care of the highest chief of ber gens, who takes her by
the hand, carrying a rattle elaborately carved, of mountain-goat horn, in
the other. Besides this, he carries a mat for the bride to sit on. Then
the highest chief of the other gens takes her from the hands of the
former, and leads her into the boat. The presents given by the parents
of the young man are restored, later on, in the same proportion by the
bride's parents.

While these formal ceremonies are always observed when both parties
are of high rank, in other cases, if both parents are of the same rank, the
marriage is sometimes celebrated only by a feast and by a payment of
the value of about forty blankets to the bride's parents by those of the
groom. These are also restored later on.

If the families are of different social standing, the whole gens of those
parents who are of higher rank may go to the young couple and recover
the husband or wife, as the case may be. This is considered a divorce.
Or the chiefs of the offended gens summon a council, and the case is
settled by a payment of blankets.

The following funeral customs are practised by the Snanaimuq. The
face of the deceased is painted with red and black paint. The corpse is
put in a box, which is placed on four posts about five feet above the
ground. In rare instances only the boxes are fastened in the tops of
trees, which are made inaccessible by cutting off the lower branches.
Members of a gens are placed near each other, near relatives sometimes
in a small house, in which the boxes are enclosed. A chief's body is put
in a carved box, and the front posts supporting bis coffin are carved.
His mask is placed between these posts. The gaves of great warriors
are marked by a statue representing a warrior with a war-club. There is
nothing to distinguish a shaman's grave from that of an ordinary man.
-The mourners must move very slowly. They are not allowed to come
near the water and eat the heads of salmon. They must cook and eat
alone, and not use the fire and the dishes which other people use. Every
morning they go down to the beach and wail for the dead. After the
death of a young child, the parents eut off their hair, but there is no
other ceremony.

After the death of husband or wife, the survivor must paint his legsand his blanket red. For three or four days he must not eat anything.
Then three men or women give him some food, and henceforth he is
allowed to eat. Twice every day he must take a bath, in which he or
she is assisted by two men or women. At the end of the mourning
period the red blanket is given to an old man, who deposits it in the
woods.

At the death of the chief the whole tribe mourns. Four days after
the death occurred the whole tribe assembles, and all take a bath, which
concludes the mourning.

Kutonaga.-I have not obtained any information regarding customs
referring to birth.

When a girl reaches maturity she must inform ber mother and
grandmother, who lead ber to a lonely place, or the woods, and provide
lier with food for about twenty days. When this food is at an end, she
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returns at night to the village for more. If anybody shoald happen to
find ber whereabouts, she bas to resort to another secluded place.
Generally she bas to shift ber biding-place four times. She must-abstain
from certain kinds of food in order to preserve ber teeth. She must not
cat soup made of shavings from deer or elk skin, as else her skin would
become an unclean complexion. She must not eat bones with marrow,
beart, or kidney. An unmarried woman must eat neither breast nor
tenderloin of any animal. If she should eat tenderloin of both sides
of the animal, it is believed she would give birth to twins. Neither
must she eat meat lying around the obturatorforamnen of the pelvie bone,
else an enemy's arrow wonld bit her husband in that part.

When a young man wishes to marry a girl, he has'to make a certain
payment to his parents-in-law. It seems there is no further ceremony
connected with the marriage. After marriage the woman's parents give
some presents to the young couple. The first child is often sacrificed to
the sun, to secure health and happiness to the whole family. An old
'brave' is requested to give a boy his name, to make him a good warrior.
Children must not eat blood and marrow, else they will become weak.

The dead are buried in an outstretched position. The head was
probably always directed eastwards. They kill the deceased's horse and
hang liis property to a tree under which his grave is. The body is given
its best clothing. The mourners cut off their hair, wbich is buried with
the body. When a warrior dies, they paint bis face red, and bury him
between trees which are peeled ind then painted red.

Before the body is buried, they prophesy future events from the
position of his bands. These are placed over the breast of the body, the
left nearer the chin than the right. Then the body is covered with a
skin, which after a few minutes is removed. If theb hands have not
changed their position, it indicates tbat no more deaths will occur in the
same season. If they are partly closed, the number of closed fingers
indicates the number of deaths. If the point of the thmb very nearly
touches the point of the first finger, it indicates that tbese deaths will
take place very soon. If both bands are firmly closed, they open the
fingers one by one, and if they find beads (torn from the clothing ?) in
the bands, they believe that tbey will bave good fortune. If they find
dried meat in the hand, it indicates that they will bave plenty of food.
If both bands are closed so firmly that they cannot be opened, it indicates
that the tribe will be strong and healtby and free from disease. These
experiments are repeated several times. e

While a few men bury the body, the mourners remain in the lodge
motionless. When those who have buried the body return, they take a
thornbusb, dip it into a kettle of water, and sprinkle the doors of all lodges.
Then the bush is broken to pieces, thrown into a kettle of water, which
is drunk by the mourners. This ends the muirning ceremonies.

After the death of a woman, ber cbildren must wear until the follow-
ing spring rings cut out of skin around the wrists, lower and upper
arms, and around the legs. It is believed that else their bones would
become weak.

RELIGIONS.

Tlingit.-While the shamanistic practices and customs are very much
alike among the varions peoples of the North Pacifie coast, tbeir ideas
about future life and the great deitics deserve a separate description. Thbe
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Tlingit believe that the soul, after death, lives in a~ country similar to
ours. Those wbo have died a violent death go to heaven, to a country
ruled by Tahit; those who die by sickness (also women dying in child-
bed) go to a country beyond the borders of the earth, but on the same
level. It is said that the dead from both eountries join during the
daytime. I believe that this idea, which is also held by the Haida,
must be ascribed to Eskimo influence. The ideas of the Tlingit regard-
ing future life are best described in the following tales, which are told as
adventures of shamans who lived about 150 or 200 years ago:

A shaman bad been sick for many years. When he felt that he could
fnot recover, and death was approaching, he asked his mother to take good
care of bis dog. He died. The corpse was wrapped in furs, and on the
fourth day he was buried in the graveyard of the shamans, near tbe
beach. Every day bis mother went to the little bouse in which bis body
was deposited, bewailing bis death, and burning food for him. One day
the dog, wbo had accompanied her, began to bark, and would not be
quieted. Suddenly she heard something moving in the grave. and a
sound as though somebody was awaking from a long sleep. She fled,
terrified, and told the people what she had heard. They went to the
grave, opened it, and fonnd that the dead had returned to life. They
carried him bome, and gave him some food. But he felt weak, and it
was not until le had slept long and soundly that he began to speak.
'Mother,' he said, 'why did not you give me to eat when I asked you ?
Did not you hear me ? I said, "I am hungry," and nudged yon. I
wanted to touch your right side, but I was unable to do so. I was
compelled by a magic force to stand at your left side. You did not reply,
but merely touched your. side, saying, " That is a bad omen." When I
saw you eating, I asked you to let me take part in your meal, but yon
did not answer, and without your permission I was not able to partake
of any food. You said, " The fire crackles, and yon threw some of your
meal into it."

'When I was dead I did not feél any pain. I sat by my body, and
saw how you prepared it for burial, and how you painted my face with
our crest. I heard you, O mother, mourning at my grave. I told you
that I was not dead, but you did not hear me. After four days I felt as
though there was no day and-no night. I saw you carrying away my
body, and felt compelled to accompany it, although I wished to stay in
our bouse. I asked every one of you to give me some food, but you
threw it into the fire, and then I felt satisfied. At last I thought, " I
believe I am dead, for nobody hears me, and the burnt food satisfies me,"
and I resolved to go into the land of the souls. Soon I arrived at a fork
in the road. A much-trodden road led one way, while the other seemed
to have been seldom used. I followed the former. I longed to die, and
went on and on, hoping to reach the country of the deceased. At last I
arrived at a steep rock, the end of the world. At the foot of the rock a
river flowed sluggishly. On the other side I saw a village, and recog-
nised many of its inhabitants. I saw my grandmother and my uncle
who have long been dead, and many children whom I had once tried to
cure. But many of those I saw I did not know. I cried, "Oh, come,
have pity upon me ! Take me over to you! " But they continued to
wander about as though they did not bear me. I was overcome by
weariness, r.nd lay down. The bard rock was my pillow. I slept
soundly, and wben I awoke I did not know how long I had slept. I
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stretched my limbs and yawned. Then the people in the village cried,
"Somebody is coming! Let us go and take him across the river!" A
boat came *to where I stood, and took me to the village. Everyone
greeted me kindly. I was going to tell them of this life, but they raised
their bands and motioned me to be silent, saying, "Don't speak of these

matters; they do not belong to us." They gave me salmon and berries
to eat, but everything had a burnt taste, although it looked like good
food; therefore I did not tonch it. They gave me water, but when I
was about to drink it I found that it looked green and bad a bitter taste.
They told me that the river which I bad crossed was formed of the tears
shed by the women over the dead; therefore you must not cry until your
dead friend has crossed the river.

'I thought, "I came here to die, but the spirits lead a miserable life.
I will rather endure the pains my mother inflicts upon me than stay
here." The spirits asked me to stay, but I was not moved by their
entreaties, and left. As soon as I turned round the river had disappeared,
and I found myself on a path that was seldom trodden by man. I went
on and on, and saw many hands growing out of the-ground, and moving
towards me, as though they were asking something, Far away I saw a
great fire, and close behind it a sword swinging around. When I
followed the narrow path I saw many eyes, which were all fixed upon
me. But I did not mind them, for I wanted to die, and I went on and
on. The fire was still at a distance. At last I reached it, and tben I
thought, "Wbat shall I dp? My mother does not hear me. I hate the
life of the spirits. I will die a violent deatb, and go to Tahi't." I put
my head into the fire, right wbere the.sword was swinging round. Then
all of a sudden I felt cold. I heard my dog barking and my mother
crying. I stretched my limbs, peeped through the walls of my little
grave, and saw you, O mother, running away. I called my dog; be
came to see me, and then you arrived and found me alive. Many would
like to return from the country of the spirits, but they dread the hands,
the eyes, and the fire-; therefore the path is almost obliterated.'

A similar story tells of a man's visit to the upper country, which is
ruled by Tahi't:

A man namned Ky'itl'â'c, who lived about seven generations ago, killed
himself. When he died he saw a ladder descending from heaven, and
he ascended it. At the head of the ladder be met an old watchman, who
-was all black, and bad curly hair (??). He asked, 'What do you.want
here ? ' When Ky'itl'à'c told him that be bad killed himself, the watch-
man allowed him to pass. Soon he discovered a large house, and saw a
kettle standing in front of it. In the house he saw Tabi't, who beckoned
him to come in. He called two of bis people (who are called Kyëwak-à'ô)
and ordered them to show Ky'itl'ä'c the whole country. They led bim to
the Mil)ky Way, and to a lake in which two white geese were swimming.
They gave him a small stone and asked him to try and hit the geese
with it. He complied with their request, and as soon as he had bit·the
geese they began to sing. This made him laugh, for their singing felt
as though somebody tickled him. Then his companions asked him, 'Do
you wish to see Tahi't's daughters?' When be expressed bis desire
tbey opened the cloud door, and he saw two basbfnl young girls beyond
the clouds. When he looked down upon the earth he saw the tops of
the trees looking like so many pins. But he wished to return to the
eartb. He pulled his blanket over bis head and flung himself down.
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He arrived at the earth unburt, and found himself at the foot of some
trees. Soon he-discovered a small bouse, the door of which was covered
with mats. He peeped into it, and heard a child crying that had jast
been born. He himself was the child, and when he came to be grown

up he told the people of Tabi't. They had heard about him before, but
only then they learnt everything about the upper world. Ky'itl'à'c told
that those whose heads had been cut off had their eyes between their
shoulders in the upper world.

Another mani, named Gyinaskila'c, did not believe in Tabi't. He said
to the people, 'Kill me! If I really go to Tahi't, I shall throw down
fuel from heaven.' He was killed, and after a short time four pieces of
wood fell down from heaven. Then the people knew that Ky'itl'a'c's re-
port was true.

.In the second of these tales, reference is made to the Tlirgit idea of
transmigration of souls. Former authors state that man is born
anew four times, and that the soul is then annihilated. I did not hear of
any such restriction, but it may be that some notion of this kind obtains.
The souls of animals also descend to the next generation, but there is no
transmigration of souls between man and animal, or between animals of
different kinds. There is particularly no transmigration of souls between
man aud bis crest.

It is said that 'our world is sharp as a knife.' Altbough there is a
inythical side to the idea, it seems to be said principally in a moral aspect.
The saying continues, 'We must take care that we do not deviate from
the straight course, for else we would fall off and die.' My informant
explained this, saying, 'Once a boy did not believe thatour world is sharp.
He danced about and behaved foolishly. Then he ran a splinter of wood
into his foot and died. Now be knew that our world is as sharp as a
knife.'

I have not heard that Yëtl, the great hero of their myths, is worsbipped,
but they believe tbat he will return. It is, however, not stated what he
will do on his return, whether he will continue bis adventures or benefit
mankind. It must be borne in mind that Yëtl, in all his exploits, by
which he benefited man, did so against bis will and intent.

The Tlingit pray to the sun to give them food and fair weather, but
it does not seern that he occupies in any way a prominent place among
their deities. They also pray and offer to the mountains and to the
thunder, to the killer (Delphinus orca) and to the seals. Their religion
is a nature worship. Wben praying they blow up eagle-down as an
offering, and give to every being what they thinik it likes best. The
mountains are asked for fair wind. When they hear a peal of tiunder,
they shake themselves and jump high up, crying, ' Take all my sickress
from mel'

The killer is believed to upset canoes and take the crew with him.
Him and the seal they ask for food. They believe in fabulous seal-men.
When one of these is seen, they pour a bucket of fresh water into the
sea.

I have not discovered any belief distinguishing the religion of the
Haida from that of the Tlingit.

Tsimshian.-While the religion of the Tlingit and Haida seems to be
a nature worship, founded on the general idea of the animation of natural
objects, no object obtaining a prominent place, that of the Tsimshian is
a pure worship of Heaven (Leqa'). Heaven is the great deity who has é.
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number of mediators called NEqno'q. Any natural object can be a
NEqno'q, but the most important ones are sun and moon, spirits appear-
ing in the shape of lightning strokes and animals. NEqno'q designates
anything mysterious. It is the supernatural will of the deity, as well as
the whistle which is used in the dances and is kept a profound secret, and
a mere sleight-of-hand. In one myth the master of the moon, the pesti.
lence (Hai'atliloq), appears as a powerful deity. I suspect that this last
idea is due to Kwäkintl influence. Heaven rules the destinies of mankind;
Heaven tanght man to distinguish between good and bad, and gave the
religious laws and institutions. Heaven is gratified by the mere exist-
ence of man. He is worshipped by offerings and prayer, the smoke rising
from fires being especially agreeable to him. Marderers, adulterers, and
those who behave foolishly, talking to no purpose, and making noise at
night, are especially hateful te him. He loves those who take pity upon
the poor, who do not try to become rich by selling at high prices what
others want. His messengxs, particularly sun and moon, must be treated
with respect. Men make J*emselvesagreeable to the deity by cleanliness.
Therefore, they must bathe and wash their whole bodies before praying.
For the sane reason they take a vomitive when they wish to please the
deity well. They fast and abstain from touching their wives if they
desire their prayers to be successful. They offer everything that is con-
sidered valuable-eagle-down, red paint, red cedar bark, good elk-skin
lines, &c. The offering is burnt.

The Tsimshian do not always pray to Heaven directly, but far more
frequently to bis mediators. Thus they pray in a general way to the
NEqno'q: 'NE gno'q, NEqno'q! SEmd'yits, SEM'yits! .ramr'dEn! äyeh
tiE'n qspaya'EksEn tlE'rEnt! NEqno'q! ramrd'd En ' that is, 'NEqno'q,
NEqno'q! Chief, chief ! Have pity upon us! Else there will be nobody
to make smoke under you! -NEqno'q! Have pity upon us!' Or praying
for fair weather: 'NEqno'q, NEqno'q! SEmd'yits, SEmâ'yits! rai)r'dEn!
tgyinê'e wäl tlErE'nt nESEgya'tEnt. Man sc'ikya' SiEnt ada msa d'ô ds'nt!'
' NEqno'q, NEqno'q ! Chief, chief ! Have pity upo us ! Look down and
see what those whom you made are doing! Pull up thy foot and sweep off
thy face!' ('Pull up thy foot '=stop the rain; 'sweep off thy face '=
take away the clouds.) The following is a prayer for calm weather:
' LÔ'sEgya na ksEn'tlgEnt! iSEm'yit dEmwul. gya'ksEt ! ' 'Hold in thy
breath, Chief ! that it be cam !' Before eating they burn food; having
done so they pray: ' W SEmd'yitS dEm ga'bEnguGaa qpigà' g'bEnm e.
Tawâ'l mândEgua'a, tawà&l màndEgua'a tlgEran'E. Gyi'EnEm! ' ' Here!
Chief ! Here is for you to eat, part of our food. It is ail that is left
us! It is all that is left us! Now feed us!' In the same way the
woman in the legend prays: 'Wa wa wa gyui'EnEm hadsena's!' 'Now,
now, now feed us! fortunate one!' (name 9f a bird, a NEqno'q)

The dead go to a place similar to that of the living. Our sammer is
their winter, our winter their summer. They have everything-fisilif
venison, and skins-in abundance.

If a special object is to be attained, they believe they can compel the
deity to grant it by a rigid fasting. For seven days they have to abstain
from food, and from seeing their wives. During these days they have to
lie in bed motionless. After seven days they may rise, wash themselves,
comb the right side of their head, and paint the right side of théir face.
Then they might look at their wives. A less rigid form of fasting ex-
tends over four days only. To make the ceremony very successful, their
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wives must join them. If the wife should not be true to the husband the
ef'ect ofthe fasting is destroyed.

The following beliefs and costoms are connected with their religious
ideas and ceremonies :-Twins are believed to control the weatber; there-
fore they pray to wind and rain: 'Calm down, breath of the twins.'
Whatever twins wish for is fulfilled. Therefore they are feared, as
they can barm the man whom tbey hate. They can cali the olachen and
salmon, and are therefore called Sewib'n=making plentiful.

The olachen is called halEmâ'tk, the Saviour. Certain ceremonies are
prescribed when the first fish are canght. They are roasted on an
instrument of elderberry-wood, of theform shown in the accompanying

sketch. ' A bandle is tied to the central rod, which is about th-
feet long. A short crosspiece is fastened to the rod about one foot
from its end, and twigs are fastened to its outer ends, being tied

\ to the central rod near its upper end. The man who roasts the
L4..) fish on this instrument must wear his travelling attire: mittens,

cape, &c. While it is roasted they pray for plenty of fish, and
ask that they might come to their fishing groind. When the
fish is turned round, all cry, lawä'! The fire must not be blown
up. In eating the fish tbey must not cool it by blowing, nor
break a single bone. Everything must be kept neat and clean.
The rakes for catching the fish must be hidden in the house.

The fish must not be left outside, but stored in boxes. The first fish that
they give as a present to their neighbours must be covered with a new
mat. When the fish become more plentifal, they are doubled up, and
roasted on the point of a stick. After that they arA treated without any
further ceremonies.

Kwäkiutl.-The Kwàkiutl worship the sun, wbo is called K-ants'ô'nrmp
(our father), A'ta (the one above), K-anski'yi (our brother), K-ansnô la
(our elder brother), or Amiaë'qet (the one to whom we must be grate-
ful). They pray to him and they give him offerings His son is
K-ânikilak- (with outspread wings), who descended from heaven and
wandered all over the world, giving man bis social institutions, customs,
and arts. They pray to him also. After death the souls go to a countrv
like ours, and continue to be what they have been on earth. The ghosts
may reappear; to see them brings sickness and death.

The Kwäkiutl have a belief regarding twins similar to that of the
Tsimshian. They consider twins transformed salmon, and, as children
of salmon, they are guarded against going near the water, as it is
helieved they would be re-transformed into salmon. While children
they are able to summon any wind by motions of their bands, and cai
make fair or bad weather. They bave the power of curing diseases, and
use for this purpose.a rattle called k-'oà'qaten, which has the sh:pe of a
fNt box about three feet long by two feet wide. Their mother-marks
are considered scars of wounds which tbey received when they veie
struck by a harpoon wbile still having the shape of salmon.

The Coast Salish.-The Coast Saliah worship the sun and the great
wanderer. The Çatlô'ltq call the latter Kumsnô'otl (our elder brother),
a word wbich bas been borrowed from the Kwâkiutl. They pray to
him Ai kuaçqâtô'mötl, Kumsnô'otl, kums ê'tltEn! (O Kumsnô'otl, give us
to eat!) The Snanaimuq must not partake of any food until the sun is
well np in the sky. The Sk-qô'mic seem to consider the great wanderer,
whom they call Qã'is, the great deity. He is also called Qãi'aqa and
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Slaà'lEk'am. All these tribes believe that the touch or the seeing of
ghosts brings sickness and deatb.

The Kutona'qa have a distinct sun-worship. They pray and sacrifice
to the sun. Before beginning their council they put tobacco into a pipe
and offer it three times to the sun, holding up the pipe-stem to it. This j
ceremony is called wusitlwatla'Ô'nê (=making the sun smoke). Thenthe
pipe is turned round three times horizontally, a smoke being thus offered
to the four points of the compass. They make hoops of twigs, and
everyone ties to his a part of what he desires to have. A horse's hair
indicates that horses are -wished for. The hoop is hung to a tree as an
offering to the sun. Before war expeditions, and to ward off disaster,
they celebrate a great festival, in which the first joint of a finger is cut
off as an offering to the sun. It is then hung to a tree. They also j
pierce their flesh on arms and breast with awls, cut off the piece they
have thus lifted and offer it to the sun. The first-born child is sacri-
ficed to him. The mother prays, 'I am with child. When it is born I
shall offer it to you. Have pity upon us.' Thus they expected to secure c
healh and good fortune for their families. These customs evidently
correspond to the similar customs of the Blackfeet, although my in-
formant maintained that the so-called sun-dance was never held by the t
Kutonaqa. In winter a lax'ge dancing ('medicine') lodge is built for
dancing and praying purposes. Then they pray for snow in order to
easily obtain game.

The dead go to the sun. One of the important features of their E
religion is the belief that all the dead will return at a future time. Tbis E
event is expected to take place at Lake Pend Oreille. Therefore all
Kutonaqa tribes used to assemble there from time to time to await the ar
dead. On their journey they danced every night around a fire, going in • I
the direction of the sun. Only those who were at war with any tribe
or family danced the opposite way. The festival at the lake, which lasted th
many days, and consisted principally of dances, was celebrated only at Sc
rare intervals. of

so:
SuAMANISM AND SECRET SOCIETIES. ni

In the preceding account of the religious ideas of the Indians of th
British Columbia I have not mentioned shamanism, which forms a most
important part of their religions, and which is closely connected with all
their customs. Al nature is animated, and the spirit of any being
can become the genius of a man, who thus acquires supernatural
powers. These spirits are called Yék- by the Tijngit: they are the
NEqno'q of the Tsimshian. It is a remarkable fact that this acquiring
of supernatural powers is designated by the Tsimshian, Bilqula, and
Nutka by a Kwäkiutl 'word (Tlôk-oala), which in these instances, how- of
ever, is restricted to the highest degrees of supernatural power. This the
proves that the ideas of the Kwäkintl exercised a great influence over
those of the neighbouring peoples, and for this reason I shall begin with
a description of shamanism among the Kwäkiutl. like

The secrets of shamanism are confided to a number of secret societies one
which are closely connected with the clans of the tribes. Thus the art
of the 'medicine man' (of the shaman proper) is derived from Haiali- The
kyawè, the ancestor of the gens of that name. The secrets of others are
are obtained by initiation. I failed to reach a fully satisfactory thei:
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tnderstanding of this subject, which offers one of the most interesting
but at the same tirne most difficult problems of North-We3t Americau
ethnology. The crest of a clan and the insignia of the secret societies
are acquired in the same way. They are obtained by marriage. If a
man wants to obtain a certain carvingrorthe memibership of a secret
society, he must marry the danghter of a man who is in possession of this
carving or who is a member of the secret society; but this can be done
only by' consent of the whole tribe, who must declare the candidate
worthy of becoming a member of this society or of acquiring that crest.
Notwithstanding this fact, the man who is thus entitled to become a
member of the secret society must be initiated.

The insigni-a of all these societies are made of the bark of cedar,
carefully prepared, and dyed red by means of maple bark. It may
be said that the secrets are vested in these ornaments of red cedar bark,
and wherever these ornaments are found on the north-west coast secret
societies occur. I do not hesitate to say that this custom must have
originated among the Kwäkiutl, as it is principally developed among
them, and as the other tribes whenever they have such societies designate
them with Kwäkiutl names. Historical traditions are in accord with
this view.

I will not attempt in this place to describe all the secret societies and
their insignia, my knowledge of them being still deficient, and an amply
illustrated article having appeared in the 'Internationales Archiv für
Ethnologie.' I shall describe, however, the general character of these
societies and some of the most important among them.

The secret societies are allowed to meet and to perform their dances
and ceremonies only in winter. The time of the year when they meet is
called by most tribes Tts'êk-a, or Tsêtsà'êk-a (=the secrets). The follow-
ing facts were observed among the Kwäkintl. During the Tsã'êk-a season
the whole tribe is divided into a number of groups which form secrct
societies. Among the Kwäkintl I observed some groups, the principal
of which is called the Mê'emqoat (=the seals). It embraces the secret
societies, principally the H'mats'a and the Nutlematl. Besides these the
masks of the crane, Hà'maa, grizzly bear, and several others belong to
this group. Among the other groups I mention the following:

s .K-ô'k-oski'mô, who are formed by the old men.
3. Maa'mq'énok (=the killers, Delph. orca), the young men.
4. Mô'smôs (=the dams), the married women.
5. Kä'k-aô (=the partridges), the unmarried girls.
6. Hê'melk- (=those who eat continually), the old chiefs.
7. Kéki'qalak- (=the crows), the children.

Every one of these groups has its separate feasts, in which no member
of another group is allowed to take part; but before beginning their feast
they must send a dish of food to the Hà'mats'a, At the beginning of
the feast the chief of the group-for instance, of the K-'k-ao-will say,
'The partridges always have something nice to eat,' and then all peep
like partridges. Ali these groups try to offend the Mê'emqoat, and every
one of these is offended by a particular action or object. The grizzly
bear mask must not be shown any red colour, his preference being black.
The Nutlematl and crane do not like to hear a nose mentioned, as theirs
are very long. Sometimes the former try to induce men to mention
their noses, and then they burn and smash whatever thev can lay their



hands on ; e.g. a Nutlematl blackens bis nose; then the people will say:
' Oh, your head is black;' but if anybody should happen to say, 'What
is the matter with vour nose ?' the Nutimatl would take offence. Some-
times they cnt off the prows of canoes because of their resemblance to
noses. The Nutlemati must be as filthy as possible.

Sometimes a chief will give a feast to which al] these groups are
invited. Then nobody is allowed to eat before the Hä'mats'a bas eaten,
and if he should decline to accept the food offered him, the feast must
not take place. After he bas once bitten men he is not allowed to take
part in feasts.

The chief's wife must make a brief speech before the meal is served.
She bas to say, 'I thank you for coming. Be merry and eat and drink.'
If she should make a mistake, deviating from the formula, she bas to
give another feast.

From these brief notes it will be seen that the winter festivals, besides
their religious character, are events of social interest in which merry-
making and feasting form a prominent feature. The same bas been
observed among numerous American tribes.

Among the secret societies formiug the group of the Mé'emqoat the
Ha'mats'a is by far the most important. The Hiä'mats'a is initiated by
one of three spirits: Baqbakualanosi'naé, Baqbaku'latlé, Ha'maa or the
human-headed crane. The ceremonies of initiation are as follows: In
winter the inhabitants of the village assemble every night and sing four
songs, accompanying the dance of the novice, who is accompanied by ten
companions called Sâ'latlila, who carry rattles. When the dance is at
an end they leave the bouse where the festival is celebrated, always sur-
rounding the novice they go all around the village, visiting every bouse.
All of a sudden the novice disappears, and bis companions say that he
bas flown away. Then his voice is heard in the woods, and every body
knows that he is now with the spirits. There be stays from one to five
monthc, and the people believe that during this time he wanders all over
the world. At the end of this term bis voice is again beard in the woods.
Birds are heard whistling on all sides of the village, and then the Indians
prepare to meet the new Hä'mats'a. The sound of the birds' voices is
produced by means of whistles, which are blown by the new Ha'mats'a
and by those who were initiated at former occasions, but they are kept a
profound secret from all those who are not initiated.

The father of the young Hä'mats'a invites the inhabitants of the village
to a feast. The guests sit down in the rear of the bouse, everyone carrying
a stick for beating time. Two watchmen, each carrying a rattle in shape
of a skull, stand on each side of the door, and are occasionally relieved.
A chief stands in the centre of the bouse, two messengers attending him.
These he despatches to the women of tbe gens of which the new Hà'mats'a
is a member, and they are ordered to dance. The interval until the
women are dressed up and make their appearance is filled with railleries
between the messengers. As soon as the watchmen see a woman coming
they begin swinging their rattles, and then the guests begin singing and
beating time with tbeir sticks. The woman enters the bouse, and, turning
to the right, goes around the fire until she arrives in the rear part of the
house. 'ien the guests stop singing and beating time until the dance
begins. In dancing the woman first faces the singers; then she turns .to
the left, to the fire, and to the right, and, finally, faces the singers again.
She leaves the bouse by going along the left side of the fire. When the
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feast is almost at an end, a terrible noise is heard on the roof of the
bouse, where the new HW'mats'a is dancing and whi.stling. Sometimes
be throws the boards forming tbe roof aside and thrusts bis arms into
the bouse. Then he disappears again, and bis whistles are heard in the
woods.

His father requests the men to assemble early in the morning, and
theyjet out to meet the young H'mats'a in the woods. They take a
long rope made of cedar bark, and, baving arrived at an open place in the
forest, lay it on the ground in form of a square. They then sit down
inside the square, all along the rope, which represents the platform of
the house, and sing four new songs composed for the purpose. The two
first ones are in a quick binary measure, the third is in a five-part
measure, and the last bas a slow movement. One man dances in the
centre of the square. Meanwbile the mother of the new Hä'mats'a invites
the women and the old men to a feast, which is celebrated in the bouse.
All the men are painted black; the women red. The latter wear button-
blankets, head-rings of cedar bark dyed red, and their bair is strewn with
eagle-down. The men who are in the forest wear head-rings and necklets
of bemlock branches. While they are singing and dancing the new
Hä'mats'a makes his appearance. He looks pale and haggard, and:tis
hair falls ont readily. He wears three neck-rings, a head-ring, and
arm-rings made of hemlock branches, but no shirt and no blanket. He
is immediately surrounded by his companions, aid the men retarn to the
village singing the new songs. Wheu the women hear them approaching
they come out of the house and expect them on the street, dancing.
They wish to please the new Hä'mats'a, for whosoaver excites bis anger
is at once attacked by him. fie seizes his arm and bites a small piece of
flesh out of it. It is said that in fact this .is done 'with a sharp, bent
knife, but I doubt whether this is true. At the end of-the Tsã'ek-a season
the H'mats'a must compensate every single person wbom be bas bitten
with a blanket or two. In the evening the people assemble in the bouse
of the Hà'mats'a's father for singing and dancing. If anything should
displease the Hà'mads'a, he rashes out of the bouse and soon returns
carrying a corpse. fis companions continue to surround him in all bis
mnovements. He enters the bouse and, turning to.the right, goes around
the fire until be arrives in the rear of the house. As soon as the old
Hä'mats'a see the corpse they make a rush at it, and fight with each
other for the flesh. They break the skull and devour the brains, and
smash the bones to get at the marrow. The companions cut large slices
from the body, and put them into the month of the young Hä'mat3'a,
who bolts them. At the end of this ceremony the father of the young
Hä'mats'a presents everyone with bracelets of copper.

The new Hà'mats'a dances four nights-twice with rings of hemlock
branches, twice with rings of dyed cedar bark. Strips of cedar bark are
tied into the hair, which is covered with eagle-down. His face is painted
black; be wears tbree neck-rings of cedar bark, arranged in a peculiar
way, and each of a separate design. Strips of cedar bark are tied around
Ins wrists and ankles. He dances in a squatting position, bis arms
extended to one side, as tbough he were carrying a corpse. His hands are
trembling continually. First he extends bis arms to the left; then he
jnmps to the right, at the same time moving bis arms to the right. His
eyes are staring, his lips protruding voluptuously.

The Indians are said to prepare the corpses by laying them into ths
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sea and covering them with stones. The Çatlô'ltq, who also practise the
HäI'mats'a dances,,make artificial corpses by sewing dried halibut to the
bones of a skeleton and covering its skull with a scalp.

The new Hä'mats'a is not allowed to have intercourse with anybody,
but must stay for a whole year in his rooms. H1e must not work until
the end of the following dancing season. The Hà'mats'a must use a
kettle, spoon, and dish of his own for four months after the dancing
season is at an end; then these are thrown away and he is allowed to eat
with the other people. During the time of the winter dance a pole, called
hâ'mspiq, is erected in the bouse where the Hà'mats'a lives. It is covered
with red cedar bark, and made so that it can turn round.

Another secret society is called Mà'mak-'a (from mak-qa', to throw).
The initiation is exactly like that of the Hä'mats'a. The man or woman
who is to become Mã'mak-'a disappears in the woods and stays for several
months with M'mak-'a, the genius of this group, who gives him a magie
staff and a small mask.; The staff is made of a wooden tube and a stick
that fits into it, the whole beiug covered with cloth. In dancing the
M'mak-'a carries this staff between the palms of bis bands, which he holds
pressed against each other, moving his arms up and down like a swin-
mer. Then he opens his bands, separating the palms, and bis staff is seen
to grow and to decrease in sizé. Whern the time has come for the new
Mã'mak-'a to return from the woods, the inhabitants of the village go in
search of him. They sit down in a square formed by a rope, and sing four
new songs. Then the new M'mak-'a appears, adorned with. hemlock
branches. While the Ha'mats'a is given ten companions, the Mãmak-'a
bas none. The same nigLt he dances for the first time. If he does not
like one of the songs, he shakes bis staff, and immediately the spectators
cover their heads with their blankets. Then he wbirls his staff, which
strikes one of the spectators, who at once begins to bleed profusely. Then
M'mak-'a is reconciled by a new song, and be pulls out bis staff from the
stricken man's body. He must pay the latter two blankets -for this per-
formance, which, of course, is agreed upon beforeband.

This may suffBce as a description of the secret societies. The dance of
the M'mak'a shows the idea of the natives regarding the origin of
sickness. It is the universal notion of an object baving entered the body
of the sick man; by its removal he is restoredto health. The Mã'mak'a
and the ordinary medicine man have the power of finding snch objects
and of removing them by means of sucking or pulling them out with
carved instruments, by the help of the noise of rattles' and incantations.
Among the objects thrown into the bo ly to cause sickness, quartz is con-
sidered one of the most dangerous. Sickness is also produced by the
soul leaving the body. The shaman is able to find it and to restore it.
Besides the Mà'mak-'a, the descendants of Haialikyawé and those initiated
in bis mysteries are considered the most powerfal medicine men. Magie
power can also be acquired by a visit to 'the fabulous mountain Ts'ilky-
umpaë, the feather mountain, on wbich the magic eagle-down and the
quartz whieh enables the possessor to fly are found.

The Tsimshian have four secret societies, which have evidently been
borrowed from the Kwiäkiutl-the Olala or Wihalait, Nô'ntlem,
iM'itla, and SEnhalait. The words Olala, Nô'ntlem (=mad), and Mêitla
have been borro wed from the Kwikiutl. Wihalait means the great dance;
SEmhalait, the ordinary dance. The Olala corresponds to the EH'mats'a

.of the Kwäkiutl; the Nô'ntlem to the Nfitimatl. The Olala is (or rather
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was) a prerogative of the Gyitqâ'tla and Gyispaqlâ'ots, who obtained
them by intermarriage with the northern Kwäkiutl tribes. There exists
a tradition among the Tsimshian referring to the fabulons origin of these
societies by the initiation of a man ; but it is evident that this legend has
been invented in analogy to others of a similar character. Historical
traditions, and the fact that the Olala is confined to the southern Tsim-
shian tribes, prove that they are of foreign origin.

A man who is not a member of a secret society is a 'common man.'
He becomes a middle-class man after the first initiation. and attains
higher rank by repeated initiations. The novice disappears in the same way
as among the Kwãkiutl. It is supposed that he goes to heaven. During
the dancing season a feast is given, and while the women are dancing
the novice is suddenly said to have disappeared. If he is a child he
stays away four days; youtbs remain absent six days, and grown-up
persons several months. Chiefs are.supposed to stay in heaven during
the fall and the entire winter. When this period bas elapsed they
suddenly reappear on the beach, carried by an artificially-made monster
belonging to their crest. Then all the members of the secret society to
which the novice is to belong gather and walk down in grand procession
to the beach to fetch the child. At this time the child's parents bring
presents, particularly elk-skins, strung upon a rope as long as the pro-
cession, to be given at a subsequent feast. The people surround the
novice and lead him >into every bouse in order to show that he bas
returned. Then he is taken to the house of bis parents and a bunch of
cedar bark is fastened over the door, to show that the place is tabooed, and
nobody is allowed to enter. The chief sings while it is being fastened.
In the afternoon the sacred house is prepared for the dance. A section
in the rear of the house is divided off by means of curtains; it is to serve
as a stage, on which the dancers and the novice appear. When ail is
ready, messengers, carrying large carved batons, are sent round to invite
the members of the society, the chief first. The women sit down in one
row, nicely dressed up in button-blankets, and their faces painted red.
The chief wears the Ambalait-a carving rising from the forehead, set
with sea-lion barbs, and with a long drapery of ermine-skins-the others,
the cedar-bark rings of the society. Then the women begin to dance.
After a while a prominent man rises to deliver a speech. He says : 'Ait
of you know that our novice went up to beaven. There be made a nis-
take, and bas been returned. Now you will see him.' Then lie begins the
song, the curtain is drawn, and masked dancers are seen surrounding the
novice, and representing the spirits Le bas encountered in heaven. At the
same time eagle-down is blown into the. air. The novice has a pair of
clappers between bis fingers, and for every nev initiation he receives an
additional clapper. After the dance is over, the presents wbich were
strung on the rope are distributed among the members of the secret
society.

The novice has a beautifully-painted room set apart for bis use. He
bas to remain naked during the dancing season. He must not look into
the fire, must abstain from food and drink, and is only allowed to moisten
bis lips occasionally. He bas to wear his head-ring continually. After
the ceremonies are ail gone through, the festival of 'clothing the
novice' is celebrated. le sits in his room quietly singing while the
people assemble in the bouse. His song is heard to grow louder and
louder, and at last he makes his appearance. He Las put off bis ring of
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cedar bark. Then the people try to throw a bear-skin over him, which
they succeed in doing only after a severe struggle. At this feast all
societies take part, each sitting grouped together. The common people
stand at the door. This ends the initiation ceremonies.

The festival of 'clothing ' is iso celebrated by the Kwäkiutl, when
it seems to indicate the end of the~trance of the novice.

The initiation is repeatedly celebrated, the rank of the person being
the higher the more frequently he bas gone through the ceremonies. But
nobody, chiefs excepted, can be a member of more than one secret society.
It seems that the SEmhalait are considered -a preparatory step for t he
initiation into other societies, so that every person must bave been
SEmhalait before be can become Mêitla, Nôntlem, or Olala. A Méitla,
however, can never become Nôntlem or Olala. Those who passed twice
throutgh the SEmbalait ceremony are called Ts'ë'ik. The Méitla have a
red head-ring and red eagle-downs, the Nôntlem a neck-ring plaited of
white and red cedir bark, the Olala a similar but far larger one. The
members of the societies receive a head-ring for each time they pass
through these ceremonies. These are fastèned one on top of the other.
The Nôntlem destroy everything, carry firebrands, and tear live dogs to
pieces, which they devour. They correspond-exactly to the Natimratl and
Nôntsistatl of the KwâkiutI.

Thejsecret societies have-no connection whatever with the gentes.
Generally the father determines to what society each child is to belong,
and has them initiated by proxy, so that tbey may belong to the middle
class from childhood.

The Haida borrowed these customs from the Tsimshian, and some-
times perform the Mêitla and Olala dances; but the Tsimshian maintain
that they have no right to do so. Their dance, corresponding to the
SEmbalait of the Tsimshian, is that of the shaman, the Sk-aga, the initia-
tion being identical with that of the Tsirnshian SEmbalait. The Sk'aga
has a number of head-rings, one on top of the other, corresponding to
the number of ceremonies he went through.

The shamans proper of the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian are initiated
by a spirit after long fasting. Those of the Tlingit and Haida acquire
their knowledge of the mysteries of shamanism by tearing out the tongues
of an otter, an eagle, and several other animals. In doing so they must
use a bundle of twigs strung together with spruce roots for catching the
blood that flows from the animal's tongue. Those twigs which bave not
come into contact with the blood are taken ont. Sometimes a piece or
the whole of the tongue is wrapped in those bundles, and, in cases of
great emergency, worn by the shaman round the neck to endow him
with great power over spirits (see 'Journal Amer. Folk-Lore,' i. p. 218).
The dignity seems to be hereditary. They wear long hair, which must
never be touched with the bands, and is therefore extremely filthy and
imatted. They wear a necklace set with bone ornaments, a long curved
pieçe of bone in the septum of the nose, a bird's head on the breast, a
ratle, and a carved staff. Their art consists in extracting the sickness or
in finding and restoring the soul of the sick person. In trying to find it
three or four shamans sing and rattle over the sick person until they
declare to bave found the whereabouts of his soul, which is supposed to
be in possession of the salmon or olachen, or in that of the deceased
shaman. Then they go to the place where it is supposed to be and by
singing and incantations obtain possession of it and enclose it in a hollow
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carved boue. Then mountain-goat tallow, red paint, eagle-down, and
other valuable objects are burnt, and the soul held over the fire. The
bone is then laid upon the sick man's head, the shaman saying, 'Here is
your sou]. Now you will be better and eat again.' Sometimes the soul
is supposed to be held by a shaman, who is paid for returning it.

A supposed sorcerer is tied up and starved until a confession is made,
when he is driven into the sea to expel the evil spirit. Should he refuse
to confess he is either starved to death or placed on shore at the limit of
low tide, and, being bound, is drowned when the water rises. Sorcery is
practised principally by means of parts of the body of the person to
wihom the sorcerer wishes to do harm. If it is believed that a man died
in consequence of being bewitched, the Tsimshian take the heart from the
body and put a red-hot stone into it. They wish at the same time that
the enemy should die. If the heart burst their wish is expected to be
fulfilled; if not, it is a sign that their suspicions were unfounded.

The shamans of the Coast Salish go into the woods in order to be
initiated. They swim in ponds and wash their bodies with cedar branches,
and thus prepare themselves to meet the spirits and the fabulons double-
headed snake who give them their supernatural powers. They cause sick-
ness by making bits of quartz and wood fly into the body of their adver-
sary, and heal the sick by removing these objects. To show their power
they perform dances in certain festivals in which they pretend to eut
their bodies with knives; the blood is seen to flow from the wounds;
but when they move their hands over tbem no trace of the cuts is to be
seen. At the burial, food is burnt for the dead on the beach. On this
occasion the shaman throws presents for the dead into the fire on behalf
of the mourners. He then affirms that he sees the deceased person's
spirit, who speaks to him. In the winter dances each shaman wears the
painting or the mask of the spirit who initiated him.

The shamans of the Kutona'qa are also initiated in the woods after
long fasting. They cure sick people, and prophesy the result of hunting
and war parties. If this is to be doue, the shaman ties a rope around bis
waist and goes into the medicine-lodge, where he is covered with an elk-
skin. After a short while he appears, his thumbs firmly tied together by
a knot wbich is very difficult to open. He re-enters the lodge, and after
a short time reappears, bis thumbs being untied. After he bas bien tied
a second time he is put into a blanket, which is firmly tied together like a
bag. The line which is tied around bis waist, and to which bis thumbs
are fastened, may be seen protruding from the place where the blanket is
tied together. Before be is tied up, a piece of bone is placed between his
toes. Then the men pull at the protruding end of the rope, which gives
way; the blanket is removed and the shaman is seen to lie under it. This
performance is called k-'eqnEmnât'm (= somebody eut in two). The
shaman remains silent, and re-enters the lodge, in which rattles made of
piuces of boue are heard. Suddenly sornething is heard falling down.
Three times this noise is repeated, and then singing is heard in the lodge.
It is supposed that the shaman bas invoked souls of certain people whom
lie wished to see, and that their arrival produced the noise. From these
he obtains the information and instructions which he later on communi-
cates to the people.
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LINGUISTICS.
I. TLINGIT.

Obtainedfrom Mrs. Vine, Victoria, a native of the Stik'in tri be'.

PHONETIOS.
Vowels: a, e, E, i, 0, U.

Consonants: d, t; gy, ky; g, k, k'; g-, k-; w, r q, Q;
h, H, y; n; s, c ; dz, ts; dj, tc; dl, tl.

The labials are absent. The difference between surds and sonants is very slight.
I find in my lists a great number of cases in which for the same sound both surds
and sonants are used promiscuously. The difference is so slight that I am inclined
to think the language has only surd-sonants, which we apperceive by the means of
our surds and sonants, and that they are for this reason considered two sounds. The
r is a very deep guttural, the mouth assuming at the same time the position for pro-
nouncing ;, the lips only being a little further apart. The uvula vibrates very lit le,
and thus it happens that the sound is very much alike w. In many cases, particu-
larly when preceding u, it is very difficult to distinguish both sounds. There seems
to be a dz and dj, the sonants corresponding to ts and tc; but as- in all instances I
tvas just as much inclined to write the latter, I have mostly applied the latter form.
The hiatus is very frequent, and occurs after al consonants. No combinations of
consonants occur in the beginning of the word, except di and ti, followed by a gut-
tural, and perhaps s followed by the same. All letters can be initial and terminal
sounds. I found the following terminal combinations of consonants:

qk ks kc kts kt ktl
nk nq k·s k·t k·tl
sk qtc qt
ck nc nte nti
tk stc - tetl
tlk tlk.

Sonants occur very rarely at the end of words, but this' may be accounted for by
the indetinite character of these sgunds. Combinations of consonants are very rare.
I do not attempt to give a list, as it is in many insfances doubtful whether the word
is really a single word or a compound.

GRAMMATICAL NOTES.
THE NOUN.

The Tlingit language bas no grammatical sex and no separate forms for singular
and plural. As Wemiaminov states that there is a plural, I have niade frequent
attempts to find it, but my search has been' in vain, and I agree with Krause, who
states that there is no separate form for the plnral. In two or three instances I
found the terminal vowel of nouns repeated, the word expressing at the same time a
plural; but I have reason to believe that this repetition has merely euphonie reasons,
as it is also found in other cases, and as the plural of the same word bas frequently
the same form as the singular: tla and tlö, noses. Wemiaminov mentions the
plural tek-, stones (sincgular t'e), but I find in my collection diq t'e. two stones. If
it is necessary or desirable to state E xpressly that the plural is meant k·toq, a number
of---, is placed after the noun. It seems to me probable that this is the plural re-
ferred to by Wemiaminov and spelled-khth. I have not found any indication of
the existence of cases, mot even of the instrumëntalis mentioned by Wemiaminov.

Compound nouns are of very frequent occurrence, the components being placed
side by side :

ca q'mu, hair = head hair. Dêleyï nô, name of an island = far from
7c-'Ds t'aktl, ankle = leg knuckle. the coast, rock.
SE'sa a'së, mast = sail tree. t&Ô s/''te, thief = steal master.
ts'ak- sFt, necklace = bone necklace. güts ré tô'tli, Gallinago Wilsoni = cloud
k·a töri, titmouse = man heart. place bird.



NUME1ALS.
CARDINAL NUMBERS.

1, tlak-'. 30, natsk' djinhj't.
2, dëq. 40, dak-' a'n dinkd't.
3, natsk'. 60, kêdjin djinku't.
4, dak-'a'n. 60, tlé durcît' dinkä't.
5, ki3jin. 70, daqa durciu' ajinkä 't.
6, ti, durcu'. 80, zatska durcu' djinkd't.
7, daqa dureit'. 90, gi'cuk- djinka't.
8, narska durcu'. 100, kédjin k-.
9, ga'euk'. 200, djinlàî't k-a.

10, djinkät. 300, natsk djinkii't k·.
11, djinkät ka tlêk-*. 400, dak-' 'n djinkd't k-J.
20, tl k-.

Four is evidently the second two, five a derivative from djin, hand, while the
numbers from 6 to 8 are the other one, two, three. Ten seems to mean both hands ;
20 is one man; 100, five men; while the numbers from 30 to 90 mean three, four,
five, &c. tens.

In counting men the following numerals are used:

1 man tli nFq k-. 4 men dak-'&nê' nrq k-J.
2 men diq nuq k-a. 5 men kèj n ' nrq k-J.
3 men natsky nFq kW. 6 men tlé durciu' nrq k-ä.

The same numerals may be used in counting dogs.

ORDINAL NUMBERS.

The following ordinal numbers differ to some extent from those given by
Wemiaminov, and appear in parts doubtful:

cuk-a', the first. tlaqhara(da'a), the fifth.
i'ta, the second. tia dureura(d'a), the sixth.
t'ara(di'a), the third. daqa durcura(dè'a), the seventh.
aira (di'a), the fouith. watska durcura(da'a), the eighth.

So far as I was able to discovEr, the cardinal numbers are generally used in place
of the ordinal numbers,
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Local adverbs enter frequently into compound words of this kind:

dz'ik da kit, pipe = smoke around box. gan da da gül'ga, woodpecker= tree-ont-
ta uq rirö't, whistle = into blow instru- side pick.

ment. k'iri t'i'k-'é, icicle = above ice.
an k·a n,ýqu Arnica cordifolia=town k·anyiq k- até',autora=fire-like weather

on medicine. colour.
diq kara kidjî't, horse=back upon kin d tcunni't, Anas boschas = moving

sit. straight up.

The names of colours are compound words:

k·an yi'qaté, red=fire-like colour. tlid yiqatP, white=snow-like colour.
kîtl ha'tl yiqatê, yellow=dog dung colour.

THE ADJECTIVE.
The adjective follows the substantive to which it belongs, except when it bas a

verbal meaning:
tcatl qik, dried halibut. aqa daré't, oar = long paddle.
n-at cur5', half fathom. tlak- rîdzè, reed = wide grass.
kêtl gE'tskô, young dog. lit tlên, large bouse.

When the adjective stands for our adjective with the verbum substantivnm, it
generally precedes the substantive:

a t4Jn kit, that is a large bouse.

Il
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NUMERAL ADVERBS.

These ar3 formed by adding the suffix -dali'n to the cardinal numbers.
tlPdaki'n, once. natsk' dahl'n, three times.
dàqdaPn, twvce. dak-'ön dak4 'n, four times.

DiSTRIBUTIVE NUMBERS.

The cardinal numbers are at the same time distributives. Icollected the following
examples:

tli k-a nEq and tlé nEq, one to each. natskya nEq, three to each.
dFq nEq, two to each.

It will be observed that in this instance that form of numeral is used which
denotes a number of men. It is probable that when other substantives are referred
to- the other numerals take their place.

THE PRONOUN
PERSONAL PRONOUN.

There are two forms of the personal pronoun, which may be designated the
ordinary and the selective forms. The 'difference of these forms will best be made
clear by giving examples: To the question, Who is there ? I answer, qat (I), which is
the ordinary form; while to the question, Who among all of you will help me? I
answer, qatc (I).

Besides these we find two forms of the personal pronoun which are used in thb
inflexion of the verb: one in inflecting the transitive, the other in inflecting the in-
transitive verb, the latter being at the same time the object of the transitive
pronoun. This makes it probable that the intransitive verb is really impersonal.

Transitive
Ordinary Selective Intransitive

Subjective Objective

Singular, lst person qat qatc qat qa (q) qat
2nd ,, woe' woe'tc i i
3rd ,, bu hôtc - (a) -

Plural, 1st ,, ohà'n oh'ntc ha to ha
,, 2nd ,, riwa'n riwà'ntc ri riri
,, 3rd ,, bas hastc bas bas (a) bas

The transitive and intransitive forms must not be considered prefixes, as they are
not inseparable from the verb.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN.

Krause and-Wemiaminov give the demonstrative pronouns: yatat, this ; and yutat,
that. Krause states that the adjective form is ya and yu. I have no example of
this kind in my list. There exists a demonstrative word a, which is very extensively
used.

a ta, something inside. aq ari agE ? is that mine ?
a tlän hit, that large bouse. kit a tl3àn a, that is a large bouse.

The following are evidently derivatives from the same demonstrative stem:
aq ari aua, that is mine. kit g'E'tsgq asia', that is a small house.
i hiti asia, that is your house.

NOTE.-The demonstrative é is found twice in my collec ion:
wntc qat Wu si nq, that man saved me.
nu atqa' qat si nik', that food me makes sick.

NOTE.--The personal and possessive pronouns, third person, are sometimes used
with the termination -tit, denoting that the person is at a distance, and thus reccive
a demonstrative meaning :

t/t tr; ana, it is his, or that man's. hatf/t, they (at a distance).

i
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at qa qa, I eat (it).
qa aqtc, I hear.
qa djün, I dream.
qa tl'éq, I dance.
qa ci, I sing.
qa tén, I see.
qa ta, I sleep.
k-'Jn qa gaô,I am angry.

yuq'a qa til, I speak.
at qa saë', I cook.
qa tana', I drink.
qa tlik', I open my eyes.
at qa ca'uk-, I laugh.
qa ce gak, I know to--
qa gat, I walk.
qa t'iqt, I pound.

qa tEn, I carry.
The verb, more especiafly the intransitive verb, appears frequently combined with

certain particles, the meaning and origin of which I cannot explain. Former students
of the Tlingit language failed to separate those particles from the words with which
they are connected. Therefore the greater number of words of Wemiaminov's, as
well asg of other, lists are really compounds. I give fist an alphabetic list of these
particles. In those cases in which they may be omitted I have placed them in
brackets.
dé di qat ran uma ha, I am growing hungry.

d wu di qui'tl, I am growing tired.
(dP] ra k-ê na 'n, it is growing to be daylight.

t;e
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POSSESSIVE PRONOUN.

The possessive pronoun has two forms, which are derived from the personal pro-
noun. The following form is most frequently found; it precedes the noun to which
it belongs:

Singular, Ist person, aq. Plural, Ist person, ht.
,, 2rzd , 1. ,,2nd , l

3rd ,, tO. ,, 3rd ,, hasto.

While in this form the noun is not altered, in the following it takes the
suffix -ri:

Singular, 1st person, aq-ri. Plural, Ist person, ha-ni.
2nd ,, -ri. ,, 2nd ,, ri-ri.

,, 3rd ,, tO-ri. ,, 3rd ,, hastô-ri.

I am not able to give any rule as to the use of these forms. The substantive
possessive pronoun is formed by the demonstrative a and the second possessive form:
aq a ri, mine (=my that).

NOTE.-The suflix -ri is sometimes contracted with the terminal sound of the
noun:

aq hiti, my house; instead of aq hit--i.

TH E VERB.

In discussing the pronoun we stated that there are two forms, one for the transi-
tive, the other for the intransitive verb, the latter being identical with the objective
case of the transitive pronoun. This makes it probable that the intransitive verb
may be impersonal, a theory which is the more probable on account of the remarkable
particles used with t hese verbs. In Tlingit all verbs arc transitive which express an
activity, even in cases in which we do not use an object; all verbs expressing a state
are intransitive, and for this reason our passive is rende-red in the same way. Fol-
lowin is a list of transitive and intransitive verbs in the first person singular:

INTRANSITIVE VERBS.

qat rE ak', I am sick. gat tii t.tn, I am strong.
qat rn ta ura ha', I am sleepy. qat mru nîq, I recover from sicknes.,
qat qvu di qué'l, I am tired. I am saved.
qat ran itwa la', I am hungry. qat kawazr'tl, I break down.

In another group of such verbs the pronoun is placed after the stem.
Tlingit qat, I am a Tlingit. ica'n qat, I an1 poor.
ank-à'O qat, I am rich. g&cu qat, I desire.

TRANSITIVE VERBS.



dé [dé] k-è ma a', it is daylight.
[di j ri -tõ'nagE? did you see them?
dé k•uk-goatni?, I shall leave.
dP qat ri sinn'q, you have saved me !
dP qa qdé'n, I have gone.
ga'cn d7 qa qd, I wish to go.
di? rsn at qna qa, I have eaten.
dé aq tana', I have drunk.

ku ku wat, tall. ku datl, heavy.
kit watl, small. ku tla, stout.

ku seems to imply a reference to personal appearance.

k·u, weather, out-of-doors :
k-i siia't, it is cold. k-iü ti tl'ek', it is wet.
k-ü re ta, it is warm. k-ü7 tli guts, it is cloudy.
k-iü na quk-, it is dry.
k-iüg7'ts, horizon,-probably belongs to this group.
k-'anyiqh-ümaté', aurora; fire like out-of-doors colour.

ra, rE i rE nik', you are sick. rE k'i, good.
ha rE ni'gin, we were sick. r7 sü', a short time ago.
qat rE ta uma ka, I am sleepy. r.E dEti, heavy.

It is doubtful whether the following are derived from the same root:
at i ra qa, you have caten. ta ra aqtc, we know.

na na t Ié, far
ttètl kyäI qat nu na tlitcn, I am growing weak.
di ra hi? na in, it is growing to be daylight.
kin ra rE na t'én, the water begins to be warm.
hin ra na s'ut, the water begins to be cold.
aq (1) ic (2) nta (3) n'nik-' (4), if (4) my (1) father ,(2) should die (3).
k-u na ti'nnik-', if he should leave.

From these examples it would scem that na designates the commencement of a
certain state.

qat mu ti qui?'tl, I am tired. svu ti tl'ek-, it is wet.
yiq ctuq ti n1', I feel sick (yiq = like).

a ka iva qats, clear sky. ?a quk-, dry.
Ma SE k datl? is it heavy ? a ra ka mea dan, it is snowin.

-t ma a, it.is daylight.

u su nk', he (absent) is sick. qat stanih', I am growing sick.
tiitI qat su nik', I am not sick. resu'mn P, I just got sick.
t1itl qat muc'E', I am bâd. qat soutlitsi'n, I ara growing
tI,étI su dEtI, light (not heavy) strong.
tltl wul? tli tSu', easy. qat n-a swq, I recover frornsick-
tiêti mu q cEg5k, I cannot-- ness, I a saved.
tilgitl qat wu näk'? Am I not qat mitti qi'ti. I arntired.

sick? ,mutii qan, thin.
gutl qat wit n0k', may be I am mu na, dead.

sick. di7g sou stanén, it was raining.
îmvu tii tslingmu? are you strong? has ta a mu nët'n, we see themn.

In the great majority of cases in which mu is useci the state (or- action ?) expresscd
by the verb is stili incoraplete, not yet or not longer existin, or existin at a-distance.
Thus it would appear that the particle mu denotes the 'not actually being.' It seen
doubtful whether the wou of the last example can be classed with the rest. It is
rernarkable that this particle appears very f requently cornbined with others, especially
so with ti and tii.

ynqesI nsI av have done it.
Jolk i y8'ah hau mat, John is tall (John is boue-long>).
yi? qa4 s'ah- kit mati, I arn srall (I arn bone-short).
yat qat kutqt'a', I ar stout.
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To these particlesmight be added one which frequently, although not regularly,
precedes the future tense, and in sorne instances a]so the past.!ey kyë qat k·uk ra nék', I shall be sick.tLti yë qat mu na tli tsën, I ar growing weak.tiäqtl ky3 qat k-uk mu nok', am I1not going tole sick?tiiti kyJ qat mu nëk'tc, I have not been sick.tl'gitl kye nîk'tcèn ? have you not been sick?

The following I found only in one single instance:-
ddg stë'n, it is raining. dg mu stanén, it was raining.à mu dag gana'n, the sun was shining.

TENSES.Weriainv states that there are six tenses: present, imperfect, perfect, plus-qua(mperfect, future, futurur exactuts . My collections contain only the present,past (imperfeet), and future tenses, which I give here in paradigmatic form:

nêk', siek.
-Present Tense Imperfect Future

Singular, stdperson qat rE nêk' qat (rE) në'güin (kyê) qat k-ug rE n-k',,ngardt ,, irE n' -ne(ru)ngunESE (kyè)ikug.ruflnèk
Plural, 1st ,, ha rE nëk' ha (rE) n'g n (kyè) ha ku rE nëk',, 2nd , ri rE nék' ri rE) ne fün (y ikug*rE nk',, 3rd , has rF, nëk' a r, n'i has (rcy rE nék
In inflecting the transitive verb, the rnu lael•ael eoetverb. in many instances the verb has an indefinitis placed immediately beforee sujec : a gagaI ea (i); a a i rI e abject, at, which is placed hefore

the subjeot: at qa qa, 1 eat (it); at qa ci, I sîug (it); at qa saié', I caok (it). Incompound verbs which consist of a stem denoting the action or state, and attributeslimiting the action as to manner, place, or tire, the subject is placed etween thesetwo parts, and thus an apparent infixion originatese c e n
sk 'a (1) qa (2) da (3) ts'ik (4), Isrnke =nouth (2) ara w-I (3) sroke (4).ka (1) qa (2) tqekti (3), I rub with peste = upon (1) I (2) ar n(3).ta (1) qa (2) uq (3), I (2) blow (3) into (1).

The ftllowin forms musthiesexplained in the same wa alth ughI1arnot ableta translate he elerents of these wrds. The place of th pronun is indicatcd by
a dasb:

= ant-w'a nlk, angry (k.'an, angry).ye---sö, to do (8i, to make). •Y3/sg a-tEu, to speak.
a-tl'2q, to dance.

k 'an--ra, cross (k.'an, angry).su--st'''n, to think of-.
a--djüin, to dream.

Asaa rule, the object is placed before the subject, but when the object is a pro.
flOun and bas a separate objective farrn the sequenoe raay bc reversed. lias, thethird person plural of the personal pronaun, always preceaes the abject; therefareit seems probable that it. is an attribute to the pronoun, liayitisg it to the plural. It

E
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aka yè qaô, I put it on top of_..
rr k'e y k·a, he is a good man.
tii tsn yë k·a, he is a strong man.

It ray be that this is a rerbum substantirum; at least it seems possible to class all
the examples given here in such a way--
tii tli Jn, good-natured -tii tsidifficult.

tli tsän, strong. c/aq tii niku pretend ta be sick.ki- ti guts, cloudy. ck.aq qa tliqa, I pretend to eut.tli mius, strong (rope). tii tsga, later on.
mu tli gun thin

~1.
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also precedes the first part of compound verbs*: as tO uq, they blow into. Following
is a paradigmatic table of the transitive verb in the present tense:

sêt'n, to see.

Subject, Singular
Object

lst Person 2nd Person 3rd Person

Singular, ist person - qat ri sêtë'n qat wu sëtë'n
2nd ,, qa sëtèn - i wu sëtë'n
Srd ,, qoa sétérn ri sêtë'n ac wu sètë'n

Plural lst ,, ha ri sêtë'n ha wu sëtë'n
,, 2nd ,, r qa stë'n -- r1 wu sêt ô'n

3rd ,, has qoa sêtë'n has ri sëtë'n hôte wu sêtô'n

Subject, Plural
Object

1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person

Singular, lst person - qat rir sëtê'n has qat wu s'ê'n
,, 2nd ,, I wu tu sëté'n - has i wu sêtë'n

3rd ,, wu tu sëtê'n rirî sëtê'n has ac wu sêt'n
Plural, lst ,, ha r1ri sëtë'n has ha wu set'n

,, 2nd ,, r1 wu tu stë'n - has ri wu sëtë'n
3rd ,, has wu tu sëtë'n has riri sètè'n -

When the object is a substantive it precedes the subject:
hin qa tana', I drink water. hin a tana', he drinks water.

NOTE.-In a great number of cases the first person singular of the transitive verb is
goa instead of ga. I am not quite certain how this form originates, but it seems to
be a contraction of qa mu or of qa ma. It would seem that the third person-subject
as well as object-takes this particle, and this would explain the qoa in qoa sitê'n,
he sees him. In certain cases it is evidently contracted from ga ra, as in the per-
fect. I am, however, far from being able to explain the rules regulating the use of
qoa and «a.

at goa ga, I have eaten<ýfrom atqara
ga).

goa sétë'n, I see him.
qoa sëtë'nën, I have seen it once.

qoa a'qn, I have heard it once, occa-
sionally.

i ëctat k·u qoa a'qn, I have heard of
your father (somebody spoke of
him).

dé k·ug- goa géd, I am going to go.

at k•ug· qoa «a, I shall eat.
-na tli ré dé kug- goa tën, I am going

far away.
k-'änt goa nuk, I am angry.

at qa ga, I am eating.

qa t1'nën, I have seen it frequently.
qa tlitJ'n, I look at it.
«a a'qtcén, I have heard it often, I

know it.
1 ê'ctat «a a'gtc3n, I have heard of

your father (he is widely known).

qat k·ug• qa göd, I (emphatically) am
going to go.

The character of the past is-gün,-g'ën, or -ën,-according to the terminal sound of
the verb. The tense formed by this suffix corresponds to both our imperfect and
perfect:

f «a sëtë'n-in, I saw yon just now.
(dé) «a gôd-é'n, I went.
qoa a'q-ën, I heard it (once, occasionally).

- qa a'qtc-&n, I have heard it (frequently).
i an' «goa sFtF'n-én, I have seen your country (once). .

i
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i anë qa tgn'-&n, I have seen your country (often).
kn qa tand'-g-On, I was drinking (water).
ara kDa dan-ë'n a's., it bas been snowing.
ddg mu sta'n-ën, it bas been raining.
à mu dag gan-'n, the sun was shining.

Besides this, I found the following perfect forms:
qate y qa siné', I have done it.
(dé ran) at-.qoa qa, I have eaten.
(dé) qa tana', I have drunk.

To eat, perfect.
Singular, Ist person, at qoa qa. Plural, 1st person, at mu to ra qa.

2nd ,, at i ra qa. - ,, 2nd ,, at iri ra qa.
,, 3rd ,, atmuraqa. ,, 3rd ,, katsat mura qa.

It seems that this form agrees with Wemiaminov's perfect tense. It must be
stated that in many instances the tnperfect characteristic is dropped, and that thus
a form originates which is identical with the present tense. The inflexion of aqtc,
to know, is of interest regarding this point.

Singular, 1st person, q aqte. Plural, lst person, ta ra aqte.
-,, 2nd ,, i ra aqt. ,, 2nd ,, iri ra aqtc.
,, 3rd ,, a ra agt. ,, 3rd ,, ias a ra aqtc.

This shows that the verb is evidently the perfect, I have heard, and ra appears to
be the particle expressing a completed action (see p. 64).

The future tense is characterised by k-ug-, which is placed between the object and
the subject.

at kug-q a tana', I am going to drink. yé k-ug- qoa sinl', I shall do it.
(qat):k-ug- qa göd, I shall go. (dé) k·ug- qua göd, I shall go.
k·ug- qoa aq, I shall hear it. k·ug. qoa tén, I shall leave.
are k-ug- ra ddn, it is going to snow. dag k·ug- sti'n, it is going to rain.
ré a k-ug- dag gdn, the sun is going to

shine.

To eat, future.
Singular, 1st person, at k-ug- qa qa'

,, 2nd ,, at k·ag- i qa (pE).
S 3rd ,, at k•ug-ç a (gE).

Plural, lst person, at k·g- tO qa (JE).
,, 2nd ,, at kug- ri qa (JqE).
,, 3rd ,, hag at kUg. a qa.

I shall see.

(re) i k-'qoa sëte'n.
(vc) k-'qa s te'n.

(re) ri k-'qoa sëtè'n.
(re) kas k'goa sëté'n.

To see, future.
You will see.

(re) qat k-ág- ri sêtè'n.

(re) k-' vi sitë'n.
(ré) ka k-' ri sté'n.

(ré) as k·ag- ri stè'n.
It seems that k·ug- is sometimes abbreviated,-and in other instances asssumes theform k·ag-. The initial ré is not necessary for forming the plural. Âyé (see p. 65)is very frequently used ii connection with future forms.

INTERROGATIVE.
The interrogative is formed by the particle agE, which is attached to the verb, butin case the latter is accompanied by an adverb it follows the latter.

INTRANSITIVE VERB.

To ie sich, present.

Singular, 1st person, qat ra nëk' agjz? Plural, lst rersor, ha ra nëk' agE ?
,, 2nd ,, i ra nck' agE ? ,, 2nd ,, rira nëk' ae 7

3rd ,, ra nék'ag? ,, 3rd ,, kas ra nëk'aE?

E 2

'11
j

'J -

/l

me
you

him
us

you
them

t'
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Imperfect.
qat né'gun agE ? wasI sick? &c.

Future.

(kyui) qat kug- ra nëk' agE'? am I going to be sick 7

TRANýSITIVE VERB.
qat ri siti'n agE ? do you see me har i sit n agE ? do you see us?
ri sPtë'n agE(s)? do you see him 7 has ri stë'n agE? do you see them?

Imperfect.

(d) qat ri stén'n agE ? did you see me?
dë ri sêtönë'n agqE ? or ri stönë'a agjEs? did you see him ?
ka ri sëtcnë'n agE ? did you see us?

Here are a few instances in which agE follows the adverb:

séré'nk agE ri la k-ig- ri sétë'n ? will you see us to-morrow ?
tstgE' agE ri sit'n? did you see him yesterday?

Also: aq hiti agE' rE k'E' ? is my house all right ?
In interrogative sentences agE stands for our verbun substantirum (see p. 69).

aq ari agE ? is that mine7 aq hiti agE ? is that my house ?
In order to emphasise the question, it may be repeated in the beginning of the

sentence:
agE aq hiti agE ? is that my house ?

After an interrogative pronoun the interrogative particle is not used:

tâse i djunën ? what did you dream ?

IMPERATIVE.

I found two forms of imperative; one formed by the suffix -dE, the other by k·a:
-dE: at qadE' ! eat Ic<ndE' Iget up!

at iri qadE'! eat ! (plural)
k·a: k·a sdté'n I look here I qat ha séti'n! look at me!

akaa së' l'ne! look at himm o
y /kdoa sti'nt! look at us!

as h-a st'n! -look at themi
a khaq sité'n ! let hirn look 1 qat a k·aq siti'n!/ let him look at me 1

ri ka tu tlitë'n ! let us look at you 1
Y2 k-a siné'! do it 1a dé k·a sia'q! listen now I
-a snéq1 save him 1at k·a ta qa ! let us eat!1

qat k-a sn q save me !
Both forms are in some instances combined:

at k·a gadE' ! let him eat!1 at ka t gadE' ! let us eat!1

The following forms are doubtful:

8uqs'ét'ez'n think of it! kdt'ëtl'ë'n i look here !

CONDITIONAL.

The conditional has the suffix -nëk·'. It will be seen from the following eKamples
that the verbs frequently take the particle na in this mood. This agrees well with
our supposition that the latter denotes the commencement of a state.

dag sétannëk-', tiétZ ha d k-ug- ma gd, if it rains, I shall not come.
aq dr7q gannk-', la dé k·ug- va gad, if the sun shines, I shall come.
gE nék'nik-', tlëtl a k·ug- atlë'q, if he is sick, I shall not dance.
qat gE nëk'n<k-', if I am sick,
qat ran kanèk-', if I am hungry,.
iqa sëti'nnék-', if I see you,.
tl' i qoa sëtënnik-', if I do not see you, . . . .
ti' goa séte'nnek-', if I do not see him, . . . .
to EtlE'k -' a të'nëk-', every time I seeyou, . .

i! Q
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The following are constructed with na:

aq c na ni'n-k ', tiëtl a k ug- aUiq, if my father dies, I shall not dance.
k·unatë'unëk-', al töru ky k-ug- nu nëk', if he leaves, my mind wil be sick.
k-uiti'nnëk-', if you should leave.
t' (1) ag (2) ic (3) iie wu na (4), runön katlq'n (5), if (4) my (2) father (3)

were not (1) dead (4), I should dance (5).

NEGATIVE.
The negative is formed by tltl, not. The negative has always the particle wu.

tiét gat wu nëk', I amnot sick.
tiatl qat wu négun, I have not been sick.

In the interrogative negative the interrogative particle follows the negative, and
both are contracted into tlégitl:

tlëgit qat wu nëk'? am I not sick?
tlagiti ky qat k-ug- m nëik'? am I not going to be sick ?

IMPERATIVE NEGATIVE.
tlöti at i qak- 1 don't eat! tlétl at ri qak- 1 don't eat 1 (plural)

t1étl at tà qak- 1 let us not eat I

DERIVATIVES.
Undoubtedly there exist a considerable number of derivatives in Tlingit. It

seems probable that the majority of these derivatives are formed by means of particles.
I shall first give a few examples of the use of these particles, and the change they
effect in the meaning of the verb:
rE nék', he (present) is sick. E dEtl, heavy,
qru nök', he (absent) is sick; he is growing sick. tiatl u dEtl, not heavy.
(tc'E)ck-'a qa tli nêk', I pretend to be sick. kü7 dEtl, heavy (referring to man).
ck·'a qa tli qa, I pretend to eat.

The'following seem to be derivatives in the proper meaning of that termr:
sé- tên, to look; sät'n, to see.

aq, tohear ; saa'q, to listen.
tii- tan, to see; qa tiita'n, I look at it.
-te aq, to hear; aqte, to know.

nak', sick; nak'tc, to be sick a long time.
There are some sentences that seem to indicate the existen'ce of a dubitative

formed by means of the interrogative particle:
gutl (1) Ts'tsQE'n (2) agE (3) 7voE' (4), may be (1, 3) you (4) are a Tsimshian (2)

but the same may be expressed simply with gutl :
gutl (1) Ts'atsQE'n (2) roE' (3), may be (1) you (3) are a Tsimshian (2).
gutl (1) qat (2) wn nëk' (3), may be (1) I (2) am sick (3).

The passive seems to be formed by means of the particle wu and the stem:
qat wu nq, I am saved ; but this appears doubtful, as the active form, sine'q,

to save, may be compound and mean: to make saved.
NOTE.-A circumscriptive inflexion of the verb is very frequent. It is formed

by using the word (my, your, his) 'mind ' instead of the pronoun:
aq tru rE kE'1, I am glad = my mind is good.
aq torü siga at ga, I wish to eat=my mind desires to eat.

VERBUM SUBSTANTIVUM.

It was mentioned above that the particle ya may have the meaning of the verbum
substantirum. Undoubtedly the demonstrative a is frequently used in this way:

hit a tlna, that is a large house. i hiti asia, that is your house.
The independent pronoun stands also for the pronoun and verbum substantirinî:

qat, it is I. Tlingit SVÛ', you are a T lingit.
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THE ADVERB.
The adverb stands mostly at the beginning of the sentence:

ydridEt kas ri s ti'n, you see them now.
rEsü' qat mu näk', I just got sick.
tEtgE' ags' ri séto'n ? did you see him yesterday?
tiits'e aq d'né k·ug- ri sät'n, later on you will see my country.

In a few cases it stands at the end of the sentence:

qat (1) k·anickidöq (2) site' (3), I am (1) very (3) poor (2).

FORMATION OF WORDs.

It was mentioned above that compound words are very frequent, and I believe
that all words can be reduced to monosyllabic stems. In many cases it is evident
that the word is a compound, although we are not able to determine the meaning of
the elements. Excepting the' particles referred to above (p. 64), it seems that the
composing elements may occur independently as well as forming part of other words.
For instance, ri 'ti, place for something, occurs both independently and as a constituent
of many words:

t'ik'a rici'ti, mortar = pestle place. k-*oà'tl rki'ti, bed = feather place.

From the same stem are derived the following:

ya'k'rErö't. canwe place.
kaqE'guare't, mortar = pestle place.
töuqsr't, whistle = place into which one blows.
gutsre(t), heaven = cloud place.
g·an été', fire place.
tl'énétë', beach = sand place.

Many adjectives are compounds of tiö(tl), being merely a negation of their
opposite:

tiéti mu ck'E, bad, and tl'mu ck'E, ugly. tlêtl mu tiitsön, weak.
tilti wu dEtl, light.

Probably also:
ku mwatl, short (see ku wat, long). tlk-atck, lame.
tk-ö)ctén, blind (tön, to see). tlk-öotl'agt, deaf (aq, to hear).

I give finally a collection of sentences:
haka qa tana'! give me to drink !
a ku qa tii qétl, I am afraid.
aqag-a k·aqcuini't, I paint my face.
aq ék-' ië'rétë-qun, I am and remain thin.
at qa qa rit aq t&rü té, I want to eat.
at qa ag aî tarüi sigà'? do you wish to eat ?
aq torü sige' at qa, I wish to eat.
aq töru ma siga' at qoa qti rit, I wish.to eat.
flétt aq tiöru ma mu sigö' qat mu n k', I do not like to be sick.
gdcu dé qat mu në'qk', I should like to be well.
gJcit (wor') ri gd (yua'), I wish you would go.
gdca giiqa göd, I wish to go.
gacü' tlingit k-'a qa aqtc, I wish I understood the Tlingit.
qa cEgök randat'E'tc, I can.swim.
tiétl mu qa cEgôk rdndat'E'tc, I cannot swim.
tlétl a dé at qoa qa riré, I cannot eat.
te7tl kyömnu qa si'yik-, I haul in halibut (halibut line I haul in).
lhitk·tö re qoa göd, I go to the houses.
kitk-tô re a né göd, he goes to the houses.
tiétl i tla tl'<k- qëk-'! don't make it wet I
rE tli tiE'k·! don't make it wet 1
(tc'E) ck-'a qa tli nékö', I pretend to be sick.
ck·'a qa tli qa, I pretend to eat.
Ts'itsQE'ngc qa tii'q, I pretend to be a Tsimshian.
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ks
ns ndl n1

sk sk- st sti
tsk ct
tk
tlk tlk- in

All letters can be initial and terminal sounds. (Regarding m see above.) Coi-
binations of consonants are very rare.

~11I

J'

Ts'tses'n ag , kë tl tl tagskô', maybe he is a Ts'mshian, but
I do fnot know.

tlêtl ta qoakô qat nik', I fear I am sick (I am not sure I am sick).
gut hötc yö amiu sin, maybe he has done it.
oré atqa qat st nök', that food makes me sick.
qat k-asnégq kite' anag'ä't k-0 yék' i save me, O rainbow!1
trbte qat mu snè'q ! It is he who saved me i
ara ka ?a dan, it is snowing.
ara ka ma danën a'së. it has been snowing.
wa k-ug- ?a dai, it is going to snow.
ilêtl qat ca cqarvu I no hair is on my head.
aq k-'ôs tzk rE nik', my foot is sore.
s q 'ët'E'n, I think of him.
i su q s't'E'in, I think of yOR.
wt'n atté ta qa, we eat together.
c'itlk'E'tl, stop crying!
mute kikE't ias ta kz, they sit opposite each other.
Jokn es kikR't gaa', John is opposite to me.
ovutc''nii nka dé kaq to 't, we go together to the town.
· utce'n anka dé sk-uqk-a 't, they go together to the town.
CEda kötc yö anaq si'n I let him do it I
hin qa ré k•ug- qoa te ! I am going to put you into the water.
kin ga i rs' qoa té, I put your face into the water (I baptise you).

It will be seen from these remarks and examples how much remains to be done
in this language. It is evident that the grammatical structure cannot be understood
until the words bave been more closely studied and we know the meaning of their
components and of the particles which are so important in the 'inflexion of the verb.
From what we know, it appears that the particles and pronouns are placed between
the components of words. I do not think there is a real infixion. The independence
which the components retain is one of the most remarkable features of this language.

II. HAIAA
Obtainedfromn Wtuia, a native of Skidegate (Tlk-a gyitl), and Mrs. Franklin, a half-

blood Indian, living in Victoria.

PHONETICS.
Voels : a, (), e, E, 1, Ô, u.
Consonants: d, t; gy, ky; g, k, k'; g., k-; r, q; h, H, y;

m, n, ü ; w; s, (dz), ts; c, dj, tc; 1, dl, tl.
There is only one labial, rn, which does not occur as an initial sound except in a

few words which are borrowed from the Tsimshian. The m is not the pure English
in, but closely related to Z, from which it is distinguished with great ditficulty, the
lips being not perfectly closed. The difference between surds and sonants is still
slighter than in Tlingit, it being in most cases impossible to determine whether a
sound is the one or the other. I believe a thorough study of the language would show
that it would be proper to use only one letterfor the dentals and one for the gutturals, the
slight variations of which cause in our ear the sensation of surds and sonants. The r
is very guttural, but bas more of a trill than in Tlingit. Therefore it is easily dis-
tinguished from the m. The hiatus is very frequent, and occurs after all consonants.
In the heginning of words I found the following combinations of consonants : 1, dl, tl,
followed by a guttural, and t,-fi, followed by g (one instance); s followed by any con-
sonant, except s, dz, ts, e, dj, te. Regarding the latter, it must be stated that s fre-
quent ly does not belong to the stem; t is followed by h. I found the following con .-
binations of consonants terminating words:

r
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g·al ya'kö, midnight= night half.
adil dzi'nda, oar =long paddle.
l'na gE'tsà, small town.

Z'na yü'an, large town.
ian tratl, black cloud.
ta'üiga g.''ga, salt = dry ocean.

The adjective is rarely used alone; if it has no noun¿to which it belongs, gyina,
something, is added:

gyina g·ada, something white.
gyina dd'ranga, something bad.
gyina k·a'ira, something different, another.

NUMERALS.
CARDINAL NUMBERS.

1, squn, sqa'sgö, sq0o'nsEii. 30, tUl1'il dlk-'nutl.
2, stiñ. 40, tl&'lë sta'nsEn.
3, dlk-u'nutl. 50, tl'lî dtln'etl.
8, sta'nsEi . 100, tliZ'lëdlk-un'utl.
51, tlötl. 70,ltlä' lé dzi'gura.
6, dlk-unô'utl. 80, tläI'lë sta'nsEiéra.
7, dzi'gura. 90, tlà'lë tlà'lE fi sqoà'ns.E Âg.
8, sta'itsE Ñira. 100, lä'gua tlà'atl.
9, tlCälEib SqOa'nSE)t. 200, lù'gua stiii.

10, tlä'atl. 300, ld'gua dlk-u'nutl.
11, tli'atl mogé', or sqo0'nsEii. 900, l&'gua tld'lEi sqoi'nsEýgé.
20, agsa'ng. -1,000, lä'gua tlä'lë tlà'atlë.
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GRAMMATICAL NOTES.
THE NOUN.

The Haida language bas no grammatical sex, and no separate forms for singular
and plural. When it is necessary or desirable to state expressly that the plural is
meant, sköl (a group of) is added when human beings are referred to; k-oa'n in all
other cases. The latter may also be applied to human beings.

djd'ata skl, women. ts'E k-oa!n, beavers.
étl skölga, it is we. k-'ét k-oa'n, trees.
étl gyitina sköl yuzE'nga, we belong to the eagle gens. na k-oan, houses.
qà'etqa sköi yüa'n, many people; but also- gq'etqa k-oan y'an, many

people.

I have not found any indication of cases. Compound nouns are as frequent as
they are in the Tlingit language, and they are composed in the same way, the com-
ponents being placed side by side:

gy'atl d'amE'l, ankie = leg knuckle.
gy'atl gya, dancing leggings =leg ornament.
tikyan k-à'itla, wood dish.
Tik-a gyitl, stone beach, name of Skidegate village.
k-'ôtita ird'era, thief = steal master.
sq'na dä'tzEù, hat with carving of .Delpinus orca.

The following exaniples consist of three components:

g'at k-'al gy'atk, deer-skin blanket.
q'tlENi g·aëüdà'o, pipe = m outh smoke box.
sl'gul k-a'tsé k-'éd', carved spoon-spoon head figure.
ga ta td'n, table = it eat instrument.

Local adverbs are frequently placed between the components of the word, which
always retain their independence: n 'nsç g·ata'= wing top white (name of a bird).

The names of several colours are evidently composed words: gû tiratl,. blue; gan
tiratl, yellow; aqa tiratl, many-coloured.

THE ADJECTIVE.
The adjective is placed after the substantive to which it belongs:
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Evidently four is second two, six the second three, eight the second four, and five
and ten are also derived from the same stem, perhaps (s)tl, hand. The formation of
four corresponds to that of the same number in Tlingit (see p. 61). I found no
double forms of numerals, except for one: sqoc'usEüt is the word generally used;
sqa'sgâ is used in counting divisions of time:

ta'da sqa'sg, one year.
gal sqa'sga, one night.
sEn sqa'sgô, one day, also all day long.

In counting objects classifying words are used very extensively:

na thëi stiü, two (sleep) houses.
thZ,'idan g·a sqo&'nsEi0, one (fiat) bed.
thi'idän tig-a sqoi'nsEib, one (frame) bed.
k-Z'itla k·a stii, two (open) dishes.
tlö k'a stik, two (open) canoes.
tlö gi sti 7-, two (?) canoes.
tika g-'is gqoà'nsEg, one (round) st3ne.
k'et stiu, steamboat, two (ship) steamboats.
tlk e'it sta sqoä'nsEia, one (?) bow.
k-'t sk-a sqod'nsEi, one <long tree.
gatatà'n tlga sqo'nsEg, one (with legs) table.

No such classifying words are used in counting animals and divisions of time. I
am unable to account for the following double form:

''tlEiga stîit two men.
êtlEns1ýtat stiiÂ

ORDINAL NUMBERS.

The following ordinal numbers seem to me very doubtful:

dëkuna'ct, the first. litlalà'nà, the fourth.
dêtl'a, the second. idma gastla'na, the fifth.
lawaga'st, the third.

So far as I was able to discover, the cardinal numbers are generally used in place
of ordinal numbers.

NUMERAL ADVERBS.

The numeral adverbs are formed by adding the suffix -gEn to the cardinal
numbers.

n o.'nsEdgEn, once. sti'igEn, twice.

DISTRIBUTIVE NUMBERS.

These are also expressed by the cardinal numbers. For 'one' the form squn is
used

squn qaula'i tla ésta g'ö'gani;, I give one to each.
stzi qaula'ii tla sta g-o'ganê, I give two to each.

THE PRONOUN.

PERSONAL PRONOUN.

There are two forms of the personal pronoun exactly alike in charâtter to those
found in Tlingit: the former denoting simply the person, the second denoting that
the person is one among many. In Haida the latter is used for inflecting the transi-
tive verb, the former for inflecting the intransitive verb. The objective case of the
pronoun is the sàme as the intransitive pronoun. This would make it probable that
the intransitive verb is indeed impersonal, if it were not for the fact that the same
form is used for the ordinary pronoun.

i , Le
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Transitive
-Ordinary Selective Intransitive

Subjective Objective

Singular, 1st person déa tlà'a dé tia, ti dé
,,. 2nd ,, dE'fia da dEfi da dEf
,, 3rd ,, là'a l'a la la,l1 la

Plural, lst person ê'tla d'alE'Îiga éd d'alE'fi eti
,, 2nd ,, dals'figa ualE'fla dalE'fi dME'fl dâ.E'Îi

S3rd , là'a lu'a la la, 1 la

NOTE 1.-The a at the end of the ordinary and selective forms is the same a
which is affixed to all words when ušed independently, and also in other cases where
it seems to stand merely for reasons of euphony.

NOTE 2.-The a at the erd of tla and la, when the subject of transitive verbs,
seems to be frequently dropped, or at least to be pronounced very indistinctly.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN.

There are a number of words which take the place of demonstrative pronouns,
which, however, seem to be compounds. I have not referred to the use of an article,
as it seems to be really the demonstrative pronoun. It is n or nEf. Here are a few
examples:

n df''ata, a woman. • -EZ g-'qa, a baby.
n sq'g-a, a shaman. nEJ sqoa'nsE i, one man.
nEZ 'tlefiga, a man.

The last example is suggestive of the origin of this article, which, however, is very
seldom used.

This article, combined with its, then forms the demonstrative which is most fre-
quently used: nëts, to which the terminal a is frequently added: ?iî'tsa. To this a
prefix a, of unknown origin, is frequently added: ai'tsa. These three forms mean
'this'; ma (denoting distance) prefixed makes them 'that.'

anUts nrau é'tsi, this is his house, it is this man's house.
manits närau i'tsi, this is his bouse, it is that man's house.

We also find nsä, with and without the prefix a, used in this sense:
a nEiZ dj'a/atas nà'fran 'tsi, it is this woman's bouse.

I find besides this the plural form stlda and astida, and tsk-a'ë for 'these,' which
I am unable to explain.

NoTE.-The prefix a occurs also in temporal adverbs and with the personal pro-
noun, third person:

a-tlstfa, some time ago. a-nliäi't, now.
a-la 'tsiqua da k-iii? do you see him? a-da'rgatl, yesterday.

NOTE.-The use of Sa as denoting distance will best be seen from the following
examples:

ma tlM'qen, all (distant).
ma t'El skal, many people (distant).
mak-'tsisgua da k-iñ?-do you see him there 2
ma nra tigai é'tsisgita da k-il? do you see my land there?
gyist n'a e'tsEi ? who is that ?
watcgua gyina ë'tsisgua da k-iii? do you see anything there?
n'a ni ts tla ki'ñga, I see a house there.

POSsESSIVE PRONOUN.

The possessive pronoun has various forms, the use of which is very difficult to
understand. As the material which I have collected is not sufficient for a satisfactory
explanation of the use of this pronoun, I must confine myself to giving examples of
the various forms, illustrating their use.
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The snimplest form of the possessive pronoun is identical with the objective form

of t he personal pronoun. It precedes the substantive, to which is added the suffix

Singular, 1st person, dê-ra. Plural, 1st pelrson, itl-ra.
,, 2nd ,, dE--ra. ,, 2nd , dalE-ra.

3rd ,, l-ra. ,, -3rd ,, l-ra.
dé k·ui--ra, my father.

In certain compound words the elements are not simply placed side by side, but
the possessive form is used, corresponding to our genitive. This, however, seems to
be the case only when the object is really possessed:

là'na 'ora, chief = town mother. dj&'ata q'tra, the woman's father.

The full form of the possessive pronoun in indicative sentences is:

Singular, 1st person, gyagFn-gai Plural, Ist person, êtl gy'ra-gai
,, 2nd ,, dEl gyd'ra-gai. ,, 2nd ,, dalEil gy'ra-gat
,, 3rd ,, i gy'ra-gai ¯,, 3rd ,, i gyd'ra-gai

Examples:
kua'i gya'gEna ndgai da k·i'ng-asga, later on you will see my house.
gya'g.En f n'gai, it is my hOUSe.
dsi gya'ra nua'gaigua ëts ? is that your house?
qErn gya'gen ë'tsranga, it is not mine.

The same form with the terminal vowel ô is used for the substantive possessive
pronoun:

gya'gen3, mine. étl gyd'rab., ours.
dEfilayEg'ra', yours. daiE'it ga'raa, yolrs.
l gy'raJ,,his. la gy'rai, theirs.

The second form of the possessive pronoun is the following:

Singular, lst person, nû'ra-gai Plural, lst person, ê'tlra-gai
,,9 2nd ,, dEiîra-gai ,, 2nd ,, dalEî&ra-gai
,, 3rd ,, l 'ra-gai ,, 3rd ,, kîra-gai

NOTE.-In one instance I found for the second person singular: tlira-gai.

In some instances this second form and the first are used indiscriminately:
huea égyer'ge9rne7ç,ai dakiiase
,kua' gyagen ngai da k-i'gasga later on you will sce my house.
kua'e nara nagai da k ipiñg-asga

In other cases the first form must not be used, but I did not succeed in discovering
the rule. The second form serves also as a substantive possessive pronoun:

nqi'ragua, is it mine?
n'raguae la da k-ii, do you see mine ?
tlgaigua ndra da k-ii, do you see my land ?
la ra tla l'ra ista ! give his to him !
hala! dé gi nJ'ra ista ! give me mine k
ddrgratl nära nui'gai da k-i'ng·asga, to-morrow you will see my house.
gyiînl nd'ra ä'lai e'tsEl? where is my paddle?

NOTE.-The suffix -gai is sometimes contracted with the substa tive to which
it is affixed:

tlwvai for tl4gai, canoe. t/gai for t/gogai, country.
qatai for qatgai, father.

In addressing a person only the suffix -gai is used:

k·u'ýigai! my father! dã'gai!1 my younger brother 1

In a few instances I found the suffix -rao used for expressing the relation of
possession. It is evidently of the same origin as the second part of gyà'rai (see
above).

gyistö nd'rai a'tsEi&, whose house is that ?
d'nets nd'raa a'tsi, it is his house.
n'astîda k·unrao a'tsi, that is their father.
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dé q'etqaga, I am a Haida.
dd gyîtiu'ga, I belong to the eagle gens.
dé st'i'ga, I am sick.
dé läc'ga, I am well.
dé iqilga, I recover from sickness.
dé igaistlEîÃ, I recover from sickness.

dé k-'oé'ta, I am hungry.
dé k-''aôga, I am thirsty.
dé stätIga, I like.
dé u'usitga, I know to-
dé. ran(?), I have.
dé k-'aëskidd'ga, I forget.

TRANSITIVE VERBS..
tla sk-agë'tga, I cry. tia qutiga, I drink.
tla Hia'tiga, I dance. tia ga taga, I eat (i).
tla ?w'ga, I eat with somebody. t a gô'tlraqa, I1make.
tla i'sta, I give. ti kiliga, I1see.
tla k-d'ga, I go. tia k'd'ga (tia tluVga?), I sleep.
tla dJ'raqa, I have. tia skungudE'ngEn, I srell.
tia güd•Eîi, I hear. tia kX'tiku4qa, I talk.
tla ti'aqan, I kill. a.gi'dEn (see dégi2dEnra), I think.
tia k*'ga, I augh. i tlauga, I wash.

I found four tenses: the present, imperfeet, perfect, and future; and five rnoods:
the indicative, interrogative, negative, imperative, and infinitive. I have no examples
of the conjuncttve and conditional which make their use sufficiently clear. I sha
flTrst give the teuses of the intransitive verb in a paradigmnatie f orrn:

st t, ksick. g s

Present teuse Imperfeot Perfect Future'

Siugular, st person dé stê'èg d st*'gakn d-' st'g tan d'g sta'?rasga
,, 2Dd dEù st*egftgn dEfi St&ýgagan dEil st*t'gariè dESi st'd'rasga and

stfé rasan
3rd ,, i st'ê'ga i st*È'gan k' st'kugan t st''rasga

Plural kst'ag, lastga ttstggan at st'gan èti.st.trasga
2nd fou dalrte st'e'gagEn daefest'tgagan dalE stu'ganr ;adE sverasga and

st'rksaîS
3rdiv, ist'rga a1 timrôganv ist'arn'gan I steuasga

f t infectinv.the transitive verb the pronoun is placed imediately before the
verb. In soe instances the verb as an indefinite object, ga, exactly corresponding
to the sarne indefinite object iunTlingit (see p. 65). It is placed between the subject
and the verb : tia ga ta, I eat it. As a ruie, the object is placed bef ore the subjeot,
but wh en the object is ýa pronoun and has a separate objective form (lst, 2nd, person
singular, Ist person plural) the sequence rnay be reversed. Followig is a paradig-
rnatic table of the transitive verb in the present tense:

I fund the folowingg dubtfufuture st'lrakac5raga, he is going to be sick.
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NOTE.-I found a peculiar possessive form in a few sentences, which, it would
seem, is used where object and subject are the same person:

k'aail tl tliga, I wash my skin.
qJigaib la tlg.qa, he washes his face.
tigali ka tl i'sg-asga, I shall go to my country.
tigañ tl k-iiig asga, I shall see my country.

THE VERB.
In discussing the pronoun we stated that there are two forms, one for the transi-

tive, the other for the intransitive verb, the latter being identical with the objective
case of the transitive pronoun. This makes it probable that the intransitive verb
may be impersonal. The divisi'on of transitive and intransitive verbs is, of course,
peculiar to the language, but it will be found very much like that observed in Tlingit.
Following is a list of intransitive and transitive verbs in the first person singular:

INTRANSITIVE VERBS.



NOTE.-It seems that in the first person plural the transitive pronoun d'alE'i. is
contracted. It is remarkable that. the characteristic suffix of the third person plural
-rô is also used when the object is in the third person plural. When the object is a
substantive it is placed before the subject:

tcil'ni tl t'ga, I eat salmon.

It will be seen that the suffixes of the transitive verb are the sane as those of the
intransitive, with the sole exception of the second persons, where the termination -gs n
is missing. This, however, is also frequently the case in intransitive verbs. )

NOTE.-While in the great majority of cases the verb is inflected, as indicated
above, I found a considerable number-of instances in which the terminal -qa was
missing; for instance, fla gata' and tla gata'ga, I eat; tia güdE'7, I hear. In other
cases I found the terminal splable -gEii instead of -ga; 'but I was Dot able to deteot
any rule -regarding their use.

tia gatä'ig é'sE z tla gata', I eat anà eat again.
11a gudE'ngEm, I hear.
tia skuqudE'iîgEui. I smell.
tle aiügEü, I see it (something inanimate).

NOTE.-There are a few instances in which the pronoun, second person singular,
seems to be tlii or tlañ: -

da tl k-iñga, 1 see you. tcin tla tlaiñra ta! eat your salmon!1
tlñira u'gai, your house.

NOTE.-Sometimes the syllable gyî is added to the first person without changing
the meaning:

gyi dé stdtl yüia'ngang, I should like much.
dEii k-eaîigai gyidé gudE'kga, I wish to see you.
.qgi dé k-'aé'skidd'ganë! I forgot1
hal dé gyî sq'nai i'sta ! give me a knife 1

IL may be that it is an interjection similar to 'oh!' (Latin utinam )-

INTERROGATIVE.
The interrogative is expressed by the particle ga, which is placed after the subject,

object, or adverb, as the case may be.
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k-iî, to see,
INDICATIVE; PRESENT TENSE.

Subject, Singular

Object-
lst person 2nd person 3rd person

Singular, lst person - dé da k-i'iga dé la k-iñga
2nd ,, dEi tl kiiiga - dEfi la k-i'ga
3rd 1 tla k-iiga la da k-i'iga -

tla 1 k-iga
Plural, lst ,, étl da k-i'ñga étl la k-i'figa

2nd dalEñi tl k-iéga - dalE'i la k'iiga
3rd la tl kiñrôoga la da k-i'îirôga

Subject, Plural
Object

Ost person 2nd person 3rd person

Singular, 1st person - - dé dalEfi k-i'iga dé la ki'irôga
2nd ,, d'alEfñ dEi ki'figa - dEi lak-i'irôga
3rd ,, lE dEfi k-i'figa la dàlEfi ki'iñga -

Plural, 1st ,, - étl daIEi ki'figa ëtl la k-i'irôga
2nd ,, dalEñi dEñ k-i'iga - dalEñi la ki'irôga

, 3rd ,, lE dEi k-i'irôga la dalEfi k-i'irôga -
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INTRANSITIVE VERB.

Present Tense.
Singular, 1st person, dé gua st'é? Plural, 1st person, ltl gua st'l ?

,,9 2nd ,, dE ü gua st'ëgls ? ,, 2nd ,, dalR'i gua st'l'gas ?
,, 3rd ,, la gua st'l'gös ? ,, 3rd ,, la gua st'ë'ruä'ôs ?

Imnperfect.
dé gua st'é'ga ? and dé' gua st'égö'odja? was I sick ?

TRANSITIVE VERB.
dé gua da kiñ? do you see me ? tl qua k-il ? do you see us?
la gua da k-ii,? do you see him? la gua da k-ilrô? do you see them?
da gua da k-il? do you see it?

In the interrogative the subject frequently precedes the object:
da gua qa dJ'ra ? have you got a dog ?

When there is an adverb accompanying the verb the former takes the interroga-
tive particle:

dJ'qgatlgua di st'ql'adja ? were you sick yesterday?
a la é'tsisgua da k-iù ? do you see them there?

It may also be attached to both object and adverb:
tlgaigua n&ra da k-iñ ? do you see my land ?
nratcgua gyina l'tsisgua da k-iü ? do you see anything there (at a distance)?

Sentences beginning with interrogative words do not take this particle; and have
instead of the verbal suffix -ga, gEl:

gyil'stö st'é'gEF ? who is sick ?
gyi'stö l'tsEl ? who is there ?
gyi'stû ?uä'rao D'tspE îb? whose bouse is that?
gö'su da ta'gEa ? what are you eating?
gô'su ma l'tsEl ? what is that ?
ga'qusg-anu da k'ä'gE&? why do you laugh?
g-J'tlentlJ'l gEm dé da k-iigtl Ei'odja? why did not you see me ?
k·asu'ñqu d E l ké'tEii ? how are you ?
d E qIg'ra naLgai gua éts ? is that your house?
dEi gy'ra là'nagai gua éts Tlk'gilta ? is Tlk-agilt your town?

IMPERATIVE.

The second person singular is formed by the separable particle tla, which is affixed
either to the verb or to its object, or precedes the verb. In the plural the suffix -rô
is added to the stem of the verb-

Singular, 2nd person: ta tla ! eat ! and ga tla ta! eat (it)!
sqJlE'i tla ! sing 1 tla g-àtlga!1make it1
k-à'it tla ! go 1dzin da tla! make it longer

Plural, 2nd person:- ta'ra tla ! eat ! and ga tla ta/sI.
qtlrô tla! drink!1

In transitive verbs which have an object tla is always placed after the object:
dé tt'a k-il! lookatrme!1 la tla k iñl! look.at him!

a'gEn tla k ii ! look at yourself!1
Plural, 1st person: d''Ilf ga ta s'aIi! let us eat!1

A.periphrastic form is frequently used:
hala ! ga ta! come 1 eat!1
hala ! dé î'tln-a ! come 1 help me!
kala! gandi dé qotlt da! come ! make me drink water! (let me drink!)
kala! d'alE iqotl s'aI ! come!1 let us. drink!1

The following forms seem to indicate that there is still another method of forming
the imperative :

n47'ra i'sta! give me mire! qot ta! drink!

78
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NEGATIVE.
The negative is formed by gEm, not, while the suffix -ran is added to the stem Of

the verb:
gEm dé st'é'ranga, I am not sick.
gEcm la ti kigranrga, I do not see them.
gEpi na és i lkiira nga, I do not see a house there.

In the interrogative-negative the interrogative particle is attached to the megation;
the suffix of the verb is -rau.

gem gua l st''raii? is he not sick?
gEm gua n'a nJ éts da kiiirail? don't you see that house there ?

Here is a negative imperative:
g E t'rangaIV! don't eat 

DERIVATIVES.
-gei, repeatedly:

dé st'é-g5'iga, I am repeatedly sick.
-g7(gEi), he is in the habit of

i k'a-'gEüg~a, he laughs always.
i ra'ultita-g'gEaga, he is in the habit of fighting.
tla gatagi'ga, I eat always.

-gil (gefi) gitIFli, it is beginning, growing to be :
dé st'ë'-gitiEiga, I am getting worse.
sEn-gitlEngqa, dawn, it becomes daylight.
s7u7ga-gi'gEl, it is high water.
g'Jisga-gi'lga, it is growing round.
t'atsêgi'lga, the wind is increasing in strength.

gyiii, to cause:
gyina (1) tl (2) tà'gen (3) dé (4) gyiù (5) st'ë'ga (6), I (2) ate (3) some-

tbing (1) (that) makes (5) me (4) sick (6).
There are several derivatives the'meaning of which I do not know:

ti ta-nS'ga, I eat.
ag-alqa, it begins to be night.
k-ea'nga, to see (from kiù).

INFINITIVE.
I found two infinitives, one ending in -(q)ai, the other in -q-an.

gEm tl k'ag-ai dziiñra'îiga, I laugh almost (I am not far froni laughing).
di g-uñra g'atuiä'i q'ustlé tl uiJtltluü'ga, if my father were not dead, -

I should dance.
dFü k-e'igai gyi dé stat yiia'ngEn, I should like much to see you.
sqala'q-an d3 u'nsat yiü'anga, I understand well to sing.
ru'nitltag-an lu'nséda, he knows to fight.

NOTE.--I give the following conditional sentences without an attempt at explana
tion:

1 (1) st'ê'g's (2) 7J'ganl (3) gsm (4) ti (5) 7k-itira'nga (6), if (3) he (1) is
sick (2), I (5) not (4) shall go (6).

dé (1) k·u'îtra (2) gemn (3) g'St'utl (4) gùi' gyan (5) mia'trasga (6), if (5)
my (1) father (2) not (3) dead (4), I shall dance (6).

dé (1) k·u'iîr (2) göuti (3) gyan (4) gemn (5) tl (6) niatlrà'nsqa (7), if
(4) my (1) father (2) dead (3), 1(6) shall not (5) dance (7).

1(1) st'5'gë (2) ga'usti (3) lû'ra (4) ti (5) k-ï'itsgqga (6), if not (3) he
(1) were sick (2), I (5) should go (6) to him (4).

1 (1) st-'ëq (2) gû'ustlô (3)-dE'ig'xt (4) lira (5) tl (6) kJ·'itlüu'ga (7), if
not (3) he (1) were sick (2), I (6) should go (7) with you (4) to him (5).

dé (1) 7-u'itra (2) g'atulai (3) gJ'ustIiö (4) tl (5) Hiattlä'giZ (6), if not (4)
my (1) father (2) dead (3), I (5) should dance (6).

0
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VERBUM SUBSTANTIVUM.

éts, there, and its derivations frequently stand for the rerbum substantirun, as
will be seen from the following examples. In such cases a terminal -& is generally
added to the subject:

tlk-'-a 'tsi, it is a rock, these are rocks.
gat-a i7'tsi, it is a deer.
tl-c> a'tsi, it is 1.
dagua ëts ? is that you?
gya'gEnt irna i-a i'tsi, it is my canoe.
Qa'ides tlga'ra-o' ë'tsi, it is the country of the Haida.
n'a'nets nV'rau-5 'tsi, it is his house.
la gyâ'ra-a è'tsröga, it is theirs.
gEm gya'gEn e'tsraflga, it is t1ot mine.
gEm gyagEn n'gai i'tsranga, it is uot my house.

THE ADVERB.

It seems that.adverbs are placed either at the beginning or at the end of a sen-
tence :

d'rqatl dé da k-i7gena, I saw you yesterday.
k'oa'b b'ra tigai ta kimgasaiî, you will see my land later on.
dJ gudE'#q-asEii k'û'ë, you will hear it later on.
tia i k-ca'ñgena sqoJ'ntsE7ñEn, I saw him once.
därqatl IsEü 3t1 da k-iIrasga, you will see us again to-morrow.
d'alEi' â'sEl. güFdE'gaa, we have heard it again.

NOTE.-In a number of instances I found the verbal affixes -ga and -gii not
attached to the verb, but to the adverb, so that the latter would appear to be the in-
flected verb, if it were not for the fact that the pronoun precedes the verb. All
the examples I collected refer to the adverb yü'an, much, very.

sqala'ig·an d 'nsêd yü'Enga, I know well to sing.
tt gyitina skt yü'Enga, we belong to the eagle gens.

dé ran na k·oan yü'E1a, I have many houses.
dEi t-eà'ngaige dé stàtl Yü'EugEn, I should like much to see you.

FOR1ATION OF WORDS.

It was mentioned above that compound words occur very frequently, and it seems
probable that by far the greater number of words are compounds of monosyllabic
stems. In many cases I am unable to ascertain the meaning of the elements of words,
although the fact that they.ae compounds cannot be doubted.

st'a k·a ran, plant of foot (perhaps: foot inside above).
sI k·a ran, palm of hand. k-o'yc k·a ran, sky above.
k·ula ka ran, knee pan. ia ·a ran, roof house above.

Ri (1) k'l (2) da'ii.g (3), wrist [(arm (1) joint (2) ? (3)].
gy'atl (1) h'ol (2) da',iga (3), knee joint [(feg (1) joint (2) ? (3)].
k-'ts ga'âgö, post supporting roof.
mi ta ga'üga, ratile (hi probably arm).

gy&'rai, to stand. k-'ra i, to walk.
r7Hitlta, to fight. k' ö'tlta, to steal.
qo'tIta, to boil.

The word k-'tsi, head, appears in compounds generally in the form k·1s.
k-s k-'tEl, head hair. k•is k&'tse, head bone, skull,

The words denoting the activity of senses arc evidently derived from% the names
of the respective organs:
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gOy27, ear. gûdB'i,' to hear.
qafi, eye. k-iui, to see (I was frequently doubtful

whether to write k-ii or qi, but pre-
ferred the former, as I found it more
frequently the most adeljuate spelling
than qiû).

lso kun, nose. sku'ngudEii,' to smell.
Also:güdEi, mind. güdEui, to think.

In the word 'to smell' we find an initial s, which seems to occur rather often.
There are some indications that it is interchangeable with tl.

sk-atl and tlk-dtl, black.
k·as' E'nts Eand k-atlE'ntsEi, brain.
sqit and qit, fire.

Finally I give a collection of sentences illustrating various peculiarities of the
language:

E7 k-'El g·ada'a, he is a white man.
dEui tl k-iigEn UEnl k-'El g·à'das, I see you are a white man.
tla nE n dd'raga, I have one.
dé ran na k·oan yu'Eiga, I have many houses.
(dtlran) na thii stiui ti da'raga, I have two houses.
r'a t'El skölga, there are many peoplek
tlgib k-a til i'sg-asga, I shall go to my country.
dé atgua da i'sqas? do you go with me?
squn gaul E'n liistla g·'ganë, I give one to each.
i sk-al gyida'ga, his shoulder is tattooed. .
dE7gua gin qa'êtran ? what is your people?
tl'o tl g-ötlra'gané, I have made it myself.
dé glüdE'figai st'ë yü'an, I am downcast = my heart is very sick.
dEi gua gyiiq'l ? have you a perforation of your ear?
tl giü'den stlö d st'ë'ga, I think I arm sick.
dé nak·tl katia'gan, somebody has stolen mine (this form seems to

serve for the passive).
da g-ötiran agEn stida, you make yourself sick.
a'ldëgi sq'nai ista ! give me a knife!

haldigi nu'ra sqF'n-ai digi i'sta ! give me my knife 1
hala di'itk-a k-'it! come along with me1
gyi'stö tlrutlrd'ean? who made that?
göt'El sk5l yü'an, there are many people.

III. TsirsM AN.
Obtained from a native of Meqtlak-qà'tla, 'Matthias'; a native of Ft. Simpson,

Mrs. Lawson; and from Mrs. Morrison, a half-blood Tsimshian from Meqtlak·qa'tla,
the interpreter of the Bishop of Caledonia.

PHONETICS.
Vonels: a, â, e, E, 1, o, u.
Consonants: b, p; w; m; gy, ky; g, k; g-, k-; r, q; h; d, t;'n;

ds, ts; s; 1, tl; y.
A is never pure, but pronounced between a and ä. Long vowels are by many

individuals still further lengthened by repeated intonation; for instance. i7't and
i'ot, man; ts'ën and ts'ii'en, to enter. I have preferred to retain the repeated vowels,
except where I was sure that the repetition is only an individual peculiarity. The
distinction of surds and sonants is clear, but terminal surds are throughout trans-
formed into sonants whenever a vowel follows. .Ds. and ts, however, when followed
by an hiatus, are very much alike. S is not the English s, but has a slight touch of

The following forms are remarkable:
dEii gua gy që'l ? don't you hear ? Also : ra guu. gyüdE,'il?
dE:î gua kungii'l? don't you smell it ? . d.7 gua skungiE'ûgE i ?

F'



sk, the point of the tongue not quite touching the teeth. L is pronounced, the tip
of the tongue touching the upper teeth, the back being pressed against the palate..
.N is similar to da, the nose being almost closed.

Al sounds occur as initial sounds. I found the following combinations of
consonants beginning words:

pt kw qp nd tgy sp tlp
pts kt qk nts tk ; tkw sky tlg
pl kts qt ; qtk ni tk- sk tlk

ks; ksp, ksk, kstq qts; qtsky

qs; qsk, qst

qtl

sg-
t41  

sk-
sq
srl
st
stz

The following consonants occur as terminal sounds:

p, m, ky, k, k-, r, q, t, n, s, 1, t]

Terminal combinations of consonants are:
lp lky pk tk-; ntk- pq pt

qk tsk- mq k-t; lk-t
tk; ntk, ltk mk- tq;lItq qt
sk; ksk, nsk, tsk nq st; ikst, mst
Ik sq nt
tlk ; mtlk lq It

tît

Ps qtl; mqtl
ms ntl
ks; lks, tlks tstl
k·s
qs ; pqs
ns
is

GRAMMATICAL NOTES.
PLURAL.

Nouns and verbs form the plural in the same way. Therefore I shall treat this
subject before discussing the parts of speech separately.

There is a great variety of plural forms ; I observed the following classes:
1. Singular and plural have the same form:

bear, ol. day, ca.
cat, tô'us (Chinook). year, k'atl.
deer, wan. fathom, g-'it.
seal, rE'la. blanket, guc.
cedar, g-El'r. to kear, nEqEno'.
arroiv, häuwa'l. to see, né.

It seems that all quadrupeds, the dog excepted, belong to this class; also divi-
sions of time and measures.

2. The plural is formed by repetition of the whole word:
dog, bas-hashà's. good, àm-amà'm.
foot, si-sI's1. to carve, gyetlk-gyetlgyetlk.
stone, 1âp--lEplâ'p. to cut, g-'ots-g''asg·'ots.
tree, k·an-k-ank-an. to make, ds'ap-ds'apds'ap.
qwater, aks-akEa'ks. to strike, d'ô'oc-d'tcdoc.
fiat, tqa-t'aqtqa.

It would probably be more proper to join this class to the next:
3. The plural is formed by reduplication.

branch, anë'ic-ananë'ic. to finisk, g-à'ôdë-g-ag-'ôdë.
.ghst, ba'laq-bilbà'laq. to kn, wula'-wulwula'.
hat, k-à'it-k-ak-'it. to look, né'etsk-neknè'etsk.
scar, tlé'eky-tl1tl1'eky. to miss, guà'adEc-gutguà'adEc.
spruce, SE'mEn-SEmsE'mEn. to pursue, ly'ek-lôly'ek.
inside, ds'ir-ds'Eds'â'r. to 8peak, a'lgiaq-ala'lgiaq.
ik, sl'epk -sipsi'epk. to gire, gyEn'm-gyEngEnà'm.
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company, n'tatl-natatltatl (this may round, tlkwia'tlk-tlkwl'yitlyatlk.
be a distributire). to cati, hôotk-hukhô'otk.

man, iÔ'ot-iô'ota. te seream, ayawa-ayaluwà'da.
rairei, kàq-k Wrat. toe watch, lôma'kca-lôhaya'kca.
wonan, hanã'aq-hanâ'naq. tofall down, k àina-lë'ina.

9. Singular and plural are derived from different stems:

ehild, tlkuâ'mElk'-k'apEtgErE'tlk. to enter, ts'ë'en-lamts'aq.
large, wi-wu'd'a. to kill, ds'ak'-yets.
separate, lEks-hagul. to lie (recline), nâk---latlk.
to comefron, wtk'-amià'an. to run, ba-otl.
to cry, wihã'ut (=large say)-bâk. to sit, d'a-wan.
to die, ds'ak'-dEr. to stand, há'yetk-maqsk.
to eat, y'wiqk -tqâ'oqk. to take, ga-doqtga.

It seems that in compound words only one part of the word takes the plural
form:

island, lEks d'a = separate sitting-lEks hüwa'n.
river, g-'alà'aks = ascending nater-g-'alà'akaks.
stranger, lEksgyat = separate people-hagulEgyat.
town, k-'alts'a'p-k•'alts'apts'a'p.
glad, 10 mak-â'ot = in good heart-lô am'mk-ak-â'ot.

THE NOUN.

There is no grammatical gende:', and apparently no oblique case. Possessive
relation is either expressed by simply co-ordinating nouns or by the particle Em:

tMe chief's (1) house (2), wâlp (2) sEm'â'yit (1).
the raven's (1) master (2), mià'n (2) k-àq (1).

But a uhite man's (1) canoe (2), qså'e (2) Em k''amksi'oa (1).
the door (1) ofthe house (2), IEksâ'q (1) Em wà'lbEt (2).

As will be seen, the nominative always precedes the genitive. In a few cas I
found SE prefixed to the possessed object or to the part:

the man's (1) canae (2), nE qsû'e (2) i'ota (1).
t/he dog's (1) tail (2), DE ts'ô'bE (2) has (1).

When the possessor is a person whose name is given, the possessed object takes a
terminal s:

George's (1) canoe (2), qsâ'es Dords (see p. 91).

Al other relations are expressed by prepositions, which take a terminal x when
referring to a nomen proprium (see p. 91).

F

I
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4. The plural is formed by dioeresis:

to hang, yaq-yâ'iaq. te leare te house, ksEr-ksâq.

5. The plural is formed by the prefix lu (li) :

ng ' t to maug, cic''qs-licaà'qs.
to be afraid, bäc-lEbàc. to sleep, qstoq--laqstâ'iq.
te drink, aks-laa'ks. to walk on a road, yàk--liyà'k.

6. The plural is formed by the prefix k·a:

canoe, qsâ'o-k-aqsâ'o. to dress ufp, nô'otk-k-anô'otk.
face, ts'al-k-ats'Elts'a'l. to leare, dà'wutt-k-ad,'.
tired, cônà'tl-k-acôna'tl.

7. The plural is formed by the prefix hü:
house, wâlp-huwä'lp.

8. Singular and plural are derived from the same stem partly by epenthesis; but
no rule of formation is evident.

-s
*
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TENSES.
When the object spoken of belongs to the past, that is, if it has perished, or has been

destroyed or lost, the noun is used in the past tense, which is formed by the suffix
-dEE.

the dead man, iÙ'odEE = t/W man that wras.
the braken canoe, qsâ'dE E = the canoe that mas.

When the object belongs to the future, the noun is used in the future tense, which
is formed by the prefix dEm :

the future husband, dEm naks.
the canoc that will be made, dEm qsâ'E.

This prefix is the same as the characteristic of the future of the verb.
In continuous speech presence and absence are also distinguished, the former being

expressed by the suffix -t, the latter by -ga.

THE ADJECTIVE AND ADVERB.
The adjective precedes the noun, and is generally joined to it by Em:

Young man, sôp'as Em iÔ'ot.
married man, naks Em iô'ot.
od man, wud'a'gyat Em iô'ot (=great person man).
bad man, hada'q Em iô'ot.
good man, m Em iù'ot.

In some instances a stands instead of Em:
good man, äm a iô'ot.

Rut: bad man, hada'q a iÔ'ot, is obsolete.

Certain adjectives immediately precede the noun:
large, wl: wi wälp, a large house.

wud'a huwàlp, large /ouses.
very, important, sEmral.

A number of adjectives are abbreviated in forming compounds:
very, sEmral, abbreiated, sEm: sEmhalà'it, the important dance.
goodfor nothing, k-amstE, abbreriated, k'am: k'amwälp, a miscrable house.

The abbreviations caÎnot be used at pleasure.
K-amstE -wälp and k am wälp, miserable house, are equally correct; but, while we

have atigE sEma'm, not very nice, sEmàrm would not be correct; it must be sEmral
àm, rery nice.

NOTE.-The meaning differs sometimes, according tô Whether EM is used Or.
omitted; for instance :

wlha'u, to cry ; from w!, great, and häu, to say.
But: w! Em häu, to scold.

COMPARISON.
I give only a few examples of comparatives:

John is taller than George, k'a wilë'eks dE John tEst Dsords.
John is smaller t/an George, k'à tsô'oske John tEst Dsords.
t/at is the heaviest, p'a'lEk-s gua'a = that is heavy.

NUMERALS.
The Tsimshian has seven sets of cardinal numbers, which are used for varfous

classes of objects that are counted. The first set is used in counting when there is
no definite object re.ferred to ; the second class is used for counting flat objects and
animals; the third for counting round objects and divisions of time; the fourth for
counting men ; the *th for counting long objects, the numerals being composed with

.k an, tree; the sixth for counting canoes; and the seventh for measures. The last
seem to be conposý.1 with ano'n, hand.
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It will be seen at once that this system is quinary-vigesimal. It seems doubtful
whether tqlpq, foar, is derived from the same root as t'EpqJ't, two. In five we find the
word for 'hand,' ano'n, in compounds on (?). Six and seven are evidently the second
one and two. In-twenty we find the word gyat, man. The hundreds are identical
with the numerals used in counting men, and here the quinary-vigesimal system is
most evident.

ORDINAL NUMBERS.

The first has two forms, one for animate, the other for inanimate objects. The
following ordinal numbers are formed by means of naanli4', 'the next to,' and the
preceding cardinal numeral, except in the case of the second, when the 'next to the
first' is used. The terminal t which is here attached to the cardinal numbers is prob-
ably nothing else than the terminal euphonic t spoken of above.

The first :
The second:

The third :

Animate
ksk-â'oq
naanhià' kskf oq

Inanimate

kstso'q
naanhià' kstso'q

Counting Flat Objects Round Objects Men Long Objects Canoes Messures

ýnaanhi' t'Ep- naanhi' t'Ep- naanhià'gô'apElt naanhii't'Ep- naanhià' naanhiAl' naanhjii
qW'dEt qa'dst qada'lt g-âopsk-anget g·alpe'eltký gu'IbElt

once, g'E'rEl.
twice, gO'upEl.
three times, gutlê'

NUMERAL ADVERBS.

four times, tqàlpq.
fire tines, kctônc.

It will be seen that they are identical with the forms used for enumeratiüground
objects.

DISTRIBUTIVE.

The distributive numerals are formed by mEtlE, followed by the cardinal numerail
for instance, one (round) to each. mEiE g'E'rEl.

L

No. Counting Fiat ojdng Objects Objecta

1 gyak' gâk' g'ErEl
2 t'Epqa't t'Epqà't gÔ'upEl
3 gua'nt gna'nt gutlë'
4 tqàlpq tqälpq tqAlpq
5 kctonc kctônc ketônc
6 k-'àlt k-'àlt k-'àlt
7 t'Ep<â'lt t'Epqâ'lt t'Epqtit
8 guandà'lt yukta'It yuktà'lt
9 kctEnà'c ketEmâ'c kctEmà'c

10 gy'ap gy'ap k'pè'el
il gyäk'
12 t'Epqâ't
20 kyedé'el
30 gulé'n uryap

40 { t
1 tqàlpqwulgya'p

50 kctôncwugyap
100 kcEDEcâ'l
200 k'pàl
300 k'pâl tE kcEnEcâ'l
400 kyedà'l
500 kyEdâ'l tE kcEnEcâl
600 gulà'lEgyitk , 1 -
700 gulâ'lEgyltk tE kcEnEcâ'l
800 tqalpqtâ'lEgyitk
900 tqalpqtà'IEgyitk tE kcEnEcâl'

1,000 k'pàl

Men Long Objects Canoes Measures

k'al k-'à'wutsk-an kam'et k-'al
t'Epqadà'l g-â'opsk-an g'alpê'eltk gu'lbEl
gula'l z a'ltsk·an g·altsk-ä'ntk gulê'ont
tgälpqd'l tqà'ap'k-an tql1pqsk-. tjalpqalo'nt
kcniEcâ'l k-'EtO'Entsk-an! ectô'onsk kctônsilo'nt
k-'ald'l k-'â'oltk-an k-'àttk k-'à,dElo'nt
t'Epqaldâ'l t'Epqâltsk-an tEpqaltk t'EpqàldElo'lut
yuktléadà'l ék'tlaE'sk-an yukt'jtk yuktöldFlo'nt
kctEmacâ'l kctEma'etsk-ankctEnâ'ck kctEmoâsilo'nt
k'pàl k*pe'etsk-an gy'apsk k-péo'nt
k'pâl tE k'â'l - -
k'pâl tE t'EpqadA'l -

kyedà'l -
gulà'lEgyitk - - -

4r
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PRONOUN.
PERSONAL PRONOUN.

Independent. Dependent.
1, nE'ri me, gâ'i I (present), (n)-Ô, I (absent),-ê
thou, nE'rEn ttee, gua(n) t/sou(ME),-En
he, she (present),nê'Ed Et himn, her (preset),- he, s/e (preset),-Et

(absent), në'etga (absent),- (abset),-Etga, Ega
ive, nE'rEm us, g'Em 2 ne,-EM
you, nE'rEsEm (to) you, gu'sEm you, -EnsEm
they (present), dEp në'EdEt thetm(present), - they (present),-Et
- -(absent), dEp nI'etga - (absent), - (absent), Etga, ga

The independent pronoun, the third person excepted, is formed frot the stem
nEr-, the origin of which is unknown to me.

POSSESSIVE PROnNOUN.

The independent formof the possessive pronoun is identical with the nominative
of the personal pronoun : mine, nE'riÔ, &c.

The dependent possessive pronoun is affixed to the noun to wbich it belongs.
There are distinct forms for the object being present or absent, and three tenses,
past, present, and future. There is no difference between the possessive form of the
noun and the intransitive verb, and it seems to the writer that according to the
logical form of the Tsimshian language both must be considered identical. For this
reason it seems possible that the form nEriö (1 and mine) is formed from the rerbumn
substantivum né and the pronominal suffix. The temporal prefixes and the
forms for presence and absence are also identical with thôse of the verb. The third
person plural is omitted, being identical with the singular. Further remarks on these
suffixes will be found on p. 88.

Past Present Future

Present Absent Present Absent Present Absent

lst person singular . . nE-ô nE-èdaë -Ô -- ga dEm-ô dEm-tdaô
and -eda

2nd ,, ,, . n-En n-EndUë --EN -Enga dEm-En dEm-Enga
3rd ,, present, singular n-Et n-Etga -Et -Etga dEm-Et dEm-Etga
3rd ,, absent, ,, n-da n-ga -daa .-- ga 4Em-daa dEm-ga
1st ., plural. . . n-Em n-Emda -Em -Emga dEm-Em . dEm-Emga
2nd ,, ,, . . n-sEm n-SEmda -SEm -SEmgn dEm-SEm dEm-SEmga

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN.

Presence and absence may best be treated under this heading, as they correspond
Co a certain extent to our 'this ' and 'that.' Absence is designated by the suffixes
-ya and -da(a), presence by -t. I do not know whether there is any difference
between the two forms of absence. In continuous speech presence and absence are
a ways expressed by -ga and -t.

Besides these suffixes, we find the particles (or pronouns)-asga=being absent,
-a = being present, frequently used. The suffix -ga is used instead of the imperfect
tense, the absence indicating, at the sáme time, that the action or event belonged
to the past. The suffix is always attached to the word the presence or absence of
which is to be stated:

niogud'ts Dsordst, the (present) George's father.
npguÀz'ts Dsordsdaa, the (absent) George's father.

The demonstrative pronouns are formed by means of the same suffixes:

this, gue'Et and guà'a. that, gua'sga.

In sentences our demonstrative pronoun is frequently expressed by the corre-
sponding verbal form:

ibis ian is good, àm iû'odEt. that matn is good, sm at iô'odEtga.~

14;
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Demonstrative adverbs are: here, guë'E; there, ya'gua.
the book here, sãwuus guê'e.

It seems that these suffixes are also attached to words:
your ckildren here, tlguEné'E.

Some prepositions have separate forms for presence and absence:
at, to, present-da. at, to, absent-ga, gasga.

THE VERB.
THE INTRANSITIVE VERB.

Present tense.
Singular. Plural.

1st person: (n)- (dEp)-E.
2nd ,, (mE)-En (mEsEn)-EnsEr.
3rd ,, present: -Et (Et) (dEp)-Et(Et).
3rd ,, absent: -Etga, Ega (dEp)-Etga, Ega.

The prefixes placed in parentheses are not always used, but ,seem to serve merely
for the purpose of giving greater clearness or emphasis to the sentence.

The imperfect tense is formed by the prefix flE-, the future by dEm-. It seems
that in the imperfect the personal prefixes are almost always used. They-are con-
tracted with the temporal character.

hnperfect tense Future tense

Singular Plural Singular Plural

1st person . . Dan-ô nap-Em dEm (n)-6 dEm (dEp)-Em
2nd ,, . . nEm-EN namsEm-EnsEm dEm (mE)-En dEm (mESEm)-EnSEM
3rd ,, present nE-Et nap-Et, or nE-Et dEm-Et dEm (dEp)-Et
3rd ,, absent. nE-Ega nap-Ega, or nE-Ega dEm-Ega dEm (dEp)-Ega

The perfect is formed by tla preceding the present- tense, the plusquamperfectum
and futurum exactum by the characteristic particles of these tenses preceding the
perfect.

Sk has been sick, tla si'epgEt. e had been sick, na tla s1'ëpgEt.
he will have been sick, dEm tla si'épgEt.

INTEBROGATIVE.
Singular. Plural.

Ist person -Enawi -Eaflme.
2nd ,, mE-Ené' -Esemi.
3rd -e.

NEGATIVE.
Ist person singular, atIgE-0. lst person plural, atlgE-eue
2nd ,, ,, atlgE-En. 2Dd ,, ,, atlgE-.ms AR
3rd , , atlgE-Et, 3rd , ,a tlqgE-Et.

NOTE.-Nouns and adjectives with the verblum substantivum are inflected in the
same way as the verbum intransitivum. If the noun is accompanied by an adjective,
the former is infiected:

I am a Tsimshian, Ts'Emsianô'. Ian a good woman, ama' hanà'ranù.
you are Tsimshian, Ts'Emsia'nsEm. are you a Tsimshian ? Ts'EmsianEné'?

The third person 'is frequently expressed by adding the demonstrative pro-
noun:

they are'Tsinmhian, Ts'Emsian dEp gua'sga.

,~
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Singular Plural

Object

lst Person 2ndPerson P3rPerson, brdson, st Person 2nd Person

1st person, present . mE- t- Enô t-En'ga . mEsEm-ô
1st ,, absent .. mE- t-En t-Fga . mEsEm-ë
2nd n-En .. t-En - Enga dEp-En

. 3rd present -ut -Ent -EdEt -EdEt -EImt -EsEmt
u 3rd ,, absent -CEga -Enga -Etga -Etga -Emga -E-Emga

{1st ,, mE-Em t-EDEm t-EnEmga MEsEm-Em
J 2nd ,, n-sEm . t-EnsEm t-EnsEmga dEP-SEm ..

3rd ,, present -ut -- Ent -EýdEt -EdEFt -Et -Emt -3rd ,, absent -- èEga -- Enga -Etga -Etga --Emga -EsEmga

It will be seen that the object generally appears as the suffix of the verb. This
makes the inflexion very much like that of the possessive pronoun, and it
must probably be understood in the same way as the possessive pronoun; for
instance, I see you = I your seeing. In accordance with this fact-that the object
appears as th., suffix of the verb-is the other: that when the object is in the plural
the verb has the plural form, while it bas the singular form when the subject is in the
plural: I k wm you, nwulwul'sEm; you kno4 me, mEsEm wula'yÔ.

The tenses are formed in the same way as those of the intransitive verb.

INTERROGATIVE.

Objet Singular Plural

2nd Person 3rd Person 2nd Person 3rd Person

lst person singular mE-owë t-owë' mEsEm--ow - t-owë
2nd ,, ,, ... t-En ... t-Ené
3rd ,, ,, -Enë -Edë -EsEmé -- Edé
1st ,, plural me-Em .t-Emé mEsEm-Emë t-Emé
2nd ,, ,, ... t-sEmé . ... t-SEmé
-3rd ,, -En -- Edëé -EsEmé -Edé

the interrogative there is no distinction of presence and absence.

NEGATIVE.

atigE-.

Singular Plural
Object . ____ _____-____________ ______

-st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person lst Person 2nd Person

Ist person, singular ,.. mE-ë t-ëé ... mEsEm-é
2nd ,, ,, n-En ... t-En dEp-En ...
3rd ,, ,, n-t mE-t t-t dEp-t mESEm-t
lst ,, plural ... mE-Em t-Em ... mEsEm-Em
2nd ,, ,, n-sEm ... t--SEM dE--sEm •..

IMPERATIVE.

I have not reached a satisfactory understanding of the formation of the impera-
tive. rhe following examples show that the indicative is frequently used for ex-
pressing an order:

Singular: eat ! yà'wiqgEn ! =thou art eating! Plural: eat ! yâ'wiqsEm!
drink ! a'ksEn! = thou art drinking! drink ! laa'ksEsEm!
sit don-n ! d'àn i =thn sitst dorn! sit down!' wà'usEm

REPORT-1889.
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In other cases I found the infinitive (stem) of the verb used as in imperative
form :

sit down ! d'a! n 1arn the water ! sE gya'muk aks 1
come iii! ts'é'en

Another imperative is formed with the suffix -ti:

eat it!/ gàptl 1 look at him! në'et i1
take itfromn me ! dé watktl à gâi !

The imperative first person plural is formed in various ways:
let us sit don / k·altse wa'nEMrI
let us look at him ! sô'ntse dEp né'est!

,, ,, ,, wa'tse dEp në'est!1
let us go up the river branch ! gyila' ts'â'tlegua!1

The imperative negative is formed with gyilâ'dse ! do not!
NOTE 1.-It will be noted that in the negative and interrogative the first person

singular ends in é, while in the indicative it ends in 0. In the former case the person
is evidently considered absent.
, NOTE 2.-The first person singular has frequently, instead of -a,the suffix -Eno. In
transitive verbs -Enö is used when there is no definite object; for instance, I strike
it, ta'itskenut; but: I strike my breast, ta'usa k-'yeg-ö. In the case of intransitive
verbs I am unable to give any rule. The use of -Enô or -ô depends upon the adverb
accompanying the verb. It may be that whenever the state expressed by the verb is
d'efined -à is used.

Iaam sick, sI'êpgEnÔ. i am alnays sick, tlS'wola si'ëpgô.
I am tired, sonà'tlEnÔ. I arn again tired, tlagyik sonã'tlô.
I am hungry, k'të'Enô. I am always hungry, tlà'wôla k'té'yô.
I am asleep, qstS'qEnô. Imant to sleep, hasã'ran dEm qsta'qÔ.

NOTE 3.-When the word terminates with a vowel, y is inserted between the end
of the stem and -5 of the-first person singular. The same is done in the case of the
first person of the possessive pronoun :

I know, wulà'yO. I use it, hâ'yut. ry mother, nâ'yô.

Frequently a k is found inserted. I am not able to explain its use.

PARTICIPLE.

It seems that the present participle is formed by reduplication:
to sp>eak, e'lgyaq. speaking, EE'lgyaq.
to sew, tlôopk. sewintg, tltlô'opk.
to eat, yà'wiqk-. cating, héy'wiqk.

Thespast participle is formedby the suffix -dé (see passive).
to leep, qstâq. haring slept, qstaqdé.
to walk, ia. haring walked, iã'dë.
to say, han. haring said, ha'udê.

The verbal substantive is formed by dEi'n, and might be more properly classified
as a relative sentence :

the maker, na dEi'n ts'a'pdEt = who is he who-made it ?

I do not know whether there is any difference between this form, referring to a
special case, and the general verbal substantive, but it seems to be used also in a
general sense:

na dEi'n ts'a'pa qsd'E, who is the maker of the canoe?

PAssIVE.
It seems that the passive is somewhat irregular. It terminates generally in -k,

joined to the stem by 3 or t.
to teli, matl. told, matlk.
to -trike, t'ôus. struck, t'ô'usk.
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to use, hâ. wsed, h4'yek.
to sec, né. seen, né'esk.
to burn,nmàlq. burnt,màlg-*'csk.

,to pay, qtkî. paid, qtkåik.
to puli, sã'ik. pded, s'isk.
to send, hà'yets. sent, hà'yetsk.
to hurt, sg'yigs. , hurt, sg-à'yiksk.
to make, ts'ap. made, ts'apsk.
to prepare, guldem -k-a'wun. prepared, guldem k-à'wuntk.
to knowe, wulb'. knoirn, wulW'itk.
to swothen, tlE'lEp. smoothened, tlebi'esk.

There are a number of other forms:
to kill, ts'ak. killed, ts'àksa.
to hate, LEbä'lEqs. Aated, lEba'lEqdè.
to do, wäl. done, wà'ldé.
ta say, hAu. said, hWudè.

From these passive forms a present, past, future, &c. are formed in the same way
as from the stem.

DEEIIVATIVES.

1.Causative, formed by -En and r'an :
I cause him to make, ts'a'p'Enüt.
to cause to drink, aksEn
to cause to stop=to hinder, gylâ'En.

I hinder you to drink, gyilà'Enô a'ksEn.
I cause him to eat, yàwir'anôt.
it causes himt to do, r'anwf'ldet.

2. Inchoative, formed by reduplication:
Iget sick, sisi'epgEnô. Iget hungry, kutk'të'EnÔ.

Iget tired, sésonàtlEnô.

3. Imitative, formed by sis- and by reduplication combined:

Ifeign ta be sick, sissisi'epkEnô. Ifeign to be hungry, siskuk'të'EgEnÔ.
Ifeign to be tired, sissisùnà't1gEno. Ifeign to sleep, sisqaqsta'qsEnô.

4. Usitative, expressing something habitual, also anything serious, a necessity,
formed by r'ap

I am sick a lo<ng while, rap si'epkEnô.
Iam in the habit of eating, r1p yà'wiqgEnÔ.
I must sleep, r'ap qstâ'qEuÔ.
I a m repeatedly (alwmays) h ungry, r'ap tW'wola k'tè'yÔ.

Frequentatire, formed by huk:
he comes repeatedly, huk k-â'EdE1SEt.
he is repeatedly sick, huk si'èpgEt.

Quotatire, formed by k·a, which is derived from ariEk-ad, hearsay:
it is said that he is coming, k-Û'Ed Eksk-a.

Dubitative, formed by siEn, following the personal suffix:

maybe he is sick, sië'pgEsEEn.
maybe you see me, mEné'etsësEEn.

The first person singular bas in this derivative always the absent form in -0.
Rcflexire.-Although the reflexive is not a real derivative, I may add here that it

is formed by 1Ep gyi'lEks= self back ; for instance:
I strike myself, IEp gyi'lEks t'ô'uskEnô.

NOTE-There are a number of interrogative forms in ti which I cannot explain:

is that mine ? nEriôtl (na) wa'lde?
is that hiS? gua'sgatl (na) wä'lde ?

-ill he not corne? %'yent dE§ k-â'EdEksdE?
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d<n't you see him ? 'yentl mEnë'etsdE? -
?rho said it ? nätI hà'ud E? (probably = mhose saying?)
rhere is he n-ho made it? (he absent), ndatl na dEi'n ts'a'pdEda?1

(hepresent), nda na dEi'n ts'a'pdEdai
n'hen did he arrire? ndatl da batsgEdEda ?
when will 1w arrire? ndatl dEm da batsgEdEda?
, rhen did you arrire ' nda da batsgEn?7
qrhen mill you arrive ? nda dEm da batsgEn ?

, ,, tsEdEnda dEm da batsgEn?
n'hose house is it? nàtl1 wàlbE guà'a ?

I add a few sentences that will lie found of interest from a syntactic point of
View:

Ishall cause you not to come, tigEn dEm k'á'EdEksEnt.
mwybe he is not coming, à'yensEntl dEm k-â'EdEkst.
do you hear that he is not coming ? nEqn'yentl dEm wa k-''EdEksdE ?
i hear he is sick, nEqEnô'yÔ sië'pgEtgE.
4e says he (another man) is sick, ma'tIdEdE s'épgEdEt,
I hope it mill be good weather, nESEntl Amtl laqa'.
i hope he is not sick, nEs Enti wa si'epgEdE.

I 'ish to drink, sà'rau dEm a'ksô.
I order himt to come, ganâ'yô dEm k'l'EdEksEt= I order his fnture coming.
Isee you arc eating, në'etsô wul yà'niqk'En=I see where you eat.
it is mine, nè'et nE'riô.
it is Gcorge, nëné'es Dsords.
Imight fa/i down, k-'inanë gyé'En.
you mightfall down, k-'inaEn gyê'En.
if Ifall, I shall hurt myself, tsEda saki'àinaè, dEm sg'ä'iksgEnÔ.
if I had fallen, I should hare hurt 'myseif, amë'en ýsE sak-â'inaê nAn dEn

sg-à'iksgEno.
1 give the knife to you, gyena'mô hatlEbl'etsgEda guan.

NOTE.--Every word referring to a person, more especially to a nomen proprium,
takes the sufffix -s:

George's canoce, qsa'Es Dsords.
George and John, Dsords dis Dsôn (in other cases: ditl).

FORMATION OF WORDS.

It may be well to call attention to a few of the formative elements and to the
manner of composing words. One of the most remarkable features of the Tsimshian
vocabulary is the indiscriminate use of words for nouns and verbs but still more that
of words as prepositions and verbs. - Among these we note:

màtk, from and to come.
ga, at and to take.
ksdq, out and to leave the house.
da, with, at and to elope, to take with.
ts''EW, into and to put into.

We may say in a general way that the prepositions serve at the same time as
verbs expressing a motion or location corresponding to the preposition.

Among'formative elements of words we note the following 1!
am, used for: arnhal/'it, headdress = used in dance.
i, large: wiÃludE, many ; mud'Egyat, old=great people.

mihaut, to cry.
wé, without : m5nlö'otl, without nest (a name).

mivksena'tlk, without breath (a name).
w0k-''uts, without labret =girl.

k-, place of, only occurring in geographical names:
Laq(1)-k(2)-t/gua(3)-rald'ms(4)= on (1) where (2) little (3) haws

(4); an island near Fort Simpson
KEnE(l)-k(2)-qd'le(3)=place (1) w ere (2) scalps (3).
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MEqtla(l)-k(2)-q'tla(3) = narrow channel (1) where (2) sea (3).
Lq(_1)-k(2)-lan(3)= on (1) where (2) (Gyit)lan (3); village of the

Gyit lan.

EEnE-, place of:
KEn(l)-k(2)-qâ'l1(3)= place (1) where (2) scalps (3).
KEnE(l)-k·and'ô(2)= place of (1) trade (2).

(kun-, place of, Gyitksan dialect.)

kPE-, place where something is frequently done:
XspE(1)-k-amë'elEq(2) = where always (1) good for nothing say (2)

= playground.
Exp(1>-d'a(2)= where one always (1) sits (2).

= where always (1) in summer (2).
.k-amn-, miserable, good for nothing, from kamise:

k-anm'eleq= good for nothing to speak= to play.
kan-, instrument:

k·anmé'i, rowlock = rowing instrument.
k-antlW'opes, thimble = sewing instrument.

., to eat, to receive:
qpëianö, to smoke = to eat smoke.
qgyat, man-eater.
qana'é, bread-eater.
ql<öan'o'n, to receive payment for burial (10, into; a'o'a, hand).

q-ka, misfortune happening:
qhasi'epka, having sickness.
xulaqtlâotk, when a landslide went down.

qpi-, half, in part, from qpiy':
qpimá'k, partially white.

ha-, instrument (cf. hâ, to use):
haaks, cup, spoon = drinking instrument.
haa'lagyaq, windpipe = speaking instrument.
hayà'wiqk,, fork - eating instrument.
had'û'osk, broom = sweeping instrument.

Aa-, causative :
hasi'epk, causing sickness.
kaJemd'tk, causing salvation, saviour (Olachen).

ts'E;-, ain:
ts'Em aks,=in water, a sea monster.
ts'Ezm ts'aq = in nose, nostril. '
ts'EM En'o'n= in hand, palm of hand.

tsë-, future:
tsëdE'nda, when ? (future)
tségyëtsë'ip, to-morrow.

se-, to make:
sE nmuld'isk= to make relative, to adopt.
sE n'ula'=to make know, to teach.

ovul-, where something is done (only once, not habitually):
mul (1) gyileks (2) tqal (3) d'amtk (4) = where (1) self (2) on (3)

written (4); a place on Nass River.
ndz-, place where something is kept:

ndEsu'ga, sugar-bOwl.
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I add translations of a few names:
Geographical names:

Laq (1) -k (2) -spaqtl (3), Aberdeen = on (1) where (2) catch salmon (3).Gyat (1) a (2) q (3) ts'oks (4) =People on eat canoe-boards=people of villagewhere they steal canoe-boards (ksdok)
Gyat (1) Ksia'n (2 )=people (1) of the Ksian (2) (Skeena)..Ksian, probably from aks mian = the main river.Ts'Ernsia'n = on the Ksian.

Namnes of persons:
Na (1) gun (2) aks (3), what (1) mistaken for (2) water (3).Tsaga (1) di (2) lá'o (3), across the water (1) also (2) staving (3).Tsersn (1) &i'gyisk (2), ashore (1) pulling (2).Ts'EFns'ek, the one left alone.

'sba'8a, either overcast sky = closi eye sky, or fastened talon (of cagle).lV5?ha', great wind.
Nebdt, making noise to each other.Ndsi's le'itlks, grandmother of watching.
A esn'ba'sk, grandfather great storm.
HJatsEqgs?'eq, dreadful fire.
DEm di mdtksk, going to be white.
Nés yuli'osjr, grandfather carrying stones.Li d'am laq t'', sitting on ice.
Seo'pgyibu'yuk, flying in front of town early in morning.Saraitk-ak-*'', eagle having one coloured wing.Qpi'yelek, contracted from qpi'litl kaU'oq = partly hairy sea-monst.Iok-qsûn ram qnoq = unbeliever in Neqnoqy

I cannot satisfactorily explain the formation of the last five nanes.

IV. KUTONA'QA.
PHONETICS.

Torels: a, e, E, i, o, u; au.
'cmonants:-p; m, w; d, t; n; g, k; g, k-: -q,b; s, ts;-tl; Y.colInitial and terminal combinations of consonants are very scarce. Among mycollection of words only a few initial, and no terminal coznbinations are found. Theformer are : kt, sk, sk-,.if1g-, tsp, t!k, tin. As adi words are undoubted compoundsnumerous combinations occur in words, one consonant being the terminal soundofone part of the word, the other the initial sound of the sub equent part.

GRAMMATICAL NOTES.
THE NOUN.

Sinsular and plural have no separate forms. There are no cases. The genitiveis freuent expressead.by the possessive pronoun. k'atlaqa'atsin aqktldi'mis, thehiorses head. ICI
In such cases in which we use the indefinite article the suffix -ndm, designatingsomebody's or some, is attached to the noun.

aqk-'un''nanm, a tooth, somebody's tooth.aqgitl'na(m, a house.
agk'atluma'näm, a mouth.

A great number of nouns have the prefix aq- or begin with compounds of thisprefix and certain others. I am unable to explain the meaning of this prefix, whichdoes not forin an integral part of the word, being dropped in certain syntactic forms.
aqgitla, the house (stem: tia).
inika gitia, it is my house.
s&n tlana'meni, there is a house.

g7qlnhini'tuk, river:
s4n mite'kenë, there is a river.

0 - -- 1 1 - - . 10 gowo!um
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THE ADJECTIVE
The adjective precedes the noun.

PERS
I, k&nmin.
thou, ni'nkö>.

h n k'is.

my, ka-.
thy, -nix.
bis, -is.

PRONOUN.
ONAL PRONoU .

we, kamina'tla.
you, ninkô'nistq!t.
they, ninkö'isis.

POSSESSIVE PRONOUN.

our, ka-na'tla.
your, -ni'sgitl.
their, -isis.

The independent form of the possessive pronoun is identical with the personal
pronoun:

.ka'min, it is mine.

2, ds.
3, g·a'tlsa.
4, qi't sa.
5, i'k3.
6, nmi'sa.
7, nsta'tlï.
8, ingå'tsa.

NUMERALS.
CARDIN4LS.

1 Ô, ë't'nið.
20, ai'nö.
30, g'atlsa'niöw.

100, gyit'u'n>?ri.
200, so tl Etlum n '.
300, g'&a t l Etiiwö'7b0100.

1,000, gyi't'omö tl E7tör 'nume.

In some cases I found the prefix ga- added to the numerals or19and two:
g'ô'kné aqktsemd'kinik, one man.
g'ô'ktrié ni'tgô, one dollar.
g'ô'ktré a'qtlat, one fathom.
g'à'kwé nat&'nik, one month.
gia'sc natd'nik, two months.

The following is remarkable:
<'sné q'atltsin, two dogs.

ORDINALS.
the first, o'snöt. the second, as the third, g-a'tsaw; &c.

NUMERAL ADVERBS.
once kk-ena'. twice, a'sk-'atl. three times, g'a'tlsak-'atl.

ewfirst tine, 'pâk. the second tine, ask-'astl; &c.

one-halU, às tlsEkosE'ka.

,

1st pers. sing.
2nd ,, ,,
3rd ,, ,,
lst ,, plur.
2nd
3rd

Present tense Imperfect tense

ku-né mä-ku-në
gin-né mä-gin-né

i-né mà(k -né
ku -natla(ané) mà-ku natla(ané)

gin-ni'gitl mà-gi -ni'gitl
-nenà'mené mâ(k -nenà'mené

Future tense

ku-tsqatl-nO'ne
gin-tsqatl-nê'ne
t)-tsqatl-në'ne
ku-tsqatl-natla(anë)

gin-tsqatl-ni'gitl(në)
(i)-tsqatl-nenã'mené

94
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PARTITIVES.

one-thlird, g·a'tisa tisEkosE'ka.

THE VERB.
THE INTRANSITIVE VERB.

Indicative.
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The intransitive verb may also be inflected by means of an auxiliary verb i, as
follows:

Present tense Imperfect tense Future teuse
1st pers. sing. kuin--nê n-kuinë-nè ku-tsqatl-inë'në-në.

&c. &c. &c.

The attributive verb is formed in the same way,'or by means of the auxiliary verb i:

For instance: kusäi'En, or kuinë sinë, I am bad.

The noun does not take the verbal suffixes and prefixes, but is used with the
auxiliary verb :

gin inë Kutona'qa, you are a Kootonay.
k'a'pa in Kutna'qa, they are ail Kootonay.
inë kagitla, it is my house.

Imperatire.

2nd person singular: -èn ; for instance : 7'kën, eat 1 g-'l'min(è), sleep!
2nd ,, plural: -êtl; ,, i'këtl, eat 1

INTERROGATIVE.

The interrogative particle is k-an or naqk-aê, which, however, is not used when it
is self-evident that a question is meant:

naqk-an gin-g.'ô'meni ? and gin g'''penë ? are you asleep ?
naqk-an gin inë Kutona'qa? and gin inò Kutona'qa ? are you a Kootonay?7
k·an inë ka'min? is it mine?
k·an inë aqitld'is ? is that his house ?

After an interrogative pronoun the particle is omitted : f
g'atla ki'ë 1 who is that ?

NEGATIVE.

The negative is formed by the prefix k-'a, which follows the pronominal prefix:

ku-k-a-santlg'onë, I arm not sick (= bad body). ii -

ITERATIVE.

The iterative is formed by tia, which follows the pronominal prefix:

ku-tla-santlqg'on, I am again sick.

OPTATIVE.

The optativè is formed by a compound particle, composed of the particles desig-
nating future and past. It is, therefore, a futurum exactum.

tsqE-ma kui'ken, I should like to drink.

The future is also used to express a desiderative.

ku-tsqatl-i'keni, I shall drink, and I want to drink.

QUOTATIVE AND RESPOSSIVE.

If the verb is said in answer to a -question, or in repetitioh of a sentence heard
from another speaker, the prefix su is used.

slg-sratlenkctlatlu'nJ, somebody said it is snowing.
ku-sliu-wa'q, I am coming (said in reply to a question).
slu-i'kenè, they say that he eats.
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I

gia'kqi, fish.
giak-'anu'koat, eagle.
gia'k-'Etla, duck.
gianu'kg, mountain-goat.

nu-, another prefix of animal names:
nuk-tsa'k·tlé, humming-bird.
nuk-tlu'k-oén, loon.
nutlaketli'tlik-, hawk.

Here may also belong:
gia-nit'k-qü, mountain-goat.
gia-nuqtlü'mena, rabbit.

gu-, separable prefix. Meaning unknown
gu-n'i'tlk-a, large.
gu-atla'sk-in, to break oif.

-k'a-, opening of :

gianuqtlüb'nmena, rabbit.
giantli'kqi, ground hog.
giaü'ats, fool hen.

nutglqaniiü'at, snail.
nutlô'k-at, the white tail deer.
nutti'kup, antelope.

giantlikqg, ground hog.

.ar
gu-iranak-anû'nnm, war.
gu-n'atldkuk-u'k-ut, rain.-

aqk'asatl&'gak, opening of nose =nostril.
aqk'atle'mna, opening of oesophagus = mouth.
aqk'atlaqu' Eit. opening of house = door.

-k-ak-, central part, dividing line:
aqk-7'nek-ak, notch of arrow.
aqkink-aksap'tla, septum.

-m m -.-

TRANSITIVE VERB.

Indicatirc, Present Tense.

Singular Plural

Object

1st Person 2nd Person 3rd Person Person 2nd Peraso

1st person singular - gin-nâ'penë -n'pen - gin-napgi'tlnè
2nd ,, ,, ku-nisen -- -ni'sene wô-nanwA'senë -
3rd ,, ,, kun-nkô'is gin- wö- gin-agi'tlnë
]st ,, plural - gin-nauwä'senè -nauw.'senë - gin-nauwä'senê
2nd ,, ,, kn-iisgi'lnê - -nisgi'tnë wô-nisgi'tInë
3rd ., ,, ku-ni'nkôis gin-natlà'anë - wÔ-natlà'anè gin-natlâ'anè

The third persons plural and singular arc identical.

For instance, from nu-k-3, to conquer:
kunuzk-ni'senJ, I conquer thee.
kunnuk-önka'is, I conquer him.
nuki-mi'pcn?, he c' quers me.
nuk-öni'seni, he coq rs thee.
D.unuk-önauirr'senë, we conquer thee; &c.

PASSIVE.

ku k-antla'tItitl, I am struck.
Georqe nu-ko-a'tln, George has been beaten.
ku-k-b-atl, I am beaten.

FORMATION OF WORDS.
I have not succeeded in analysing many words, but a number of prefixes and

suffixes have resulted from my comparisons. Among the words of the vocabulary
I collected, 164 begin with the prefix aq above iÉeferred to. Besides this I found a
number of other prefixes.

gia-, animal:

H
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-gak suffix occurring in names of many parts of body:
aqk'a-sat&l'gak, nostril.
aqgumri'tFgdk, breast.
aqgé'igak, foot.
aqk•igak, wrist.
aq-oatg·'atliga'k, eyebrow.

-nrk, tree:
katli'mrök, t horn.
sk-ömi'rrök, sarvis (?) berry bush.
ak-unü'>rôk, willow.

-tiqü, bod y:
san, bad.
söke, good.
*'a, broad.

-mötl, instrument:
yiiraki'umitl, brush.
itli'niitl, instrument.
kaak'nimtl, net= dipping instrument.
gdmtlknk'ö'möti, sling.

-kin, to do something with hand or foot:

yi'akin, to paint.
atss;'kin, to crush with foot.
yüi'tsikin, to stand on top of some-

thing.
g'asni'nkin, to break.

-qan, to do something with teeth:
gug-a'sqan, to bite off a piece.

-q, to do-something by bammering:
(g')a'ktsqi, to pound.

guatla'sqi', to break off with hammer.

.mik, vibrate :
atlask-û'mik, a eut.

ag''a'tligak, forehead.
aqgn'ngak, beak.
akqa'sgak, breastbone.
ag'ngak, neck.
aqguggu)tl<'mguk, nape.

aqkitlni'kprk, cherry tree.
aqk-urä'tirök, birch.

sû'ntli, sick.
s(/kitqô, well.
k'a'tlrg, stout.

g'ak-t.,qô'mniitl, pestle.
itlukts'mül, sewing machine.
anankô'mutl, broom.

.qsnatla'skin, to break off.
hua'rutskin, to hold in hand.
itkin, to make sonething with the

hand.
atikin, to carry ins hand.

*·asni'ngan, to break by biting.

g·asitlu'g, to break to pieces with
hammer.

('alkts'tlmakg, to pound.

ag-aqyi'nmik, a war.
[A comparative vocabulary of all the languages of British Columbia, including

the principal dialects, will be given in a future report.]

DESCRIUPTION OF PLATES.
Plate I., Fig. 1. Tsimshian, male, cire. 55 years [col. Boas, No. 85]. Norme

frontali..
Fig. 2. Tsimshian, cire. 50 vears. [Morton collection in the Museum of dt

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, No. 213.] Arma
frontalix.

Plate Il., Fig. 1. Tsimshian. [Morton collection in the Museum( ;f the Acadony
of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, No. 214.] Norma frontalis.

, Fig. 2. Tsimshian, cire. I8 vears. [Morton collection in the Museum of the
Academy of Natural Sciences, Pliiladelphia, No. 987.] iarma
frontalis.

Plate III., Fig. 1. Sane as Plate L, Fig. 1. Norma iateralis.
Fig. 2. Same as Plate I., Fig. 2. Vwma laterali.

Plate IV., Fig. 1. Same as Plate IL, Fig. 1.
Fig.2. Same as Plate Il., Fig. 2. 2or.a laterali.

Plate V., Fig1. Same as Plate I., Fi. Norma rerticals.
Pl ate V.,Fig. 1.Fig. 2. Same as Plate I., Figy. 2. Norma rerticalis.
Plate VI., Fig. 1. Same as Plate Il., Fig. 1. Norma rerticals.

9 Fig..Same as Plate IL., Fig: 2.:Norma rerticalisSame s Plte I., Fg. 1
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Plate TII.-TSIMsIAN, I., IL.

FIG. 1.-Ialf natural size. &

Fie. 2.--lalf natural size.
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Fie. 2.-Haif natural size.

Plate" IV.-TIMsHIAN, III, IV.

Fi. 1.--Half natural size.
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Plate T7.-TsiMsH&N, III.,. IV.

FI. I.--Ialf natural size.

FIG. 2.-Half natural size.
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